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Albuquerque, NeW Mexico, Thursday, November 30, 1922
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"UNITED STATES
Will Motor Vehicles Succeed
Camels as They Did Horses? DEFENDS POLICY
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Senate Committee
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Is
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pected to Accept It as
Adopted and the Fight
Rate on the Floor
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senator from Michigan to fill the
TO EXCLUDEPUBLIC
unexpired term of former senator
who reTruman If. Newberry,
FROM FIRSJ MEETING
signed.
Mayor Couzens has accepted the
appointment, the governor said,
Will Be
Free DisThe governor announced Mr.
Couisens, who hus gained nationcussion
Upon
Important
wide prominence through his muof Legislation,
Subjects
nicipal railway venturo in Detroit
would take his seat in the senate
Is Announcement
as soon as his Detroit affairs could
bo

arranged.
"Mr. Couzens becomes senator
with not a single string attached,"
the governor said. "Ho madei no
prbmibes; 1 exacted nune.""Mr. Couzens will have my earnand support in
est
whatever he undertakes at Washington for tho best interests of this
If at any time he
commonwealth.
should ask for my advice or assistance, it will be given freely and
gladly. He Is at liberty to take or
refuse it."
Arguments against the appointment ,of Mr. Couzens on the
grounds that ha should not be taken from the Detroit mayoralty because he has not had sufficient
timo to develop the municipal
street railway program which he
has inaugurated, were met with
this statement by Governor Groes-bee-

to

ivi; cents.

REGULATION OF

Attacks, Attri-

Published
buted

4
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ER FAVORS

AT PEACE MEET

CONVENE FRIDAY

James Couzens Is Appointed
AT WASHINGTON
to Fill the Unexpired
Term of Truman H. NewThirteen Senators and 26
Sixty-Nin- e
Republicans
berry, Who Has Resigned
Break Away From Their
Representatives Are List- Nov. 2 9. Mayor
Mich.,
Lansing,
ed as Intending to ParParty and Vote No; Four James Couzens of Detroit today
"Alex.
was
Governor
by
appointed
Democrats Back Measure J. Groesbeok as United .States;
ticipate in Parley
OU

nm.u

THE RAILROADS
BY GOVERNMENT

Morgenthau,

Prompts the State DeAlso Suggests
partment to Issue Denial
Washington, Nov. 9 (by the AsatPublished
sociated
Press.)
the
tacks upon tho
position
American government is taking ul
tho Lausanne conference, attributed to Jlcnry Morjjcul hau, ambassador to Turkey under the Wilson
administration, prompted tho stale
department to lx no a formal denial today aimed rather at the
implications involved in the, printed version of Mr. M oryenthuu's remarks than at tho specific allegations they cotituiiii'it,
Tho wpecifie, statement involved
of Ihe state dealleged
partment uith tho Standard oil
company lu ubuiiu renunciation bj
the Dutch Shell company, a l;iH-isconcent, of a potuon of its interests in I'alcsli.ie, in favor of the
Tho departAmerican cuiiimny.
ment's statement's! id Mr. .Morgenthau had been either meorrcetly
quoted or misinformed in tins connection.

Aniaai na-

tion of Groups of Strong
Lines to Solve the Trans- portation Problem

FARMERS' CONDITION
IS CAUSE OF CONCERN

Control to Protect the Residents and Lands of the
Imperial Valley of California Ursed

Washington, Nov. 29 (by the AsSan Francisco Calif.. N"V. 29.
sociated
Pros. In announcing
The primary need in deelopmTt
the
of
the
program
progrestoday
of Colorado rivi r projects is full
sive conferences lu re next Friday AboTo, Arab travelers inspecting
control lo protect tin; residents and
and Saturday, with tho names of
detail of French trrclors at oasis.
lands of the Imperial valley of
13 senators and ill! representatives
Note camels at extreme
California, Herbert Hoover, secrelisted as intending to participate.
"and
Senator l.a Follette, republican, of
tory of commerce, and chairman de-of
behind ostrich, llelow, tractors
thr, Colorado river commission,
Wisconsin, who, with Rcprosenta-itivbroke
Alao
clare, in an address today at. a,
Huddlrston. democrat, of
Sixty-ninrepublicans
on road at edge of Sahara.
stut-- j
luncheon of this San Francisco
llin
called
bama,
conference,
away from their party organizachamber oi' commerce.
cd that Friday's meeting of the
tion and opposed the bill, while
lie said,
In tile past two
would
conferences
congressional
Camels, ago long method of
(.onoi-.ithe Imperial valley had been saved
liiiiliia(ioii
four democrats supported it.
be "behind closed doors."
Tin; general implication read by from destruction only by a narrow'
travel and Leasts of burdsn on
There never was' much doubt
session of national pro
department otflc'als into Mr.
margin anil tho menace from flood
gressives is to 1)p public.
I about the result, but the margin by
the
Sahara
descr'.,
may
great
remarks was that the waters still is great.
senators-elecin the
t
Senators and
which it went through was mucn
was
American
dorado river
chiefly
government
list given out by Senator La
Describing the
soon be replaced by the tractor
concerned at Luusunut; or else- tho greatest ninglo
lower than estimates publicly given
undeveloped
office include eight republicommercial
in
was,
It
in
where
America
resource
as were horse: supplanted in
today, Mr.
obtaining
cans, four denioroats and one
by most of the leaders.
for
Near
tho
the river'ti
Fast
in
Hoover
that
Senator-elecopportunities
predicted
t
Shipstead,
s
however, Just about what ' they figrecent years by moto.-- in other
In that full development would add 3.000,-00- 0
American oil companies.
of Minnesota.
The republicans
ured on privately.
stateBrook-har- t,
connection tho department's
listed are Borah, Idaho;
population to the hinterland
In the face of threats to delay,
parts of the world. Two French
ment said:
of California and would open :n
Iowa:
the ' "If municipal ownership of its
Kansas;
Capper,
if not prevent, its passage, byMonin
this
for
"The
implication
r.
to
street
and
first
make such
France.
Frazier
agricultural area. tii(. size of tho
railways ia'a good thing
tractors, the
Maryland;
senate, tho measure will go
statement was vigor- state of Maryland.
North .'laUuta; La Follettc,
which Detroit under Mr. Couzens' direcLadd,
committee
senate
to
tho
are
across
now
the
enrouta
unday
trip,
bo a good thing
ously denied by tho department."
Secretary Hoover reiterated that
Wisconsin, and Norris, Nebraska.
by the tion, it should able
plans to accept it as passed to
The only action tnken by the de- industry must, take a place secondmen. I consid- The democrats are senator-elec- t
Sahara from the sea to Timbuck-tothe der any other
house' and take the fight
tobe
could
which
Couzens
Mr.
possibly
that
ary
partment
tho
er
Burton
K. Wheeler, Montana, and
agriculture in reaping the
objection
with supplies for an explorfloor next week.
be referred to In tho published ac- benefits from the Colorado river.
is too valuable a man for Detroit Senators Ashurst, Arizona;
Owen,
Jlotlon to Kceomiult
"When Ihe need arises farmers
continued,
count, tho iitalciiient
to lose at this time, Is a strong Oklahoma
and Sheppard, Texas.
ing party.
The usiml motion to recommit, reason why his usefulness
as a The senatorial list as originally
"was itu mandate notes asking for will be privileged to draw upon the
out the
American
extended
for
for tho purpose of striking
bo
waters
should
name
servant
of
equal
arrrsoy allocated or disannounced
included
the
opportunity
public
provision relating to tax exemp- to all Michigan."
enterprise in mandate territories, tributed to industry," ho said. "Tho
Senator Walsh, democrat, of Mas
compensations,
direct
and
an
Detroit sachusetts, but he demanded that
tions
attitude which this administra- real foundation of a nation is in
of tho
Appointniont
was
made by Representative mayor to tho senate is seen in po- it be withdrawn, declaring he was
tion hau taken as well as tho prior homes rather than ils industries."
ALL
GALLUP
IS
MAN
IS
administration."
as
explodmovecircles
litical
in
Hardy, of Texas, ranking demoDiscussing economic conditions,
with
not
definitely
any
sympathy
The Standard Oil company is un- 'the secretary declared he believes
crat of the merchant marine coming tho belief previously advanced ment, to form, a' new "bloc" in
was
It
it.
framed
a
which
to
hold
number
of
perderstood
America has effected a. quick postin some quarters that the governor congress.
mittee,
mits from the Turkish government war readjustment. The only outwould be a candidate for
nnd seven
himself
defeated, 215 to 172.
Nineteen
republican
for oil prospecting
in Palestine, standing problem to he solved, hi
Chairman Greene of the mer- tho senate for the full term at the 'democratic representatives and
LEADER
OVER some
of them antedating the w"". said, Is that presented by middlo
1324 general elections.
announced as
chant marina committee, and
representatives-elec- t
exIt.
of
There
been
Pennsylhas
is generally
Mr. Couzens,
Edmonds,
correspondence of western agricultural interests, but
conferees are:
most friendly character between the matter of railroad transportar.rowno,
vania, who shouldered tho fight pressed here, will be a candidate
Republicans
lick,
declared
for the full term.
Washington and Lcndon gov tion presented a pressing secondary
Cooper, Frear, Lam pert. Nelson.
through the house,
BY
IE
ACT OE
in connection with this. prohlrni.
that despite amendments the
Mayor Couzens was born In I'eavey. Schneider and Voigt of
for
"The solution of the transporta50
it was said by i.ritish author-- i
years ago. Wisconsin: Burke,
Chatham, Ontario,
measure would pave the way
Pennsylvania;
itles had shown no inclination tion problem rests in the amalgaof many James, Michigan; Keller. Minne- Arvievlriin flntr at a Reputed to have a fortui
4Vd
;
!f
,U deny their validity or to prevent mation of groups of strong roods
The gen millions, ho started his career us
high place on the seas.
under government regulation," ho
White Wins in Race FYPP.Iltinn fir thpi MinktprS prospecting under them.
a "newsle" on a passenger train. Uiguanlia. New York: Keid.
SayS He IS ' Deeply TOUCn- - Roy
eral ' View on DOUl S1UCS was mai
In none of these matters, now- - said. "There are two other
with
associated
to
became
1903
j
he
In
had an attempt been made
M.
li"
N.
Kind
of
ed
w
comfor
the
of
ReoepSeveral
;,.
In
siidi
tho
union
tile national iantion of tho
ever,
manufacture
Ford
by
the
Presidency
Deputies
would
..have
Henry
pass it us framed it
Morgctl- - railroads, which would be a. social
Mi. h
Mlcliisra a.
llnfnwrti - ,P'iy referred to by Mr.
Detroit,.. .taking.
Pn.ioP
Mornbeen swept to an overwhelming automobile,
the
Gets
Las
E.
This
Leaves
"""1idn";
Vegas
A.;
wauoo
wns
When
it
he
muvii uinawi thuu. concerned,
added, disaster to tho American
people,
Democrats
position as bookkeeper.
Collins, Mississippi;
defeat.
connection with the Huddleston,
III.
'"or has the Standard Oil or any and tho complete and unrestricted
McSwain
PrpQC Pnmmpnt
for
Convention
Alabama;
1923
ahp
ing
Springfield,
As passed by the house, no line severed his 1)1
concern
fur
conbeen
of
5
American
was
back
other
full
vice
railroad
he
Mans-presin
turning
tho.
South
to
company
and
i
Carolina;
'
Logan,
was left In the bill relating
nished with department letters in- trol to the owners, in which event
on Amer- ident and treasurer.
field, Texas: Mead New York, and
AsI'D
3.
was
AssoL.
the
Nov.
White
of
fCovU
the
subject of liquor-sellinKoine,
(by
Uoy
Chicago,
Gallup
with
in
thy
use
the
office
tended
for
lines
crush
would
negotiations
Mr. Couzens' first public
th,
stronger
Thomas, Oklahoma.
When tho question
ican ships.
president of the New Mcv-ic- ciated Press). lnd.lgnation over other oil concerns in Palestine or weaker ones to the wall and would
whs that of police commissioner, to
The announcement of the plan sociated Press) Georges Clemen- elected
was reached yesterday in commit- which
Educational association, and the execution of the Greek minis- Mesopotamia.
re1916.
create
a
in
of
was
in
Lulled
list
States
he
thereby
the
secret
long
of
for
conferences
the
touring
appointed
tee of tho whole, the Bankhead
chosen as the next ters is growing and several deputies
He was first elected mayor of De tors and representatives said:
.Mcsopotamian Interest.
ceiverships from which it would
an effort to forge closer 'onds be Las A'egutt Was as
of
tho
in
Ihe
result
the
prohibition amendment
9
re.Morgen1
presented
Mr.
is
take
meeting
place,
It
interrogations
that
the
some
IS
his
timo
to
and
in
country
lli order that 1'iere may be fullitwcen this country and France, to
the .as- chamber today to ascertain the at thau hadpossiblo
was put aside and a substitute of- troit
in mind correspondence cover."
last year was by 30,000 votes, the ;Rnd free discussion upon tho im- night dictated the following ballot cast by members of convenI'.iZ'l
to
of
In
the
fered bv Mr. Edmonds Accepted. largest
sociation during
the government and
titude
Government
0ver Mesopotamia!! oil interests
regulation of th
majority ever given a De- portant subjects of legislation Thanksgiving message:
It stipulated that it a ship on troit mayoralty
tion, Vhich ended here yesterday. make public protest against this which tho United States objected rate feature is now being put to a
candidate.
which will be laken up for consid"Leeply touched by the kind re-- 1
east:
vot
was
field
the
the
action
of
the
severe
Greek
authorities.
division
test
the
exclusive
by
any particular voyage, permittedit
A proposal sponsored
after
Following
ito
complete federal
by
eration, the conference will meet (option granted me, and the attenthe transportation of liquor,
For president Roy I.. White,
Lvputy Galll. who lias dono there between Uritish and French control had failed to solve the railstale-- i tion given to the
mayor for the purchase of the De- behind- closed doors.
Any
of
for
my
delivery
in
a
.10
subsidy
not
B.
San
share
ltenio road problems, Hoover said.
Jones. Las Cruef's, 219; , everything possible during
could
years interests under the
troit' United Railway lines lost by menls which senators or vppresen-ilatt.iv- rnesKRec. there is much that I am .'li: G.
J. of political life to contribute to u'roeniont.
The British recogniz
"Tiic condition of the agricul, a few votes in 1919,
John Milne, 1 P. A. Gates.
Ho then ob
that voyage.
may care to make to the
of
V. Conway, 1.
time
the
ed
that
of
at
The house made a number ot tained authority of the voters to press will be given out after the thankful for." war
tho
and
tural interests in the middle west
correspondGreece,
greatness
unity
who
The
former
Luella, S. hus returned the decorations which ence, the soundness of American is such as to cause the gravest
For vice president
changes in the bill as reported by build a municipal system and af- deliberations of the conference are delivered the fourth premier,
of a series of Clark.
Mr. Hoover said. "The purter this was well under way. he concluded."
Valeilon, l!i;i; B. A. Itiba. 1: he received from Athens and has complaint at being excluded from
the merchant marine commune
toaddresses
the
here
spent
yesterday,
congress
Mrs.
Nell requested that his name be re- any opportunity for American en- chasing power r,f these interests is
them
of
1;
gave
of
the priPlanclio Parrctt,
One
A number of members of connegotiated tho purchase
tho sights. 11
out
reand
seeing
relaxing
official
no
day
consoliand
less
while
n
annually
it was In 19 1.",."
than
1.
to
and
the
owned
from
street
the
ani
moved
which
terprise,
system
user,
appropriate
vately
right
gress, in addition to those
Ho attributed the plight of these
of Lord
of the merchant marine fund the dated it with tho new city lines, nounced today, are expeeled to at- He leaves at :0 o'clock tomorrow
For
treasurer Myrtle Plant. municipal authorities named after port has yet been received
111.,
where
at
for
the
out
tho
to
Springfield.
to
statement
press
Curzon's
interests to the breaking down of
carry
moncv necessary
402; Ijouiso Wells. him.
after the voters had authorized the tend the meetings, tho acceptances morning
ho is to decorate the tomb of Albuquerque.
Another move.
that Great transportation and
went
The consolidation
tlu slackening
other prominent Italians have Lausanne, recently,
provisions of the act.
only those received up Abraham Lincoln and deliver a Las Vegas, "i; A bran Abeyta, 1;
such into effect in May. 1922. and De- including
San
Kcmo
the
Britain
ships,
up of the coal output due to !n- indust.ial
1.
regarded
followed
that
suit.
to this afternoon
Gunando,
provided
Then It. For
address.
short
us nun ana vom. un e is no idustrial aim other disturbances.
eulogistic
commitPact
for
executive
new
the
Greek
member
as those owned by the Standard troit became tho largest city opThe legislative
Coincidental!!',
proposals
FriThe halting of European recon- consideration at tile conference of he goes to St. Louis, arriving
Oil company, should not collecta erating its own traction system.
tee, three voars W. G. Donley, minister to llalv.... Colergi. presented disposition here to doubt that such
iis tho British attitude.
i.i , i .i, una,i.. di .v,
Mr. Couzens won tho reputation members of congress and of civic day morning.
struetlon, he ascribed to the fact
499; Myrtle Plant. 1; IX ,4.0
Carlsbad,
compensation on any portion of
r.r
iu.v.fa,.
ll.o
that the continent is "still an arm
to uir
tv ., . i v. ",
Program for the Day
11. Ksmiindo,
vessel carrying cargo of the ship of a free giver through numerous participants have not been made
1; .Mrs. Maude L. isiry todn
ed camp, with S.HOO.OOO men under
The Tiger's program for the day,
gifts to the city's institutions. The public. Tho congressional confer1.
the executions. the American delegates at. Lausanne.
Discussing
Blaney,
fr"- e iL wn ziv.
taut
started
out
said
he
can
worked
from
it
fund receives
authoritativelyU nlted arms and 10,000.000 morn In reby himself,
community
ence on Friday is expected to
For member executive eonimit- U.o
of
serve. This has its effect upon the
has
He
interest
a
one
of
to
visit
with
him
to
Paramount
defiChicago's
$100,000.
a
ship
annually
admit resolutions outlining
Plnit incomp tax reductions
"Wo cannot attribute to Veni- tee, one year K. I:. .Marsnaii. ciou 111,1 una i.v.i
lU
gainful occupations in which thc?e
goods abroad in established numerous houses and nite program for the progressive biggest packing plants, and ended vis. 499; .lose u. i respm,
of the horrible MUICS rOlitiensuch
zelos
responsibility
pers sending their was
of
as
the
men might ho employed."
rights
stricken put, settlement houses. His largest gift hloc tn he presented to the general with a visit to tho Auditorium
C, K. massacres, but wo must recognize sideratlons,
American vessels
Inspector
Transportation
the
and
he
minorities,
when
racial
Pottef
of
Mrs.
thnf was early this year
Concluding his discourse on the
where, as the guest
conference on Saturday.
Rest. 491; CY W. Conway, J; P. that lie taught such methods and religious
and the house also stipulated
institueducational
of
children's
a
to
he
$5,000,000
his
not
'the
river, Mr. Hoover said:
should
protection
hostess,
pledged
Chicago
Basil M. Manlov, of
people's Palmer,
that bis disciples have executed tions and similar questions in Tur- Colorado
tho steamship Leviathan
Qulguo 1.
"Wo found a pnssibl,-- solution of
treat
to
f s Russian
is
which
o
crippled
KoraaKol
cost
hospital
heard
the
Kimsky
service,
sunplriientcu
legislative
Albuquerof
with
them
ferocious
The
be sold for less than
savagery.
meeting
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place
Wash'
in
the
It is strongly hoped
Colorado difficulties
children without cost.
from Sen.'uor l.a fantasy, "The Snow Maiden, sung que. 2 .".I; Las Vegas. 2 til.
through
innotincements
$8,166,000.
civilized worliLshudders witif hor- key.
ington that the '.ausanne meeting the employment nf a long disused
''olletto's office with a statement in French.
to think that while the mur- will
Mr. White is city superintendAs Finally Passed
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in
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in
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result
the
general
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he
apconstitution
nn
He
conference
received
ovation
providthat, tho
progressive
As finally passed, tho bill would
ent of Gallup, and has taken an dered Greek ministers ulid gening for the appointment of a fedwould conclude
nipht peared in the Potter Palmer box. nctivo interest in the affairs of erals lie uuburied, Yenizelos weighs on these points.
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G
provide for the sale to private
eral
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to
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in
French
in
such
merwas
club,
the
which
a,
pass
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the
with
City
dinner
cuuso
draped
association and In the
owners of the government's
his words and arguments around
difficulties and draw up treaties,
and the Stars and Stripes. the
honor of new progressives, repreThe tho Lausanno conference table."
in tho stale.
education
of
chant fleet and the establishment
which,
when
MEASURES
PASS
IRISH
the
ratified
legissentatives and governors. Former H was a veritable spree for the
In the treasury of a revolving fund
latures of the states in by
presidency was the only o.'flce for
of Tiger, who
question and
for
Representative Edward Keating and
usually retires at eicht.l. which
two nominations were made. GFIIMW PAPPUS P.LAMi:
to be loaned American citizens- AnTHEIR THIRD READING
tho national congress, shall become
OF
toastmastrr
to
he
Edourd
is
Colorado
After
act,
the
first
was friendly and the
FXGI.ANIi AM) I'KAXCF
tho law
the construction of ships. marine
tho land. The basic
Mr. Mnnley said. Samuel I'ntor-mye- r.
French basso, sang the Mar- The rivalry
IN BRITISH COMMONS compact of
was devoid of the scramble
other fund, the "merchant from
has already bprm drawn
New York lawyer, would be seillaise, and Cyrena Van Gordon, election
established
Asso-be
characterized
Nov.
29
i
has
the
would
Berlin,
tor office that;
fund,"
up and awaits action by the states
(by
duthe principal speaker.
the Star Spangled Banner .
Vote was ciatcd Press.) Franco and Engof the sessions.
London Nov. 29 by th,. Asso- and tho nation."
proceeds of tonnago dues and
Between abattoir and opera. someAustralian
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come
a
ballot.
for
land
Mr. Hoover estimated that the
share
of.
ties amounting, according to sponbills
large
Press). The Irish
Olomenoeau sandwiched visits to byThe necrology committee of the tho blame the Berlin press attaches! ciated
task of damming the Colorado and
sors of tho bill, to $4,000,000 anthird
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Institute,
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cent
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Prank
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to tbe execution of tho Greek
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Anderson galleries, and the Field association,
amount of customs duties, which
Carroon of the New Mexico Normal isters. Tlie newspapers profess to reading in thewere
energ- - ami irrigation sysTO REMOVE WHISKY
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Museum of Natural History,
and
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Las
the
be
at
Over
horror
Vegas
would total $30,000,000 per year.
bp
stricken,
stretched over a
University
attributing
Adjourns
of lords,
The art exhibit before which he man,
on a graduated
FROM A WAREHOUSE
two deaths during occurrence to alleged blundering amendment to the lions,,
of forty years, but that the
Compensation
a
no difficulties are expected. period
With No
stopped longest was a small statue th year,reported
flood control of the Imof
Thanksgiving
question
Colonel J. W. AVillson. su- by the entente in handling post where
scale would be extended ship own-erThe remaining M.'igcs will be con- perial valley should ho
"Poor Buddha,"
New Mexico war adjustments.
out of this fund, according to
29. Samuel of the Buddha.
attended to
Special compasperintendent of the P.osvvell,
End to the Filibuster by Washington, Nov.
bills will at once, because of
"He did not tell the peo- Military
and sion is voiced in the case of
s cluded this week and Ihe
at
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the great menthj
the speed, size and type ofwould
Pollock of New York was denied he said.
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a
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today to weaken democratic sen- house in Baltimore to his residence
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of
final
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legislation,
mour plant; through which he was
mad dreams of Yenizelos, says:
ators in their filibuster against for personal uso.
Hutchinson, Kans., Nov. 29.
which, he said, offered England an
Laurence Armour.
OFFERED FOR SALE
CLOSED
or unconsciously, opportunity of atonement
"ConsciouslyPollock told tho Court he had conducted by
The Santa Fe railway lias put Into the measure ana the senate adto IreStanding in the slaughter room,
the Athens military court lias made land, and lik,- many other memeffect an emergency rate of 50 journed over Thanksgiving with purchased the warehouso receipts whero
one
Main
steers
were
being
Seattle, Wash. Nov. 29. The itself executioner in the interests bers, he appealed to the leaders in
covering the whisky in December
per cent of regular rates on corn no end to the filibuster in sight.
another and put on rollers to glands
of dames K. Mahoncy, who of England."
both tho north and the south to
adjournment found the sen- 1919, and intended to make legiti- after
shipments to southwest points, ac-to ateThe
of
line
them
the
to
convey
waiting
Willi
less
The Tageblatt asserts that the bury tho hatchet and work for
is to be hunged Friday in the
accomplished in five mate use of the beverage. Ho said
cording to local representatives,
he
dressers,
the
for
quoted:
hours
in
Texas
been
Mexico
victims
saved
It
would
huve
it
and
loss
today than,
Washington penitentiary
yesterday's he would suffer irreparable
unity.
get corn to New
"I've got a little list:
The only government spokesman
murder of his wife are for tale tho French ambassador had prostock men whose ranges ore re- four hour Resslon, at which the not permitted to transport the 90
never will he missed."
to tested as did the British unibassa-do- r. was Douglas
was
filibuster
"They
cars
according
bidder,
Sufficient
inaugurated,
highest
Hogg, the attorney
barrels.
grain
ported poor.
demoTho
Wnlln.
determination
of the
n dispatch from Walla
general, who expressed' confidence Trouble Follows Arrest of
adding:
are not available.
crats to continue obstruction until
,
says
is
doubt
least
Wash. The prison physician,
that that the free state government
"There not tho
PART OF $100,000 IN
tho republicans nrreed to lay aside RUSSIAN REQUEST IS
has offered the the officer rebels at Athens aro would loyally carry out the treaty
the
dispatch,
and FacSuperintendent,
the Dyer bill was announced on
U. S. TREASURY NOTES,
glands, setting $1,000 ns a mini-a nothing more than creatures of which would expunge the memothe floor and in private conversaREJECTED BY ALLIES
ries of thP past on both sides.
tions
in Row
mum bid and declaring them
France."
Engage
tion. Their determination, howSTOLEN, RECOVERED bargain because the doomed man
The Voissiehe Zeitung is of the
Over
the
ever, was no stronger than that of
Incident
Ascondition.
29
of
Hellenic
was
Nov.
'ho
in
the
dream
(by
Lfi'ifr.mie,
opinion that
perfect physical
those republicans It charge of the sociated
New York. Nov. J9. Part of It is stated that tho glands, if sold, regeneration hus passed.
It de- PERSONNEL OF BOARD
Press). Tho Itusslan delmeasure.
This wns declared by
FOKECAST.
comtn United States treasury will be transferred Immediately clares that the executions took off
Vaughn, N. M., Nov. 29. The
a
received
$100,000
egation
tonight
somo tonight to point to a contin- munication from tho Near Fast notes
Denver, Nov. 29.
the men who were best trained TO PROBE CONDUCT OF school at Duran, 16 miles south. of
stolen. from the Cleveland after death.
Ealn south, snow or rain north uation of efforts on botl sides un- conference rejecting the Itusslan Trust company
is closed on account of an
here,
25.
Nov.
EuWalla Walla, W.,h.,
of Cleveland, Ohio,
among the Greeks in western
MIDDIES ANNOUNCED old fashioned
adjourns sine request to be allowed participation on October II, was recovered here Only those
"school row."
portion Thursday, colder. Friday, til the extra nesslon
persons required by '.he ropean thought, and that such
No S
unsettled, enow northeast portion.
as tho result of a whipping
tho discussion of nil questions today when officials of tho federnl state law will be present at tho Chauvinism indicates a retarded
The debate late in the day grad- In
29.
Arliona: Partly cloudy southNov.
in
the
Washington,
Secretary episode
school, Supt. W. P.
before
state of civilization,
body, without being reserve banlc recognized $23,000 in hanging Friday of .tames K.
west, rain southeast, snow north ually becamo centered upon the limited that
Donby announced today tho per- Yeager was arrested on a chargo
to
wile
of large denominations which
murdetor,
notes
the
straits
convicted
problem.
reblll
wlth
Senators
New,
Dyer
sonnel of tho hoard of investiga- of assault and battery. The jury
portion Thursday, Friday, fair.
and' Italy had been left with n local broker- which will be held at tho state
IU.KCII .TtKY 11S( U A IU.F.U
publican) of Indiana, and Willis, aroFrance, GreatinBritain
tion "to determine and fix the re- failed to agree when he was tried
unanimous
by the age firm by a stranger who asked penitentiary here, according to anIrfis Angeles, Nov. 29. The jury sponsibility for the lack of super- in
standing
the
I.ater
for
its
passage.
arguing
IiOCAti MRPORT
Rus-slajustice court at Kncino, and his
W.
nouncement
Warden
not
John
into
smaller
the
Poincare
have
to
them
by
C.
inviting
of
to
in
with
Arthur
changed
discussion turned
the third trial
its origin,
vision over the midshipmen at the attorneys have served notice that,
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
"
disto
ihe
in
be
executed
will
He
Pace.
notes.
early
of
only
Belton
of
participate
J.
Senator
democrat
Burch
for
tho
murder
midshipmen's ball In Philadelphia regardless of tho outcome of the
hours ended at 6 p.m. yesterday, Arkansas, Caraway,
The stranger visited the brokerFriday morning.
declaring he was of the cussion of the straits.
Kennedy, reported to Judge John last Saturday evening after the an- trial in justice court, they will carrecorded by tho university:
Mahoney, maintaining the same W. Shenk at 9:4 3 O'clock tonight nual Army-Nav- y
oolonlon it was. formulated "by
age firm last Friday nnd changed
football game.
ry the case to the district court.
Highest temperature
JAPANESE HANK KI SPHNDS a $5,000 note nnd a $10,000 note sullen attitude that, has marked that it was hopelessly "deadlocked
an association having whito offi
Hear Admiral Ashley H. Robert- I" is reported here that the case
.UUWCO&
cers but having to do with negroes
Nov. 29 (by th- - Associat- into notes of $1 000. Tho notes him since his arrival, is showing and was discharged.
Tokio,
,,,,imi,,,AB
son
is senior member. The others is tho culmination of a fight
18 and with offices In New York."
Itange
ed Press.)
Tho Osaki Nippon passed through the federal bank no visible signs of his approaching
aro Rear Admiral S. S. Koblson
two factions, on headed by
Mean
.47
Seklden Glnko, a banking house and were returned to the broker- doom, say prison officials.
SMITH.
MOORE
SHADES
and
Captains Sinclair Gannon and President llomero of the school
79
callmurderHumidity at 6 am.
was
of
11
found
He
with
in
BOOTH
Osaka
and
branches
guilty
COMMANDS
IU
age house, where the stranger
Chicago, Nov. 23. Pal Moore of John T. Tompkins, the latter us board and the other by Superin,
75
Humidity at 6 p.m
He called ing his wealthy, aged bride, Kaie Memphis, Tenn., had a shade the recorder.
Chicago, Nov. 29 (by the Associ Kyoto and deposits of yen 10,000,- - ed for them Saturday.
tendent Yeager, which has been
Trace ated Press.)' Commander Evange- 000 suspended payment today, un- again this afternoon
Precipitation
and left the Mooers Mahoney. Her body was better of Har61d Smith, Chicago
The board is ordered to convene
on almost from the begin48 line Booth of the Salvation Army fortunate investments in
Wind velocity
shares $25,000 which was later recognized recovered from a trunk at the bantanrwelght, in their 10 round at tho naval academy next Friday going
ning of the school term. Tho
Direction of wind
South is confined to her bed in a hotel was given aa tho reason for sus as part of the sum stolen from bottom cf Lake Union in Seattle,, boxing match ncrora an Ameri or as soon thereafter as
schools are closed for an Indefinite
Character of day
Cloudy suffering with acuto laryngitis.
months after her death.
pension.
can legion post hro tonight.
the Cleveland bank.
period, it is reported, v .
The administration shipping bin, around
which was waged the most hitter partisan fight of the present
congress, was passed today by the
house with 24 votes to spare. The
final count was 208 to 1S4.
Washington,

Nov.

29.
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idiief executlvo was quoted "Hint
WOMAN IS SUCCESS
I am their comrade:
s:iy to thoio COLUMBUS LAWYER
were tho real soldiers
that
AS STEEL BIDDEIi who they
IS NEW ASSISTANT
fought lor tho liberty of
the world; say to them that they ATTORNEY GENERAL

U. S. 'AMBASSADOR

NECESSITY FOR

wero tlio

B!

ENTERTAINED

crusaders for liberty."

November's!), 1922

HAN IS FOUND

REVO LT

TURKISH

GUILTY OF FIRST

S

REPORTED

IN

DAUGHERTY ASKS
INSTRUCTOR AMERICAN

DEGREE MURDER WESTERN THRAG

GLUB

ENFORCEMENT OF
United States Commissioner Herrick and De Jouvenel,
French Senator, Given a
of Education Tigcrt Says
Dinner on the Order of
and Loyalty
Too Are Needed
the Old Fashioned Kind
Kjulh and

eiitliiui.-is-

for their

mo
Vrot'es.sion, and
tins qualities mod Heeded by tlic
touchers of tho country, iicconliiisr
to Utiiled states CiiiiiiiiissioniT cf
Kducation John J. TiRcrt, who addressed tho closing session of the
Now Mexico JOducatlonal assoeia-lion- 's
annual eonvenlion yesterday
afternoon.
"Tho teacher should stay withthe
profession at least long enough to
learn something about it," said Mr.
Tigert. "Wo have too many intellectual tramps in tho profession,
nnd I don't know hut what the
word 'intellectual' might well be
,
dropped."
Mr.
In speaking of
Ticert said it is tho duly of every
with lier sis- teacher to
Tor teachers and with thoso in uu
thority over her. As long us the
superintendent is the superintend
ent, and you work for him.' said
Mr. Tigert, "you primary teacher,
you high school teacher, must co
operate with him and idicy his or
ders. You may bco faults In his
system, but it 13 not your duty to
You can make the
nrtticiza.
changes after you become the bu
peiintendciit, which yiu will If
your work justifies."
Viva for Inspiration
In an address on ".Leadership, in
Education," Will C. Wood, statu
superintendent of California, made
a plea for better moral inspiration
lie
for tho teaching profession,
made the practical suggestion that
instead of heing taken twice over
the
the subject of geography,
children be Riven a course in geothat
He
suggested
logical reading.
the biographical element In history
ha more greatly stressed, with at
tention given to peace heroes as
well as war heroes,
lie said no
favored the continuation of four
years of history, but would (introduce a, system of study that would
give a historical background of the
relation of America to the rest of
tho world, by periods,
A general course In ethics, morals and manners waa suggested by
Mr. Wood for ull schools. Ho said
that Buch a courso would have a
salutary e'K-c- t by instilling in tho
student that there Ji something
ulse to bo worked for besides Belt.
Outlook Is Good.
l'rcsident Harry L. Kent of the
Ptaro Agricultural college und a
member of the state board of education, in speaking on "The Educational Outlook in Now Mexico,"
declared that prospects never have
heen brighter. He said that never
in the history of the state have so
many persona of collcgo rank been
attending the institutions of learning. Never, he said, has
between these institutions and
tho teachers in general heen better.
Mr. Kont said it is his belief that
tiie schools can bo maintained at
ihcir present state of high efficiency, with no cutting of terms
or reduction in force, but that a

Is necreadjustment undoubtedly as
they
essary to meet conditions
exist. By economy practiced IntelacTCent
sclijool
Mr.
said,
ligently,
tivities may jo retained unimpaired in spiia of financial readthat the
justments. He declared
state board intends to put Into effect its prognuu re'iuiring higher standard of (ualificutic.ns for
to teach.
certification
nr.
iliirfnl? the Af
m,
o
ternoon were given by tho
High schwol orchestra, under tho direction otf Miss Samuels;
the Valck violin un-- ' ' vocal solos
of
Vy Mrs. Ida Tlerco TVinn

.,.'
-

ver City, accompanied
by Mrs.
Vegas;
dolphins Kohn of s
o
Louise
Miss
solos
vocal
by
of Las Vegas, accompanied
Tjy Mrs. Collrt Root.
Jara-mfiJ-
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Owsley Delivers Messages,
Speaking First Into a Radio and Later Before a
Legion Post
29. Mes
Nov.
Washington,
President Harding,
sages from
Mrs. Harding and former Presi
dent Wilson to members of the
American
legion were delivered
here tonight by Alvm M. Owsley,
national commander of that organization.
Speaking first into
a radio telephone lor broadcasting over tho country and later
before a. local legion post, Mr.
Owsley described his visits during
tlio day to tha Whito House and
S street home of Mr. Wilson.
Tlio national commander said
President Harding, in replying
to inquiries,
had asked him to
tell the former service men that
was behind
tho executive
the
national
program for hospitals
for the disabled
veterans and
was determined that it should be
to
an
pushed
early conclusion.
The president also declared, he
said, for a practical administration of the law giving world war

The gift that fits Into your daily routine, euch as an electrical appliance, a
set of cooking utensils, a new range, is
a constant reminder of tho giver.

veterans preference in employment under the civil service.
As he was preparing to leave
tho executive offices, Mr. Owsley
said he was Informed that Mrs.
Harding would bo glad to receive

The modern gift of hardware Is doubly
eloquent of the thoughtfulncss of the
giver because its ui-- tends to save, the
time and the energy of tho recipient.

him.
"Sho got up out of a bed of
sickness, dressed horeclf and was
wheeled out In an arm chair," the
"She
notional commander said,
lold me:
"f want you to tay to the
men that their friend
has been sick, but is much better
now and soon will be on the job

RAABE & MAUGER
FIRST AXD COPPEIt.
P1IOXE S05.
"If It's Hardware We Have It."

again."
Mr. Owsley said that on his
visit tn tho Wilson home ho had
e
told tho
president ho
had come to puy his respects to
him as the former commander
in chief of the veterans and to
ask of a message from him. Ho
declared that Mr. Wilson's eyes
flashed, that ho sat moid erect
and his jaw sot.
"gay to theiS," the
war-tim-

kltiliff)

.

DOCTORS WILL HOLD
ANNUAL CONVENTION
DECEMBER
ON

if

V f'V

cite Is Demanded

niino.tnn in Nov. 2 0. The
caso of Mrs. Catherine
lury In tho
.hnrLred with tlio murder
ul.iipl'i.
of her husband, J. V. Shurtz, re
turned late today a veruici ot gun-.- ..
...c firat ripvi'po loiirrler. ciirrs'llig
with It a, sentence of life impris
'iho jury ueuoeraieu
onment,
about one hour and a half.

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or telephone 305.

London, Nov. 29 (by the Associated Press,)
It Is reported "here
that a Turkish revolt, accompanied
by violent fighting at some places,
has broken out In western Thrace,
The correspondent of the Times
at Constantinople telegraphs that

I'MOVFl WnF.V
VKKD1CT IS HKTtltXEP

Purllngton, Iowa, Nov.n 29 After
min-uttremaining out but
tho Jury that heard the case
of tho state against Mrs. Katherine
with
charged
Shurtz, Jointly
George Leroy Spees, a farm hand
and her alleged lover, with the
murder of her husband, John V.
Shurtz, returned a verdl- -t of murder in the first degree and
this
life imprisonment
evening.
dead
V.
found
was
Shurtz
John
In bed, the top ot his head blown
off. To authorities Mrs. Shurta denied all knowledge of tho crime or
who might have committed it. A
love letter from Spees, formerly
employed on the SliurU farm, to
Mrs. Shurtss was tlio first clue.
Specs, arrested in Indiana, confessed to the murufr and turning
..ow I'rs.
told
state's evidence
Shurtz had planned it. Ono of the
slate's chief witnesses against the
son.
woman was her
who slept with his mother on the
night of the murder.
no indication
Mrs. Hhurtis ga
of emotion when the verdict was
returned.

fs

fifty-seve-

August T. Seytnoiu.
Attorney August T. Seymour,
Columbus, 0., has succeeded Col
Guy D. Goff as assistant attorney
general in Washington., D. C
every means at your command to
stimulate enforcement of it by local officers; seek to establish, as
far as your office can, a spirit of
between state and
federal enforcement agencies to
Ihe end that each discharges its
just proportion of tho obligations
of enforcement.
"Believing that a violation ot
one law tends to a disrespect of
other laws, these suggestions regarding your prohibition cases are
made. to you as a means of carrying out tlio policy repeatedly indicated in correspondence from this
department of rigi lly and uniformly enforcing all laws."

reconi-nienile-

d

YOU1L ENJOY ME
and

All My

Trimmings

AT THE

MECCA CAFE

19221S1LL

AN EXCEPTIONAL

SEASON CLOSES

THAtlKSGIYIn'G DIHEE1,

Oregon and Washington
Meet at Seattle and
Washington State and U.
S. C. Clash at Pasadena

Just
Suggestions

29.

games
Thanksgiving day
In Seattle and Pasadena tomorrow
bring the 1922 Pacific Coast con
ference gridiron season to a eloso.
In the Seattle contest which
will decide the Northwest conference title, tho evenly matched
Oregon and Washington teams will
meet, while in the south the University of Southern California will
play Washington State.
Tho champion University of California team closed its season last
Saturday, bringing to a close three
years of history making football
In which tha Bears were not defeated.
An Oregon viin tomorrow would
give the Eugene tea.n.a tie for first
place In the conference race with
the Bears.
n
The East - West
games remain ou the western soIn ono, Stanford plays
journ.
Pittsburgh at Stanford, December
30, and In tho other Penn State
will meet n team, to bo named by
the conference, nt Pasadena New
These two eastern
Year's day.
teams meet at I'ittsburgh tomorrow.
At Portland,
the Multnomah
Amateur Athletic, club ot that city
will meet tho Olympic club of San
Francisco tomorrow in a return
engagement.
At Berkeley ' a hard fight Is

Celery

From tlio two
f Strong Uro-- l
floors
hers furniture, store.
It would tako nn
edition of The
Journal to list all of
them. Hero nro Jusl

--

post-seaso-

1st.

ten-ye-

Han-net-

o;

It Is said that closely packed
leaves will make a belter fire for
cooking than wood.

Invalid &

London claims to have had ils
for All Agef.
streets lighted with lanterns in The Original
1414.
QuickLunchat Home.OffireaiFountainj.
Food-Drin-

8a Tablet forms. Nouriching-N- o
cooking.
VST Avoid Imitations and Substitute!

a few:

Read Over This Menu:

M

RELISHES
Queen Olives
SOUP

"

CHOICE OF ONE KIND MEAT
and Dressing
Roast Turkey
Cranberry Sauce
Roast Goose with Apple Jelly
Roast Spring Chicken, Giblet Sauce
Baked Lamb with Spiced Apples
VEGETABLES
'
Creamed June Peas
Mashed Potatoes

'

Davenport Tables
Library Tables
e
Tables
Carving Sets
e
Water
Sets
Iridescent Goblets
Iridescent Sherbets
Iridescent Sauce
Champagnes
Iridescent Pitchers
Iridescent Tumblers
Electric Vacuum
Cleaners
Bissel's Carpet
Sweepers
Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinets
Bed-sid-

DESSERT

Bed-sid-

Multi-Lig-

Home-mad-

e,

Plum Pudding
or Vanilla Ice Cream
ed

BEVERAGES
Coffee, Tea, Buttermilk' or Postum
Bring Your Family and Enjoy This
Exceptional Thanksgiving Dinner

Only 60c

MECCA CAFE
214 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE

Lamps

ht

Wicker Hampers
Priscilla Sewing
Cabinets
Cedar Chests
Telephone Stands
with Chairs
Dressing Table

hanltssivin pay

Benches

Rockers
Chairs
Mahogany Screens
Bed-roo-

m

A HOLIDAY AND A PLEASANT DAY

Sewing

Vanity Make-UTables

FOR A DRIVE

p

Drive Up to

Strong Bros.

no

Furniture

lpcr

Head Lettuce

Cream of Turkey with Rice

en-tir- o

San Francisco, Nov.
football

60c

SERVED FROM 12 TO 4 P. M.

Oft

0N

Mary's colleges, two trad!- linnet! iivuin, tviji., mu tuwiiifK Jul
yithe first time after a
break. In tho Northwest conferof
the ence, Idaho plays Montana at
The eighth annual session
Medical and Surgical Association of Missoula.
thn Southwest will be held at EI
Paso December
Among phy- -'
slclans living In New Mexico whose
names appear on tho program are:
M. K, Wylder, Albuquerque, presi
t.
dent of the association; J. W.
Gallup: J. It. Gilbert, Alanio-gordK. W. Fiske Santa Fe; W.
A.Gekler. Albuquerque, and II. O.
Brown, Santa Fe.

BRITISH SOAP KING
GIVEN AN EARLDOM

the convenience of soldiers
Insurgents Are Reported to nndFtirsailors
were
orders
Be Masters of the Situa- first introducedmoney
in 1TS2.
tion; Holding of a Plebis-

WOMAV

SILL!!

FREED

Christmas eifts, liko men, are being
judged more and more by their usefulness. Present day standards have discarded the useless bauble, because gifts
of utility, such as hardware, are beautifully finished as well as eminently
useful.

With

Carrying

Katherine Shurtz

Washington, Nov. 20. (by the
Associated
I'ress) Attention of
federal authorities throughout the
country lias been officially called
guests tlm medal commemorating
the first Thanksgiving dinner
to the necessity of
with prohibition enforcement agon,
by tlio l'ilgrims In the seventeenth century and remarked
cles with a view to curbing the exhad
that a good many troubles
tensive violations of the statutes.
there
meanwhile;
yet
happened
Federal attorneys have bceu inwere still many things to be
structed to push all pending liquor
thankful for.
cases nnd to suggest, when proper,
"Americans abroad." said M. Ec
the imposition of tho heaviest penJouvenel in tho course of his
Their attenalties of conviction.
speech, "will probably contluuo to
tion
specifically called to renope
cclebnjto 'thanksgiving. 1reasons
some
cereal
beverage
ports that
they will always have good
manufacturers wero marketing a
Jllrsi Jean Shagsere.
for so doing, but Europe will have
conalcoholio
of
illegal
product
less reasons so long as the Uniteil
Tho first and only woman etee) tent.
the com-- 1
sUales remains outside
In
was
tho
No suggestion
made
bidder in the United States that's
inanity of nations."
Tho senator assured tho diners the title conferred on Mrs. Jean official instructions thut tho prohibition
enforcement
machinery
that he wasn't going to. ask for Shassere of Terre Haute, Itid, Mri had failed to
adequately handle its
"It has become quite Sliassero has only been in the steel
anything.
The order to federal ata habit, I know," ho said, "since business sir nior.ths, but sho has al tasks.
torneys, on the contrary, was said
you gavo your boys and your re- ready made a name for h rself. to
have been drawn with a view
sources in the common cause. Hut She handles three distinct lines, the
in n
to enlisting their
at the present timo wo nave come
CfTiiptiii.il Cf.i
realize that we can no longer Prison Ornamental
campaign to ensure general rethcand
Iron,
spect for all laws.
count upon mo u nueu iaies.
It has long been the conviction
"The league of nations is the Truscon.i I She is also the mother ai
two
c
h
tire
n
now
in
school.
of some government officials that a
collaborate
us
to
means
for
best
high
with tho United States, hut since
danger to be faced in liquor violations was the certainty that they
tlio United States did not see fit to
would engender In an element of
como in wo have found that the
soma league is tlio best medium for
the population a lack of respect
AN
LLOYD
without
them.
us to get along
for other laws, and might lead
M
There is no nation in Europe
eventually to a noticeable decay in
and
enorgh
strong
tho country's morale.
enough,
courageous enough to go it alone.
Among the suggestions as to
federal
The solution of the great problem
methods of
in the future lies in international
attorneys wero instructed to ex
union."
pedite all liquor cases on ttieir
TTemck thought
Ambassador
end were advis"d as to tha
one of tho greatest things the
in certain classes of
BK
procedure
world had to bo thankful for was
ases.
action wun locai
Joint
had
Britain
Great
that' France and
authorities was urged.
avoided drifting definitely apart.
The circular order sent by At"Tho successful passing of this Men Convicted of
Ceneral 1'augrcrty to all
torney
Violating
momentous crisis," ho added, "Is
United States attorneys follows:
tho
for
future.
of great portent
Act
the
"You are req sted to give imNever again will bo It necessary for
mediate attention to tho condition
Have Sentences Commut- of
the great peoples to resort to arms
tho enforcement of prohibition
to settle their difficulties, let tne
laws in your district, to analyze itsn
ed by the Governor
ha thankful for
whole world
problems, to examine the conui-tiothat."
of your docket in respect
.Springfield, 111., Nov. 19 (by tne tl.creto, and
to report to tho deSentences of
Associated Press,)
any suggestions you may
partment
William BrosB Lloyd and IS associ- huvo to make enforcement more
SCOUT NOTES
in Jollet effective.
ates, serving sentences
"I urge upon you tho necessity
penitentiary and the Cook county
Ijail. for violations
of tho state of aduptiiiK every means ol clear- were
law. today
ng j1(J docket and pushing proluEoy scouts of Troop three will
y
hike Friday up commuted to expire at once by billon cases to an early trial.
go on an
"Where possible, and to what
the river. After tlio hike ;.ie reg- Governor Leu Small.
Tho commutations were present ever extent you can with propriety
ular scout meeting will be held
Lued as Thanksgiving
gifts to thoj.i0 B0. e desire that ou urge tho
Friday night at tho St. Paul's
prisoners.
They wer0 to be re-- 1 Court to give mure severe sentences
theran church.
A contest has been inaugurated leased tonigui. upon tne arrival at i u violators of the hqujr laws.
Ymir attention is Invited to the
by Scout Master Hegan, through the penitentiary of Attorney W. A.j
which the scouts may win books Cunnea oi Chicago, who was ap- injunction features of the national
a
to
messenger
Nuisance proon scoiitlijg.
Seventeen scouts are pointed
prohibition act.
now registered with Troop three. carry the official papers. The pris- ceedings have been found to bo an
their sen- effective means of control and
began serving
Tho new scouts have been taken oners
last week.
more frequent resort to ilium la
Into tho organization.
They are tences
Mr.
Cunnea
represented the pris desired. This department is ready
Carl Lovitt and Buel Nesbit. Joe
of
lt
of
il
hoard
the,
Kiem and Harold Biermann have
as it always has been to assist you
sl'., Minns
'
ami paioies
,im,1Io,1 f,,T memherNbil).
luuay by furnishing forms or briers oi
with
the governor,
authorities for instituting this
.Meredith Crumley, a Troop tlnee
Law's
.nt it ut Umnli t y
scout, will leave December first
Tn taking this action, Governor praclieo in your district.
to live. There Small announced he was in full
"We are sending to unueu maies
for California
"Macky" will join a California accord with the dissenting opinion attorneys in districts whero brewore located criminal inforeries
troop.
of Justice Carter of the supreme
court, who, contrary to the ma- mations and bills for injunctions
for proceedings against individuals
WKIXr.KT KNOCKED OUT
jority opinion, questioned the con- and
companies unlawfully manu29. Gone stitutionality of tho
Nov.
New
York,
syndicalism
We
facturing cereal beverages.
Tunney, former American light law. when the court decided the desire
that these be filed and tried
knocked men must serve their sentences.
champion,
heavyweight
The need for this is
"No human
out Charles Weinert, of Newark,
agency," declared promptly.
X. J., In tho fourth round of n tlio governor, "can accurately de- especially apparent in injunction
be
scheduled fifteen-roun- d
bout hero termine how long any human be- proceedings as the court may orThese reluctant to grant restraining
ing shall bo Incarcerated.
tonight.
men are not criminals. Since their ders if tho evidence shows the
in nuisance to have been committed
and
conviction
One of tha largest farms in the indictment
March. 1927, tiiey have suffered at a remote period.
world, said to bo in Mexico, in severely.
I declined
to extend
"Wherever there Is an adequate
cludes 8.000,000 acres of tertilo clemency in their cases
prior to local prohibition law. endeavor by
land.

.....

It
ReIs
Life Imprisonment
turned in the Case of Mrs.

Verdict

LAWS

Federal Authorities Are Requested to
Closely With the Federal
Pro Officers

I'ai is, Nov. 20 (by tlio Associated I'ress.) The American club
treated Ambassador Myron T, Herrick and the French senator, Henry
le Jouvenel tonight, to a
Thanksgiving dinner as near to the
old fashioned variety as the French
C lunian
kitchen can supply.
Barnard, who presided, showed the

Judged by Their
Usefulness

v.

(

$

E

ho hears tho insurgents are mas
ters of tho situation and that an
armed band ot 6,001) having ma
chine guns is marching toward
Dodeagateh ana cemuiiding tho
holding of a plebiscite.
A dispatch to the Dally Express
from Constantinople describes tho
situation as dramatic und chaotic.
It adds that not only are the Turks
reported to have revolted but that
ouu .Macebands or uuiganans
donians have crossed tha frontier.
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Look over the new Bernalillo Townsite, futuro
home of 5 big industries, two of which will be
building immediately.

PHONE

360

Parcel Delivery

r
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f
9",

.
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'

v y
r

n '

'

Anfl ' Messenger Sendee.
Messages- - Packages- - Baerga ge.

Clear vour skin '8

"Mae yourface
.

a business asset

That
may be more that
source of suffering' and embarrassment
it may be holding yen back in th
business world, keepin; you exit of s
belter job for which a good appearand
to required. Why "take a chance" whet
skin-troub-

Lord Leverhulmc
Horatio

Resino1

find maAlgrcr
so c.ji!y
terial for another poverty to for- Ointment heals
MJ
Ktiiasl, VM
tune story In the life of Lord Euspl. fret, Dipt.
Leverhulme. Enormously wealthy,
he made his fortune in the production of soap, working is way up
Wind Shield Glass-Lumbfrom tho bottom.
Lloyd George
J. HAI.IIKIIHirJ Lt.MHrit HI.
3.
was responsib! for his recent ris
4J1 buulb l lrtl ttlreet
1'Jiuos 404
s

1

er

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCXXAB
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057-U

Take a look at the first real railroad construction
in New Mexico since 1910 the SANTA FE &
NORTHWESTERN, which will open the treasure
house of the Jemez and Cuba regions and make
Bernalillo the outlet for their COAL, TIMBER,
COPPER AND AGRICULTURAL products.
Pick YOUR lots in Bernalillo and arrange for their
immediate purchase.
Do this today and a year from this Thanksgiving
Day you will be thankful that you followed this

ALCOHOL

advice.

188 PROOF

Pints, quarts, gallons
For Your Car
ALBUQUERQUE
LUMBER CO.
Phone 421
423 North First.

Bernalillo Townsite Co.
SIDNEY M. WEIL,

Vice-Preside-

November 30, 1922
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
WOMAN IS HEAD OF
AMERICAN GRADE
SCHOOL IN BRAZIL
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II DEGJIUTi

Raton Wins First in High
School Oratorical
Spirited Rivalry
Among Students
Contest;

The state oratorical and dethe
clamatory ocontests held under
the Lyceum section
direction
Mexico
Educational
ol the New

association
follows:

last night resulted

Oratorical contest, college

as

sect-

Woodford Heflin, University
New Mexico,
Albuquerque,
O'Malley,
first; Miss Josephine
New Mexico Normal university,
second.
Oratorical contest, high school
section, Miss Violet Sawyer, Raton, first: Loren Mozley. Albuquerque, second.
contest,
college
Declamatory
section, John Samford, New MexLas
Vegas,
ico Normal university.
first: Miss Estelle Bentley, UniNew
of
Mexico,
Albuquerversity
que, second.
Declamatory contest, high school
section, Miss Mary Hunker, Las
Vegas high school, first; Miss
Charlotte O'Malley, normal university, Las Vegas, second: Miss
Katherine Lytton. Albuquerque,
honorable mention.
The talent shown by the young
people, who represent the best
that Now Mexico schools can offer, was of a high character. The
oratorical contest covered a range
all of which are
of subjects,
largely in the publio eye, and
showed that th,e young people
have studied these questions and
well defined
formulated
have
opinions which they know how to
The Ku Klux,
state forcefully.
the labor situation, the soldier
bonus, enforcement of prohibition
laws, and. purification of politics
were the subjects discussed.
The contestants and their subjects are as follows:
Woodford
Oratorical,
college
Heflin, Albuquerque, "A Duty to
O'Malley,
Josephine
Perform";
Las Vegas, "The True Politician."
Oratorical, high school Theodore
Adams, Springer. "The night of
Hallway Men to Strike"; Peter
Llncau Santa Fe, "The Rattler";
Loren Mozley, Albuquerque, "Industrial Justice"; Violet Sawyer,
Raton, "The Bonus Bill."
Estelle
Declamation,
college
"The
Albuquerque,
Rentlcy,
Fourth Estate"; John Samford.
lias Vegas, "Two Thanksgiving
Oratorical, high
Day Gentlemen."
school Katherine Lytton, Albuquerque, "The Swan Song"; Irene
Wiley, Santa Fe, "Christmas Present for a Lady"; Nadine Dlefen-ilorfe- r,
Roswell, "Wee Willie Winkle"; Mary Hunker, Las Vegas,
"Story of Palsy"; Charlotte O'Mal-bLas Vegas, "Stepmother";
Margaret Rice, Raton, "Within
Iho Law"; Nellie Wright, Springer, "White Azaleas"; Alice Stevens, Deming, "In the Street Car."
The judges were:
O. B. Jones,
Oratorical
Las
C'ruccs; Roy L. White, Gallup;
Ralph W. Crist, Albuquerque
C.
Mrs.
Violet
Declamatory
Moore, Miss Radley, Mrs. II. W.
tioelitz.
ion-,

of

I

y.
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HIS LIFE
Denver, Colo., Nov. 29. Leavnoto
a
which
in
he
ing
his act to despondency over loss
of his wife and children, who had
left him, C. A. Lutz, 60 years old,
ended his life here today In a
rooming houso in the downtown
district. The note InSicated he
was the father of ten children.
MAN"

ENDS

atti-ibute-

was in charge of thut
project.
H. D. Burrall, who Is oonnected
with the office of the forest supervisor of the Lincoln National forest, has returned to Alamogordo
after a few days spent In the city
in conference with mongers of the
Forest service here. He is to have
charge of the Salazar roiul project.
tfciptatn J. F. Hum hus extended
an invitation to Sergeants Hunter
and Am. en, of the regular army,
to accompany Headquarters Troop
on the trip to the target range next
Sunday. Target practice is to be
held for the purpose of selecting a
team to meet the Duke City Rifle
club team in a match at a later
date.
Kay Thompson, the aviator who
made the recent trip from here to
Gallup and was forced to land near
Grants, has brought his plane back
to the city. Although he left the
plane there two weeks it was unaffected by the weather and after
a few repairs he was able to bring
It back.
Russell F. Mead, manager of the
Whitney Hardware company, who
was at the icmez hot springs, has
Mr. Kissam

MINE EXPLOSIONS
IN
ARE ATTRIBUTED
WALKOUTS
PART TO
Washington,
explosions in
mines resulting

Nov.

29.

Recent

bituminous coal
in 185 deaths are
a certain extent, In a

attributed to
statement today by Director Balne
of the ureau of mines, to tho
miners' five months strike.
"There has been a lessening of
morale throughout the coal industry as a result of the strike, which
tends toward a less careful attitude
1

declared.
of mind," Mr. Baine
"Another probable factor is the
change in personnel at the mines
following tho strike and the shitting of miners to camps where they
are not familiar with the dangers
and, in places where there is a
lack; of discipline which is essenof disaster
tial to prevention

whether

in

fighting a battle or

in

Page Three

town by his editorial policy, and
a conspiracy is engineered to discredit and ruin him.
Wlillo motoring ono day with a
girl they are stopped by a band of
ruffians, overpowered and held
captive In a large warehouse.
Although four men are left to
guard them, the ingenious Stephen outwits the quartette and
ho and tho girl escape Just in
time to get out an "extra" which
foils their opponents.

the state, thus showing his ability
as a doctor," ono of the engineers
stated last night. Neither would
one place a legal case in the hands
of lawyer who had not been admitted to the bar. There is no
reasonto expect one to employ on
construction worn or any engineering project a man who is not likewise recognized us being qualified
for the position. The fact that a
man hangs out his shingle stating
that he Is an engineer does nol
make him one. By licensing engineers the public will be assured
2 ARE INDICTED ON A
that when a man is licensed to
engineering work Is qualifleI to
CONSPIRACY-CHARGcomplete it with a reaonable
measure of success. In tho designLos Angeles, Calif., Nov. 29.
ing of structures it is important
The l,os Angeles cosjnty grand jury for the public safety that the work
today returned indictments against be done by men who ar" qualified,
as failure to do so would endanMrs. Ethel Naomi Lyons, daughter-in-laLikewise In the
of a Mobile, Ala., banker, ger many lives.
and Dr. Genrga A. Zorb formerly
a Los Angeles
police Burgeon,
charging them with conspiring to
defraud Dr. Margaret M. Morris
out of 265. They furnished bail:

i

FATE

TEN-ROUN-

j

Give a man the thing he wants in furnishings and he will be more than

Eitabltthtd 1I7S

Largest selling cough medicine
in the World.
Free from opiates ingredients
plainly printed on wrapper.

SLAYER.

n

pleased with hi3 Christmas gifts.
This store is a veritable Christmas
bazaar ready to offer you the kind
of service that has made it an institution in Albuquerque.

mm

HUE,

Phone 520.

SOLD EVERYWHERE
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30 YEARS

it

Friday
and
Saturday

Black-Draug-

.

'

Black-Draugh-

ht

cotton blankets, in red with pink and blue borders,
bound with mercerized tape; $1.50 seller. Friday
Of
and Saturday special
)
Ciood quality
colored
outing; light
stripes.
Q
Friday and Saturday, per yard
Women's ribbed wool hose; colors gray, blue,
JQ
t5X.l:0
green and heather, per pair...'.
$1.75 dresser and table scarfs; special
62x77

t5-lJt-

n,

.

XtC

(T-

.

Black-Draught- ,"

Men's

resi--

ht

airtight bucket

the clock

GERMAN BUSINESS
GENIUS ASKED TO

i

Ladies' single undergarments,
Friday and Saturday, each

Departmentcotton

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

Men's heavy
Bweaters.
Special

Boys'
sweaters

QC
iJJL.tO

Just received

slipover
Just received; most
any color. Friday (prt QQ
and Saturday
Men's moleskin and waterproof pants, extra heavy for
winter wear.
QF
Triced, per pair..
Men's
dress pants in
an elaborate assortment of
the newest fabrics. ModerA
ately priced from (J
f
OD.'tO
$3.95 to
Boys' mackinaws, all wool.
well made and
good fitting. Only
Men's
flannel top
shirts, well tailored and full
and finbuttons
made; good
brown and
gray,
ishing;
other wanted colors. Frispecial
day and Saturday,

more beautiful
very moderate

O.tO
(JJ
(Dj.7t)

S4.95

Indies' satin house slippers

ed

f

V
V
t

V..,
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When is a Waffle Iron
More than a Waffle Iron?
When it bakes omelettes, cocoanut cakes,
cinnamon cookies, short cake, cheese cake,
corn pone or fritters, and many other delicious
x
bits of cooking, as the

'

FOR CHRISTMAS, A CAMERA
"The Memory Kit" makes a most attractive Christ-V- ,
mas Gift. Let us show you one.:'
" '
A full line of Cameras and Kodaks. '
j

THE RED ARROW
402 WEST CENTRAL.

;

:
'v

1

Herr Cano.
Herr Cuno, director ol it
American
line, has been asked
by President Ebert to form a new
cabinet in Berlin to succeed the
Wirth ministry, which resigned.
was once mentioned as a "business'
candidate for ambassador to the

Wesifcghouse

Electric Waffle Iron does. Blight at the table,
too, just like it bakes those tasty waffles!
Come and get itt
Uon Convtnltnc Oulhli Uaht
Mori Ccnunitnt Hamtt

pi

Fri-

01.4:0

dO.0

WOMEN'S

READY-TO-WEA-

fS
41)

(Q
tDO.tO

urday

DEPARTMENT

R

WOMEN'S IMPORTED

VELOUR COATS

Embroidered backs, fur collars and cuffs, belted models;
some with satin-face- d
cuffs; all 1922 models, (TQ Qfr
'. .
t5i.oD
Friday and Saturday special

Hats, $1.98

about 400
purchased
men's sample hats at less
costs
to
make
them.
than It
While they last we will sell
them,
QQ
choice
Our line of Stetson hats Is
now complete.
They are
dressier and better than any
hat you can buy. Make
your selection row. Trices
reasonable.
We

all colors.
Special
day and Sat- Q
urday
Women's strap pumps In
patent and vlci leather,
rubber heels.
Friday and
Saturday special,
(PQ Qf
per pair
Women's high top shoes in
black and brown kid and
calf
Cuban
leather.
and
$8
values.
heel;
Spanish
Sold at half price Friday
and Sat- QQ
In

garment

er

S1.98

(JJJ

Department

cr or

3)&UJ
Men's Sample

dolls,

One lot of children's shoes,
sizes B to 8. Friday and Saturday special

Shoe

and
Spanish,
Babylonian
flat heels, straps and colonial styles, $:l.05,
$1.05 and
tjO.Ow

f

4

l

Christmas
TO

,98c

Women's satin pumps with

u)JLt0

all-wo-

MANY a good cook cheerfully used the,
when that was the only way to
get fresh Snowdrift. Fresh cooking fat is so
much nicer that it was worth the trouble of
opening the
airtight can.
Thank you, Ma'm. We're glad to save
you that trouble now. The new Snowdrift
bucket is absolutely airtight so that Snowdrift is sweet and fresh as ever, but it's as easy
to open as winding the clock.' .

new stock of Imported
than ever, Prices

$8.50

tf--

KQ
OtC

NEW ARKIVALS OF CHRISTMAS DOLI.S

all-wo-

all-wo-

98C

small sizes only.

t"

gray

$2.05 to...
Men's heavy flannel shirts,
colors red. blue, gray and
green, Friday and
QQ
Saturday special..
Men's
underwear
Standard brand in
garments, per
(Prt ("rt

PICK NEW CABINET

HJ

Dry Goods
Department

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

1

SPECIAL:

well-know-

is nameFassTstant

as winding

old-fashiori-

iifi

i

e.

as easy to open

can-open-

114 West Central.

USB

LOCAL ITEMS

Snowdrift
in a

If.,

ft'

FOLEY'S

ll

DRAW
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 29. Har-x-e- y
Kansas
Thorpe,
City, and
Johnny Nichols, St. Paul, welterd
draw
weights, fought a
hero tonight.

c Will Appreciate

Whooping cough,
hacking cough, use

,

.

71

1RISTMAS OIF

For Bronchial cough,

1

other
chapters throughout the
slate. Tho personnel of the assembly Is: C. A. Long, chairman; r
H. Carey, Edmund &oss, James N.
Cladding anil Guy P. Harrington.
Mr. Davidson and
Albuquerque:
Dean (ioddard, Las '"Truces.

uin

w

fighting tho hazards of nature.
"Invt stigations now under way of $,",,000.
Mrs. Lyons, the wife of Lebaron
will determine the causes of past
accidents and what, if anything, Lyons, Jr.. has filed suit against
father-in-laher
for damages of1
returned.
might have been done to prevent
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Finn of them but Investigations at one will $1 00,000, charging nlien..tlon
ofj
206 North Sycamore street, are en- give no assurance that similar in- her husband's affections. There are
also pending here a suit for
joying a short visit from their cidents will not aocur again."
of marriage
friends, Mr, and Mrs. W. H. Bryan,
by
her husband and her brought
cross com-- j
who arrived from Franklin, Ky.
for divorce from him.
plaint
Mr. Bryan is a retired banker and
I
tobacco raiser. The Bryans are on j
their way to southern California,
ASSOCIATION WILL
where they expect to remain durgr ......
"II" Theater For the last time
WORK FOR A LAW TO
ing tho winter.
today, "Blood and Sand," with
LICENSE ENGINEERS
Valentino as the' great star,
Miss Bel Kibble.
will be Bhown; also repeating the
OF
Review"
"Current
"Pathe
and
The Albuquerque chapter of the
' Miss Bel Kibble l.)C an unEvents" pictures.
American Association of Engineers,
usual p'ace as an educator. She ;
is composed of about
which
60
In
principal of the graded school
held a meeting at the
Crystal 0H'ra House The Met- iru'inhei-HSao Paulo, Brazil. The Sao Paulo
show
fine
a
t'hambrr of Commerce last night.
ropolitan Players gave
ALLEGED
school was founded by the AmerInst night, and are again at the The principal address was dclivorican chamber of :ouuierce and It
Crystal tonight in an entirely new 1 by Dean R. W. Goddard of the
said to be. one of the finest Amerprogram.
agricultural college, who Is presiican schools in South America.
dent of tho southwestern district
Miss Kibble is a prnduate of the
HANDS Lyric Theater Charles Kay, ns of the American
Association of En-- j
tho leading stnr in "Smudge," will ginoenv
University of Michigan.
show
leave the Lyric after the last
It is the intention of the associa
tonight: also repeating Andy tion to foster public sentiment in
Is Alleged to Have Been Im- Gumps in a comody cartoon, "Mix lavor or it licensing bill for engi
ing Business With Pleasure," anrt neers to protec. the public, lives,
plicated in the Slaying of also showing "Bray Pictograph" health and property, members
stated last night. There are twenty-Iver Enge Near Prescott pictures.
one
states that already have
M. W. Talbot, In charge of grazPastime TTioatpn William Fox laws licensing engineers. It Is pro12
June
Last
studies
of
this
district
for
the
ing
to prepare a bill similar to
presents Charles Jones as the star posed now
United States forest service, has
in force elsewhere, for
in "Bells of San Juan," by Jack- those
Nov. 29. The son
Ariz.,
Prescott,
In the next stateleg-lilaturintroduction
the
also
Oregory;
presenting
just returned after a trip of three fate of Thomas W. Bulge, on trial
monthg over various forests of the for the murder of Iver Enge, was comedy, "Our Gang."
"N'o peruon would think of emdistrict.
placed in the hands of the Jury
a doctor to care for their
ploying
tremendovs
picrmK
District Forest Inspector Qulncy at 8:55 o'clock tonight,
nfter
nick one, that was not licensed by
IS "HI,OOI AM) SAND:"
Randies has just returned from his County Attorney Sullivan had comREPEATING TODAY AT "IV
annual leave, which ho spent on, a pleted the state's final appeal for
visit
old home In the east. conviction.
"Blood and Sand," a Paramount
E. V. Berry, general secretary
Engo was found beaten and stabstarring Rodolph Valenof the Y. M. C. A., is back at his bed in a ravine near Prescott, June picturewhich
is now on view at the
desk after having spent a month 12, last, and died a month later. tino,
"B" Theater today for the lust
Elat the annual convention of Y. M.
A.
Prosecutor
John
Special
is a tremendous photoplay.
C. A. Secretaries of the World, at lis, in the state's preliminary ar- time,
is massive, beautiful and reAtlantic City, and a short visit to guments this afternoon, demanded It
Lee,
markably well acted. Lila Parhis old home at Monmouth, 111.
tho death penalty for Burge. He Nita
Naldl and other talented
Mr, and Mrs. J. W. Bowlby came declared that William E. Acker, al- amount stock
players are in the
Me Manv a Sink
to Albuquerque, from Monmouth, ready under a sentence of death for
supporting cast. Last showings to- "Saved
III., in company with K. V; Berry the same crime, was testifying to day.
They will visit with the latter for to the truth when he declared on
Spell, Says Texas Farmabout three weeks and will then the witness stand yesterday that JONES IS HERE I
FOX
Mrs. Bowlby is Burge had accompanied him to the
go to California.
"BELLS OF SAN .H AN":
Mr. Berry's sister.
sceno of tne alieged assault on
er, Who Has Long
PLAYING AT THE PASTIME
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Brown Engc.
o Norwalk,
Burge, on the stand In his own
Conn., where Mr.
Patrons of the Pastime theater
Known Usefulness of
Brown is treasurer of the Hour defense, denied any knowledge of are to have a real treat when the
crime.
state
The
of
the
have
that
"Bells
Publishing company,
alleges
William Fox production,
stopped
Black-Draugh- t.
over in tho city for a few days, Acker and Burge were Jointly re- San Juan," starring Charles Jones,
while en route for California. Both sponsible for the assault on Engo. opens today. Charles Jones, who
J. H. Morgan, opening the argu- has been called "the most conexpressed surprise at finding such
Naples. Texas."! hava used
a thriving city as Albuquerque ment for the defense, vigorously vincing
for
actor on the screen," Is Thedford's
here. They are stopping at 621 attacked Acker's motives in taking said to be at his best In this years 1 can safely say for more
North Fifth street.
the stand against hia alleged part- western story of romance and ad- than 30 years," declares Mr. H.
n
The Y. M. C. A. will give its an- ner In crime, declaring that his venture.
II. Cromer, a substantial,
nual Thanksgiving dinner at the testimony would earn him a comfarmer, residing out on
Jones, who la cast In the role
Y. M. C. A. today.
3
to
rora
sentence
to
hero.
mutation
the
Ron
of
death
dinner
This
of the shcritt of Ban Juan, is fast
is given particularly for young one of life imprisonment.
"I am 43 years old, and when
Today becoming
one of the leading
was the sixth day of Burge's trial. screen
men who are away from home.
heroes. Ills feats of dar- a small boy I had Indigestion and
W. L, Staley, who has been talkwas puny and my folks gave me
ing are especially noteworthy.
Then
ing promotion of an electric line
The story is one of wild and a liver regulator.
was advertised and wo
from a small community In Colowesterners, In which Jones
woolly
SUPERINTENDENT OF
rado to a similar community in
won his fame. He plays the part heard of it.
t,
"I began to take
Arizona, was taken into custody
of a young westerner who is
IN
DENVER
SCHOOLS
it, when needed,
yesterday by the police, on a warelected sheriff to succeed his fa and have used
I use
rant sworn to by L. C. Glelitz. Bond
ther, who was murdered. He ever since.
was set at $200.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 29. Homer swears to avenge his parent. The now in my home, and certainlyAH equipment
on the Tejano W. Anderson,
assistant director keeper of the local dance hall and recommend it for any liver trouroad project has been brought into of research in the Detroit public saloon
Is suspected and the son bio.
"I have given It a thorough
been
has
appointed as- of the murdered official brings
Albuquerque and shipped to Capl-ta- schools,
trial, and after thirty years can
N. M., for use on the Salazar sistant superintendent .of schools him to Justice.
in Denver, it
was
la iiijr Diaini'
announced
road, a spur of the Carrizozo-Ros-we"jt auK tit, me
A pretty love theme is wound by. AJiai:i
here tonight.
He
many sick
will
have
.
highway.
the story. Fritz! Bru- spells."It has saved
through
o
of
the
C. H. Kissam of the Manzano for- charge
department
In the role of a lady docnette,
Mr. Cromer writes that he Is
and statistics, suc
est force, has returned to the city classification
tor, Is said to do exceptionally "never out of
and
ceeding Dr. ticorge W. Frazler. good
after spending the past few days who
work.
has resigned to become dean
says several of his neighbors prestoring powder and other supplies of the
to
it
other
medicine.
liver
fer
school
at
any
the
graduate
used on the Tejano road project.
"I always
recommend
Colorado State Teachers' college CHARLES RAY KIDNAPED
IN NEW PLAY, "SMIPGE";
to my friends," he adds.
at Greeley, Colo.
NOW AT LYRIC THEATER
This valuable, old, powdered
liver medicine is prepared from
DROUGHT RELIEVED BY
There Is a thrilling kidnaping medicinal roots and
herbs and
scene
latest
the
in
"Smudge,"
has none of the bad effects so
MODERATE SNOWFALL
dis
Charles
feature,
Ray
use cf
TI
observed
often
from
the
starring
rhoenix, Ariz., Nov. 29. The tributed
which calomel, or other powerful minFirst
drought that for many weeks has la being byrepeated rational,
today for the eral drugs.
over northeastern Ari
prevailed
time at the Lyric theater.
helps to Uoen
zona ana nonnwestern incw Mex last
owner and the liver In trim, helping prevent
As
Stanton,
ico, was relieved
a considerable editor Stephen
In a or relieve such troubles as con
a
of
newspaper
daily
degree by a moderate fall of
snow during the past week, accord- small California town, Ray has a stlpation, biliousness, indigestion,
role that Is unlike anything he sick headache.
ing to the weekly weather, crop
Be sure to get the genuine.
and range condition report Issued has done before. Ho arouses the
of the Adv.
by the weather bureau office here enmity of the residents
today.
In regard to crop progress In
Arizona, the report says:
"With the week just passed, the
first one in November with even
seasonable
all
temperatures,
growing vegetation In the Irrigated
valleys made gratifying progress."

Theaters Today

construction of water works and
sewer projects, engineering ability
is necessary.
This also applies to
every branch of engineering.
The formation of a state assembly was completed at last night's
meeting, subject to ratification by

'

Ladles' bungalow aprons in fancy percales, scalloped bottom, white belts, all nicely trimmed. Friday and
QQ
Saturday, special
Ladies' extra quality gingham aprons and house dresses,
fancy checks and plaids, wide range of patterns. (TJil QQ
Special at
Black sateen aprons witn applique worn, made pf very
AND
heavy material. Priced

tOC

Dl.0

$2.48

at

$2.98

REMEMBER
This Is Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place

Only 20 Business
Days Till Christmas.
Dd Your Shopping
NOW !

Hamburg--

U. S.

JkL..

,

Mine & Smelter Supply Co.
Wholesale Distributors
Eli PASO, TEXAS

PHONES

A

352-35- 2

OPPOSITE Y. M. C. A. BUILDING.

m
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ALBUQUERQUE MEETS EL

m

PLHTERS TO J A I

GREAT

mm

CLASSIC

EI Paso Boys Reported in Great Shape and
Confident of Victory; Local Lads Will
Have to Fight Desperately But Have Good
Chance; Thrilling Game Predicted
home starts his second string men. And
he has been Informed that the Alin front?
buquerque eleven this year is probOr will "Pldge" Scotten's speed
team.
ably tho most powerful in its hisBring victoryin unto Tiger
time ot need? from tory.
With sprint
"Will Glnssman grab tlio ball
Yet, before leaving El Paso yesa ir.
his
terday, Cnliii'tiU predicted said
A
Roybnl passes send??
he
line. tram would viii.
Or will liiomi rrafh through
llie Tigers are in much tho best
Or Carson skirt tlia cutis ?
they have been tills season
"Will
husky Wilson "knock cm shape
and declared that if tho team had
dead?"
enjoyed tho eame lineup, had been
Or Cap Dawson leap high
To snatch to lilm with clutching in the same physical condition and
had played the
the youngsters
hands
same brand o football they are
The ball, from out the sky?
now showing, they would surely
Will Albuquerque win ot last?
have defeated Phoenix.
Or Tigers cop the fray?
Is
that
Coming from Coblentz that Is
"Quien sabe." All we know
significant to tho highest degree.
They'll play great ball today.
It means that Instead of facing a
Tiger eleven weaker than tho one
Promptly at 3 o'clock thinEl afterPaso
met last year, the Albuquerque
noon the Albuquerque and
teams will answer the referee's boys will "meet a team of much
Albuquerque's greater strength.
opening
whistle,
(ilonil Will Start
football classic for 1922. Since the
And Albuquerque will not bo
varsity played Arizona at Tucson
Las
at
us
meets
True, the team
the Aggies
strong.
and today
quite
Cruces, the game this afternoon is Is to start with Us regular lineup.
the most Important to be played But while the players will be there
her since the season opened. Not their full playing strength will not.
only Is the game a classic in Im- Gloml hns been patched up so he
has
portance but It promisee to develop will be, able to start.well Long
and will
play in keeping with its import- come mound fairly
ance.
also i hu t.' Hut a parallel for these
Today's game means much to two
players might ho found
a
Paso
El
To
victory
They
in the auto racing game.
both elevens.
means the closing of a successful aro like u patched auto tiro and
To
high no race driver would dream of
season.
Albuquerque
school It will mean infinitely more. starting a race with a patched tire,
Tt will mean that after seasons of as it could not stand the strain.
ds
of Its most
defeat at the
And yet, making full allowance,
powerful rival it has finally turned there is still a good chance for
the tables. The sweets of victory the Albuquerque crew. t has been
are as nectar under such condi- proved
since the bediming of the
And further than that, a season In the Princeton games
tions.
decisive victory for Coach Moore's against Chicago. Yale and Harthat the Duke vard, in the
eleven will mean
the
City team ranks with Phoenix as Army-Nav- y
and many other game
on of tho two greatest high school
that football parallels love in
elevens In the southwest.
the adage "None but the brave."
True, Roswell high school may
the Duke City eleven enters
have a claim, since Koswell defeat- theIf game
without too much confiBut that game
ed Albuquerque.
dence, knowing that it is facing
scarcely enters Into th0 reckoning. odds,
but Imbued with tho spirit
In the first place it appears rather of
fighting its way over all obsignificant that Roswell refused to stacles',
if this determination is
play elsewhere than at Roswell,
the
here. maintained from the sound of finalthough scheduled to play
whistle until the referee
In the second place, there were In- first calls
a halt, victory may well
with that ally
cidents In connection
game because of which many more attend. The Duke City boys may
doubt Ros- well heed:
than Albuquerqueans
well can defeat Albuquerque on
or
a
neutral
local
grid- It Is human enough In victorious
the
either
Will LPiUf hrinar "Querque"

h--

Rrown-Harvar-

iron.
If Albuquerque wins today the
team will be rated over most of the
southwest a an eleven of first
ranking. It will be considered by
most as being on a plane with

fight,

When the blood leaps hot and fast,
To charge straight through and little heed
Whether that charge be the last!
But to sink In the depths of DePhoenix.
feat's dead murk,
But prospects for an Albuquer- - As Despair's clutch grips tho heart,
qoa victory are not as bright as Then to fiercely fight, till victory's
they might be. They aro not near- ,
won,
ly as bright as they would have That calls for a noble part!
been had the two teams clashed
when the Duke. City lads played
Fighting under such conditions,
horse with the United States In- fighting
even though the odds go
dian school on November 12.
heavy against them, the AlbuquerCoblcntz Kxppcts to Win
may snatch victory
que
There are two reasons for this. from players
defeat, as Princeton did
First, the El Paso eleven at that against Chieugo. as other teams
time was not at its best, while to- have done through the season.
day the Tigers are at the top of
High Toiini Powerful
their form. Luther Coblentz Is one
For Albuquerque really has a
Of these
coaches who is always
powerful team this year. It is a
He rarely predicts team
pessimistic.
of which any high school
victory and usually sends out a
well be proud. Jn spite of
wail about his team being out of mightconfidenco
expressed by the
condition, ft long list of cripples, j the coach, In spile
of tho admit
Tiger
to
as
function
Players railing
they
of that eleven, Albushould, and offers other walls ted strength
querque man for man and team
along the same lines.
the TiWhen Cohlentg does predict vic- for team can well match
may even have a. slight edge.
tory it is usually against a team gers,
It devolves itself Into a question
which ho considers so weak that he
not committing
of Albuquerque
the fatal blunder of entering tho
overconfidence.
with
game flushed
When this sort of spirit obtains
the morale of the team is not so
balanced as to accept a bad break
And Kl Paso has
In proper spirit.
TELLS YOU
the faculty of getting the early
breaks. Kven against Phoenix the
Tigers scored before Phoenix was
ablo to get into swing. They are
unite likely to score first against
By E. II. Scott
Albuquerque.
fights as
Hut if Albuquerque
Xmw your motor and tttminate tt
Phoenix did tho Diiko City team
your motor troubles. 0 hit teriet of can
pull out on top just as Phoenix
uniL-ghj you now
finally won. And starting tho
game in fighting mood, Albuquerque may well prevent El Paso from
getting the Jump.
i'ootball has been proved so uncertain this season that it would
bo folly to attempt to predict the
winner where two teams appear
It is only cerso evenly matched.
tain that bclntf matched as they
are, with tho Tigers always a fightMoore
ing crew and with Coach
having instilled the. same spirit
into his men, tho fans are certain
to witness a bitter gridiron struggle this afternoon.
There will probably be sufficient
of the spectacular to satisfy the
Kven though the
most exacting.
defense may stop
Albuquerque
very
Captain Stanley Dawson,a bis
An
mixture in the radiforward
of going after
Scot-te- n
ator is a necessity during: the cold manner
"Pidgio"
pass is satisfying.
weather, and the best mixture to use
will probably pull off one or
in the radiator is grain or denatured two plays to bring tho fans to
alcohol (not wood alcohol). De- their feet. Carson, Light or Philpending: on the weather use the fol- lips may also stage something of
tho sort.
lowing; proportions:
And Albuququerqno is likely to
At zero use 1 part of alcohol to 3 .1,. liver with something of the.
same. If Long is at his best for
parta of water.
even a snort period ot tne game
At 5 below zero use 1 part of there
is every likelihood he will
alcohol to 2 parts of water.
stage something quite sensational.
may Gioml, Koybal, Glass-ma- n
At 20 below zero use 1 part of And so
some other.
or
1
alcohol to part of water.
Anyway, it looks like a long,
a great
V Alcohol
'
evaporates rapidly, so that hard winter ahead and afternoon.
game of football this
it is a good idea to have two gal- Let's
all hope Albuquerque will be
lons of alcohol in the garage so on hand
cheer the Duko City
that you can always replacethat boys on totovictory.
lost by evaporation.
The probablo lineups follow:
El Paso.
Don't take any risks but at the first Albuquerque.
L. E. Dawson, Capt.
Foraker
sign of ice fill up with the first solu- -, Wilson
Tatum
UT
tion. One night of freezing weather Murron
L. G
(Simon
is sufficient to crack a water jacket Moore
Woodul
C
or burst a radiator both very ex- Ward
carter
R. O
Clark
R. T
pensive repairs. If you do happen Coen
Binford
R.K
to be unlucky enough to get caught Holcomb
Scotten
DO NOT ATTEMPT to start the Long
Q. B
L. If. H
Phillips
engine, if there is a water pump fit- Gioml, Capt.
B
Light
ted, or you will either break the Gtassman . ,.R. F.H.13
Carson
pump shaft or shear the key in it. Roybal
last
announced
Monro
Coach
Thaw out the pump with hot water, night that tho following will be
V
then cover up the engine hood and tho officials for tho game today:
.Iradiator end let engine run slowly Referee, "Chief" Williams:
Um! Iwith retarded spark and the fan belt pire, Ready; Field Judge, Borland;
disconnected, until you see the water Head Linesman, Rickett.
begin to circulate.
Amethysts of a cry fine quality!
Technical
br the
ttprrlfhtti 1???Syndicate
oonie from India, Ceylon and'
Brazil,

The Trouble Shooter

wnats wrcngr

anti-free-

November

NOTED SPEAKERS AND
MODEL'S HUSBAND MODEL HUSBAND,
HARDING RECEIVKb
BUT ONLY WHILE HER HEALTH'S BAD SINGER ENTERTAIN Ar
FAMOUS MUSIC1AIS

f

TO BE INVESTIGATED

FDR

Separate Operation of the
S. P. and C. P. Would
Impose Difficulties on
dustry, Is Claim
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Comparative Scores
son Favor Aggie Eleven
of Sea-

1919
1920
1921

But Varsity Is Confident
of Gaining Victory
Lobos and Aggies meet tit
Cruces this afternoon in tho thirteenth annual game between Varsity and tho fitnto College), and in
what is expected to be ono of tho
o
most stubbornly contested
battles in football history.
Both teams aro primed for the
contest, a victory in which Is moro
coveted by both Lobos and Aggies
than in any other game ot the season.
tho dopo from
Although
comparative scorea greatly favors
thu Aggies, It Is certain than an
will bo dearly
Aggie victory
bought.
Tho Aggies beat tho Texas Miners 64 to U, a team which the Lobos whipped by the score of only
13 to 0, and the Farmers snowed
the Albuquerque Indians under, C5
to 0, after the Varsity had beaten
them 39 to 0. Arizon.i scored a
21 to 7 victory over the Aggies,
and was ablo to wrest but a 10 to
0 score from the Lobos.
Available figures, whilo confusing, make
tho Aggies look stronger.

duces

No game.

....
....

Albuquerque
Cruces
Albuquerquo

Totals
War Year.

0

103

27
0

14
0

174

1S3

John Phillip Sousa.

An

In-

high schools hero tomorrow morning wns taken out by the faculty
managers of the two teams today.

Hernandez,

T. Popejoy,

half.

weight,

153;

163;

right

weight,

to try

;rf.i;k PJUXCE
London. Nov. 29. A Reuter dispatch from Athens says tho trial
of Prince Andrew of Ureece, who
now Is in the Grecfc capltol, would
begin shortly. Tho wife of Prince
Andrew also is in Athens.

Develop

your ability by
Make yourself
study.
the kind of a man or woman you want to be.
Practical business knowledge brings with it a
sense of personal power

that will prove to be your
life's strongest- asset.
Day and Night School.

ma mm

.

111
'

Pimples Quit
WilhS.S.S.
Red-Bloo- d

-

"Better Cooking." What woman isn't instinctively interested in this subject? For every
true housewife dearly loves to have her houswork perfect and the most important part of
housekeeping is cookery. So, no matter how delicious the results you are obtaining, we
can make your baking more delightful because your every baking will be equal to your
"luckiest day." That is, you will never have any more "unlucky days." This wonderful
result is all brought about by the "LORAIN"Oven Heat Regulator which enables you to
measure oven temperatures as easily as you measure sugar in a tea cup.
With a gas range equipped with the "LORAIN" you can cook a whole meal in the oven at
one tirrte at low temperature without having to watch it. You can be miles away enjoying

yourself.

A

You prepare the meal, put it in the oven in covered receptacles, light the gas and set the
"LORAIN" wheel for three to six hours cooking.
Then you can go away and forget all
about it until it is time to serve the meal. You'll find a deliciously cooked dinner better
cooked than usual, all ready to put on the table, including roast, potatoes, vegetables, entree and dessert. AH cooked in the same oven at the same time with one heat. A wonder
ful economy of time, labor and gas.

ofablemishedjacel
!
That Is what you necl
when you see pimples staring at yon In
the mirror. Blackheaded plurples are
worse 1 Eczema is worse yet! Xoncsn
try everything under the gun. you'll
find only ouo answer, more
In your blood!
The tremendous results produced by an lucreaso In red
Mood-cell- s
Is one ot the A. B. C.'s oi
mean clear
medical science. Bsil-cell- s
pure rich blood. They mean clear, rnd
ily, lovable complexions. They meat
nerve power, becauaa all yonr Derm
aro fed by your blood. They mean
freedom forever from plraples, from tht
blackhead peat, from bolls, from eczema and akin eruptions, from rheumatism Impurities, from that tired, exn
feeling.
hausted,
are the most important thing in
the world to each of us. S. S. S. will
build them for you. B. 8. S. has been
known since 1820, as one of the greatand
est
system strengthened ever produced.
IS. S. 8. is fold at all druf stores Is
two sizes. The larger stjo bottle is
the more economical.
blood-cells-

i

hite

W

hall be glad to demonstrate to you the "LORAIN" equipped CLARK JEWEL RANGES.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"AT YOUR SERVICE"

Phone 98

yotattlf again

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright,

1921, by the International News Service.
Registered V. B. Patent Office.

By George McManus
'

i

WELL WHAT HA.VE
YOU COT THAT
COOO TO FAT
--

W

L

id

CT OLLY I WONDER
F HE. THINKS t WANT
TO LIVE HERE HE'tj
BEEr--t CONE. TE

TODA.Y?

7 i

1

1

Blackheaded

against each other for the first
time, a situation which should develop somo interesting thrills.
The teams will lino up this afl
ternoon as follows:

W.
full.

and march king, who commanded
the largest band ever enlisted under the American flag, recently had
a long chat together at the White
House when Sousa called to pa;
his respects.

ability--?

'

Increase! S. S. S.
Builds Theie
Cells.
Ton ran be sure of this, nature oaa no
rhnplcthe Aggies five, and one game re- Substitute for
sulted In a 7 to 7 tie. In the lust poison tn't a live In the red riven ot
loag as there are enough
five games victory has rested al your blood
la it wore rea- ternately with Lobos and Aggies, ilea
and this year it is the Aggies' turn
to win. However, tho Lobos are
no respectors of Custom in the
matter of alternate defeat and victory, and are determined to repeat
over Coach
last year's victory
Bergman's lads.
An interesting feature of the
contest will bo the duel between
the Jones brothers, Ogle and Sew-el- l,
playlpg left half for the Lobos
ana Aggies, respectively.
Both
Jones boys are among the best
backs In tho southwest, and this
afternoon will see them pitted

144:

President Harding and John
Phillip Sousa, famous bandmaster

Washington, Nov. 29. Many difficulties will be Imposed upon industry and commerce In California
If separate operation of tho (SouthPacific
ern Pacific and Central
systems is required, II. H. Sanborn,
a rate expert, today told the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Mr. Canborn, testifying in behalf
of a committee of California shippers at tho commission's hearing
on the Southern Pacific's application for permission to retain the
Central system, even though the
supreme court has declared the
present merger of tho two roads Illegal, supported tho contention for
continuance of unified operation.
Possible Increases In rates and
certain slowing up of traffic would
be entailed, Mr. Sanborn arguod,
by two line hauls that would be
made necessary In many freight
movements which are at present
confined to a single line by the
mergered operations of the Central
and Southern Pacific.
Mr.
general declaration of the application was supported by a number of other witnesses representing California Industries who explained their own
fears of tho effect, if the separation of the unified railroad systems
was finally carried out.
Alden Anderson, speaking
for
the California fruit distributors, a
organization of growers; II. D. Vanhorno, representing
the California
Packing company,
and Perry Smn' traffic manager
of the Central California Creamery
association, were among the other
witnesses. M. P. West, representing tho Klamath Falls, Ore., commercial club, Joined the California
men In expressing objection to the
supreme court's edict for separation.
Hearings were
adjourned over
tho Thanksgiving holiday.

surance policy for $260,000,000 to
cover tho crowd at the annual football gamo between' Scott and Walt

Figures for the fourteen years
that athletic relations have existed
betweon the two schools show that
out of a total of twelve games
played, tho Lobos have won six,

Aggies
Crisp, weight, 3ti0; center.
Htone, weight, 175: right guard.
Coleman, weight 1C0; left guard.
Boone, weight, 175; right tackle.
Miller, weight, 170; left tackle.
Klusser, weight, irii; left end.'
Tudor, weight, 105; left end.
Wilfley, weight, 125; quarter.
Fairly, captain, weight, 145; full.
McGary, weight, 150; right half.
3. Jones, weight, 170; left half.
1obos
Greutor. weight, 1C0; center.
192;
weight,
Hopkins,
right
guard.
left
230;
Dutton, weight,
guard.
168;
weight,
right
Ferguson,
tackle.
J. Popejoy, captain, weight, 1S8;
left tackle.
Kelly, weight, 155; right end.
I j. Hernandez, weight, 147; left
end.
'
weight,
Harrington, quarter,

ft A

Mmam

Lobo-Aggl-

Nov. 29.

-

In-

Oklahoma City, Nov. 29. Clifford W. King, assistant state attorney general, left here tonight
for Tulsa with Instructions to investigate the dismissal of liquor
cases by County Attorney W. F.
Beaver of Tulsa, and filo charges
in Tulsa! county against all alleged
violators of the state prohibition
law.
King was ordered to Tulsa
by Attorney General George Short
after Governor J. B. A. Robertson
directed the attorney general to
take such steps as necessary to uphold the law. The governor branded tho action ot the Tulsa county
officials in dismissing liquor cases,
"as an outrage and anarchy."

3

6

INSURANCE POLICY
TAKEN OUT TO COVER
ANNUAL GRID CONTEST
Toledo, Ohio.

'S

V"

.

TILT

RETENTION

OE RAIL MERGER

r

no s

1922

DISMISSAL OF LIQUOR
CASES IN OKLAHOMA

SHIPPERS PLEAD

KIWANIS CLUB LUNCH
J. J. Tigert, United States commissioner of education, was principal speaker at the regular meeting of the Klwanln club luncheon,
held at the Alvarado hotel yesterAfter tho luncheon
day at noon.
every person present declared It
tho most overwhelmingly effective
and entertaining ever offered in
Albuquerque.
Mr. Tigert selected as his subject: "The Products ot tho Mind
versus tho Products of the Boll."
His speech was replete with witty
remarks and humorous tales. He
ti.aa after tlmd
was applauded
A
17
iK
through thd speech, and at the
end was greeted with an ovation
by tho full attendance of the club.
Mr. Tigert emphasized the faci
A
,
that the products ot the mind,
meaning Ideas, technical skill, etc.,
are greater, moro productive in
wealth and In benefits to humanity
than tho products of the Bbil. He
spoke of the building hp of Detroit from an Insignificant city to
the fourth city in the United
He said this had been acStates.
complished because Detroit was the
one city in tho United States which
could furnish the ideas and sMll
?
In
automobile
tho
required
industry.
Will C. Wmod, state superintendent ot education Jn California, also
lie
addressed
the gathering.
snnke on "The Possibilities of New
Mexico."
He said California had
been built up through visions and
special training, and said the possibilities of New Mexico are fully
as great as those of California and
might be built up In the same
Mrs. Edith Ower.s.
He said that Instead of
manner.
the slogan, "50,000 In
"The only bills he paid for me were my Insurance premiums, and adopting
five years." Albuqueroue should
they were always paid very promptly." This was the testimony of Mrs. take up the slogan: "100,000 by
Edith Owens in her divorce suit from George R. Owenb at Detroit She 1930."
Claire Duv. renowned concert
charged that Owens was a model husband while she was in
but that as soon as she recuperated he sought the com racy of other oprano. rendered four vocal selections and wns tendered an ovatlor
women, Mrs, Owens, an art model, was granted a decree.
Her rendition of
after pneh.
"Ainle Laurie" and "Mighty Lnk
O: Jonorf, weight, 164; left half. a Rose" were declared by the tun.
Htatistics on previous Lobo-Ag- sic critics present to bq particularly
besutlfnl.
gio games follow:
year Where Played Lobos Aggies
Miss Dux won the Indian pottery
I IIOS
ti
10
Cruces
Walter
ririze, a beautiful vase.
0 Rnbhe won
1000 Albqtierquo
01
the attendance Prize,
No
1910
game,
h
IN ANNUAL
which was a turkev.
Guy
0
11111
10
Cruces
was awarded the
2
27
Albuquerque ... . I)
ren.
in reoirnitlon of son
0
11113
13
Cruces
to Mrs, LanderbnnRh.
7 cently hern
7
1014 Alhuqticrquo ....
0
LAS
13
1915 Cruces
0
Albuquerque .... 54
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CHEff
IMYKKSITY GIM.S AUK
HOSTESSES AT UANCK
(Jirlg of the women's dormitory
nf the University were hostesses
Wednesday night for a charmingly Informal dance at the girls gymnasium. Thanksgiving decorations
i)
pumpkins and corn stalks were
bunked around tho gym, which was
featured with a pumpkin tree. The
novel tree, not unlike a Christmas
idea, was hung with pumpkins and
In colors.
beautifully decorated
streamers covered the
Orange
used efwere
lights. Evergreens
fectively us a background for tho
Thanksgiving ideas. Beautiful little dance programs, hand painted
turkeys,
with the Thanksgiving
were given us favors. Miss Edna
Mosor, dean of women, chaperoned,
Jllss Aletta Fisher was in charge
of the party. The guests included:
Misses Helen Stowell, Moll Hess,
Juliette Fleischer, Ethel Shepherd,
Jconora Kundt, Mildred Schroeder,
Jllrlam Harrold, Annette Jacobsert,
Knthcrlno
Crews, Ethel Carter,
Mildred Miller, Catherine Shayhan,
Elsie Ruth Dykes, Ervln Bctts,
Mary Faircloth, Elizabeth Edmund-soFreda Mitchell, Goldlna Moiso,
Helen Nelson, Catherine Owen,
Kdna Park Pearson, Isabel Carter,
Elizabeth Shepherd, Merle Strickell
land, Alice Sundt, Barbara
Thomas, Mary Wilson, Ula Wing-fielMary Wood, Ethel Pollock,
Thelma Ijckman, Germaino Baer,
Iveona
Beyle, Eleanor Bowman,
lluth
Pearl Burns, Ruth Hanger,
r,
Bunson, Leelle Craig, MollleCul-peppeMary Doss, Marie DuPont,
Elizabetn Stevens, Thelma Farley,
Helen Fargen, Aletta Fisher, Grace
Goodart, Frances Holsheiser, Jane
MilMcClane, Mary Eucy MeEane, John
dred Miller; Mr. and Mrs.
Popejov, and Messrs Dale Snyder,
Tom Hughes, Boss Peyton, Earl
Frank
Gerhart, W. It. McCarthy,
Reeve, Bob Albers, Dan Burrows,
WilReeco Griffith, David Burton,
liam Roy, Krvin Belts. WHllam
T red
licConboy. Dudley Snyder,
wvn Valentine, Harold Fcllgman,
VerJohn Whitticr, Roy Hickman,
non Wilfley, Elmer Bryan, VW'Uer
Alfred
Bowman. William Ha e,
Pt ock,
Hunn, Vcon Kieoll,
Hernard Scarborough, Pat Miller,
Louis Cantelou, Joe Benjamin,
Dow,
Ellsworth Duko.
W ard Clyde
Conway Craig, Walter Mc
Kinley,
Monroe
McCullouch,
I' red
Hugh Graham, Harold Wood.George
Gordon
Kinney,
Wagner,
Block, Charles Hearing, George
Lewis,
Brvan, George Owen, MartinStevens,
John Wilkinson, Georgo
Wendell
Doty.
and
iil. hard Angle
-- O.
tneir
club, meeting for C.
The II1-A.
Y. M.
regular supper at thoInstalled
five
VedneKdny night.
eirls Tho new members are HosMargaret
tile Furry, Kdwinn. Pru,
Bun. Jane McKinney and Marcella
Ir. M. tl. Cartwright
i:e"dv.
talked to the girls about the day
and
nurserv
plans are. under way
for the formation of a Junior Big
.Sisters' club.
n,

d,

--
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A

O

Tti rKSGIVJMJ DANCE

AT

tt tMRY tUB

Thanksgiving dance
Wedneayg
at tho Country club Thanksglv-luoitt.tho
nlgla carried
of the
decorations
motif in
club and in the supper which followed dancing. Tho White Lightning orchestra played.
O
enMrs. M. D. Schumakef will dintertain with a Thanksgiving
ner today at her home, 221 South
Edith street.
A

light-hearte-

O

MISS HOWDEV HOJiORJED
WITH BRIDGE
As a pretty compliment to Miss
a Christmas
Angelica IiovCen,
bride, Mrs. George Slmms and Mrs.
Frederick Winn of Silver City entertained sixteen guests Wednesday
afternoon at a bridge and handkerchief shower at Mrs. Simms
residence, 108 North Eighth street.
Following bridge a dainty luncheoft
was served. The guests Included:
Mesdames Antonio Otero, John
Milne, K. P. Woodson, Henry Rolf
Brown,
Margaret Jfedler and
Misses Anita Hubbell, Mary, and
Erna Ferguson,
Helen
and Esther
Howden,
Angelica
Loulso Lowber, Katherlne Anglo
and Marcella Matson.

It,

iht

Dinner

ey

y

Annabel

Worthinatort

YOU COULD MAKE THIS $7.00
DRESS FOR $1.85.
Doting mothers are ever op the
lookout for pretty frocks for their
young daughters. This charming
little model was originally made
of blue iinene with collar and
cuffs of white batiste. To give a
color note red cherries with green
leaves were embroidered at each
side of the front and at the center
front of the collar.
Another pretty possibility would
be to make the dress of serge or
crepe de Chine in blue or brown
with collar and cuffs of a beige

tint and the green and red embroidery for a pretty contrast.
The original model cost but $1.85
figuring lincne at 50c per yard
and batiste at 40c per yard.
The pattern No. 1594 cuts in
sizes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14
years.
Sire 8 requires PA yards
. material with '4
conyard
trasting. Price 15c, stamps or coin
(coin preferred).
Transfer Pattern No. 622 in
blue only 15c extra.
36-in-

TODAY'S RECIPES
Rainbow Salad- One cupful kidney beans (canned), one cupful
green peas (canned peas), one cupful of New York state cheese, one
cupful of celery, diced;
cup of pimentp (canned pimento), three sweet picl'les, diced; six
Mix well.
stuffed olives, sliced.
Serve with any mayonnaise dressing.
Mayonnaise Dressing For Salad
Beat the yolks of two raw eggs
and one yolk of a hard boiled egg;
add two tablespoons of corn oil.
Bent with a spoon or fork. Beat
well, then add two more spoonfuls
oil, then add ono teaspoonftil of
sugar. Mix well and beat. Now
add one cupful of oil, adding
cup at a time and keep
beating till you have added the full
cup; now add two tablospoonfuls of
vinegar, then beat. Now add
cup of oil and one
of lemon juice. Beat well.
in
a cool place. When using
Keep
lf
this dressing for fruits, take
cup and add three tablespoon-ful- s
of cream.
Planked White Fish Clean and
split a small white fish. Put the
skin side down on a buttered plank
one .Inch thick, sprinkle with salt
and pepper and brush over with
melted butter. Bake half an hour
in a hot oven, spread with butter
and garnish with parsley and
lemon.
s
Kico Pudding
cup
rieo, one quart milk,
cup
sugar (more If your family likes
things sweet), two tablespoons cocoa, one small teaspoon salt, pinch
of cinnamon, whites of two eggs,
two tablespoons confectioner's sugar, or a few marshmullows. Cook
the rice In tho milk in tho double
boiler. When soft add the cocoa,
sugar, salt and cinnamon. Let it
cook for a few minutes longer
and then put In a baking dish,
cover top with meringue made from
the beaten whites of the eggs and
confectioner's Bugar and brown in
oven. If one wants an extra rich
pudding the egg yolks may bo
added.
If, however, you do not
wish to use eggs, cover the top with
'
marshmallows and brown,

1594,

rT,
patterns

fir

6z?.,

Order
by number.
Send all orders direct to Fashion
Department,

Albuquerque

Journal, 30 South Wells
Chicago, UlinoiH.

Morning
Street,

An Accident

Awakening.

one-ha-

lf

you and yours a joy-

'

Household
Suggestions
By Way ot Deeorallon.
When baking any casserole. 'such
as macaroni, potatoes au gratin,
a thin layer of bread crumbs over
the ton of tho dish. It makes it
look doubly attractive and appetizing.

Tins.
Those brisk, sunny days are just
tho kind to blow all the musti-nes- s
and closeness out of tho bread
and cake boxes. Don't forget to
air them regularly and your bread
will keep much longer.
Sweet-Smellin- g

r.liminato Odors anil Dampness.
Some people do not realize that
cellar windows ore for ventilating
as well as for lighting purposes.
They should be opened for a while
eaeli day to allow a draft to sweep
through and purify the atmosphere of both cellar and dwelling.

If

A Winter Chill Same.
you are limited as to space for

storing relishes and sauces, a delicious chili sauce can be made as it
is needed, by using canned tomatoes. Two cans ot tomatoes, three
green peppers diced, two onions
diced, one tablespoonful of cinnaof cloves,
mon, one teaspoonful
two tablespoons of sugar and one
cup of vinegar. Iet simmer until
vegetables are tender and the
juices begin to thicken.

WHAT CAUSES GAS
ON THE STOMACH?

ful Thanksgiving,

It is caused by fermenting, sour
waste matter in tha intestines.
This old, foul matter shituld be
thoroughly cleaned out with' simple buckthorn bark, glycerine,
This
etc., as mixed in Adler-l-kacts on BOTH upper and lower
old
.accumulated
bowel, removing
matter you never thought was In
Adler-l-k- a
relieves
your system.
ANY CASIO gas on tho stomach.
EXCELLENT
for sour stomach
and chronic constipation.
Guards
Alvarado
against appendicitis.
pharmacy, First and Gold. Adv.

!

Aftcr-Dinn-

er

Tricks

for the increased con- fid ence accor ded them

Dizzy
Spells
'Are Usually Due to

during the past year.

Constipation

When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubrlcatinn liquid is
in the bowel to keen
the food
waste soft and
.
Doctors prescribe
moving-because
Nujol
it acts like
pro-duc-

R osenwaiau s
1

this natural lubricant and
thug replaces it.
in u J ol is a
lubricant not
a medicine or
laxative
so
cannot crine.
Try It today.

Elephants live to be

120 to 150

A LUBRICANT

NOT

t

A LAXATIVE

Li:

years old.

Improve Your Complexion
By Using Cuticura
Ba'.he with Cuticura Soap and hot
watei to free the pores of impurities
and follow with a gentle application
of Cuticura Ointment to soothe and
heal. They are Ideal for the toilet,
aa la also Cuticura Talcum for powdering and perfuming.
nt It Eut rmbr Kill. AMrm: "CiiMeilMlrt-rUotUl.DSoMeverr- 3ir,IUlil!i.MMI."
26 and Me. 1 ileum 260.
Some

26. Ointment
Soap

DF"'Cuticur

hei without rot.

Almost
Unbelievable

1

You can hardly realize

the wonderful im

I

v station
Vt,

I', y

GOOD
MORNING!

.

-

jyf

in.

A good cup of coffee for

breakfast says it and does it.
Good coffee, good breakfast,

your

mirror will reveal to you
usincOouraud'sOriental
Cream for the first time.
Send 1 5c. for Trial Sim
FERD. T. HOPKINS ' SON

good morning what a bully

New York

good start for the day's work !
THE WRITE GIFT

Be Sure to Make It

"Crane's Linen Lawn"
or
"Eaton's Highland Linen"

.,

1

Good morning!

nrovemmt to vourskin

and coi.iplexion

HAYCn UPITIlSirLa
PAPER

So. 48 The Mafia Clfr Baaa
A cigar Is hown, and wared In the
tlr. Suddenly tb band disappears from
the cigar.. Another ware, and it re
appears.
The band enlr foes half war around
tb cigar. It ii glued1 to the perfecto
to keep it from falling off. In, waring
tb cigar, it given a halt turn, wtaick
brings the blank aide to the front. A
reversal of the movement brings thv
und btrlf.

t

w.

5U0 B. C.

Removes Distance

the famous vineyards of

and

themselves give thanks,

Earliest versions of Roman
law were essentially religious until

POSTCARDS TO TEA CD.
HEALTH LESSONS
A new department of the State

rich, ripe,
grown in

Leaves No Bitter Taste

go.

Rosenwald Bros, wish

,.

civil

er

that Cream of Tartar is de-

ThatUwhy Royal is sowholesome and healthful, why it
gives the food such a fine,
even texture and such a delicious, appetizing flaron
Jit Contain No Alum

age-wor-

,T.
Gobelin founded the famous
and carpet manufactory at
and an tapestry
Paris in 1515.

table-'.poonf- ul

Powder is made from
Cretan of Tartar?

N

Revolt is In the air; young authors everywhere are breaking all
tho rules, defying all the schools;
traditions must give way, and all
things old and gray must fall
triumphant Youth will show u
what's tha truth. Tho bard we
most admire played on discordant
lyre; tho man we thought a seer
but chronicled small beer; the
wreaths old writers won were
worth ten cents a ton. The era ot
revolt! The brisk and haughty
colt appears to proudly trot around
n
Dobthe pasture lot, and
bin flees, or tries to climb Bomo

er

that Royal Baking

N

The young colt's neck Is
arched, his tall 1m deftly starched
tne oiu plugs near him neigh to
get the right of way. But this is
nothing' new; since first young
roosters crew and old ones slunk
away to hido among the hay, revolt
ha3 fired Youth's heart and said
to Age, depart!" And Youth decrees today, old things must pass
away; and still some hopeless sot
reads poor old Walter Scott; some
mumbling
graybenrd turns to
books ot Bobbie Burns; and now
and the one meets a boob, who's
fond of Keats. Its said that thi-- i
is so; all time worn things should
trees.

TIIIJ DAY OP REVOLT.

er

one-ha-

O

southern France?

changed.
Tomorrow

-

throe-fourth-

Miss Anita Bergere has returned
to her homo in Santa Fo after a
vihlt here.

rived from grape
healthful grape

right."
"Perhaps they did you a service, Nellie," Miss Jones nnswered.
"but you mustn't think nil men are
bad. There are many firfe conscientious men In the world."
"Some perhaps," Nellie replied,
her thoughts on Mr. George. He
was fine, she was sure h0 was
good. But he was only one. Her
opinion of men In general had not

Department of Health of Massachusetts will be its engagement
in a campaign for promotion of
the health of children.
with the American Red Cross
wide distribution will be givon to
picture cards illustrated to convey
at a glance the lesson, which is also explained by words under the
Borne of the Injunctions
picture.
.
Peas illustrated are:
hands before yon
"Wash
,
j'our
eat; dirt causes many diseases.
drink plenty
"And remember
of milk.

Planked White Fish
Potato Chips
Creamed
Rico Pudding
Tea or Coffee

Dr. and Mrs. W. A. Gekler, Mrs.
Whitmer and Mrs. C. M. Ferguson left early Thursday morning
with Miss Ethel Hlckey for a motor
trip to Grants and Zuni. They expect to return Sunday.

Do You
Know?

"Not thinking of young Home,
were you?" she nsked with a smile.
"Merey no! Why should I think
of him?"
"I'm very much mistaken if lie
doesn't think often of you. He's a
nice boy. Nellie."
"He's all right to run around
with." Nellie's answer was so carelessly indifferent that Miss Jones
was satisfied she cared nothing for
Donald Home, .avo as a friend.
Nellie was a queer girl, never
showed any interest in tho boys
and young men as other girls In
never
her position usually did;
talked of them.
Miss Jones admired this trait In
the young girl, although sho felt it
peculiar. Nellio was so full of fun,
so bright, po sure to bo attractive
to tha other sex, that her ludiffer-enc- e
seemed almost unnatural.
"I've never had much use for
men." she said when Miss Jones
laughingly spoke of her Indifference.
"A'ou wouldn't either If you
had lived in Miss Carter's bonrding
house at the Corners and heard
those traveling men talk. I learned too much about them how
they get girls to do foolish things,
then laugh at them afterward. It
was a long tlmo ago, but I've never
forgotten one word they said, or
how they used to brag about what
they could do with the girls they
met. It makes me sick every time
I think of it. Tliry put me wise oil

iSHQUEHOLDHlNTr

henlth- -

InrilvMiinl

WALT MASON.

lie.

seekers, have contributed materi
ally to their happiness Thursday.
MENU II'NT
Many others have received tneir
Crcakffyt
"turkey dinners" parcel post' from
Cereal
Bananas
"back home."
Toast
Poached Eggs
,
Coffee
Liinelieun
Rainbow Salad
Bran Rolls
Cocoa
Cookies

T. E.

BIRTHDAY DANCE FOR
JOSEPH PIES
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pies entertained Bt their home on North
Fifth street with a dinner dance
In celebration of Mr, Pies' birthday. The house was beautifully

to the office. She was annoyed,
wondered why she felt as she did;
as if something unpleasant had
happened, something affecting her
adversely.
"Aren't you feeling well?" Miss
Jones nsked one day after Dorothy
had carried her cousin away despite his protests. Uo had declared
he couldn't go, but she has coaxed
until he had laughingly called her
a tenze, and then given In.
"Yes, why?" Nellie answered.
"Vou looked so serious, and 1
spoke to yo twice before you answered mo."
"Kxeuso me. T am sorrv."
Miss Jones looked keenly at Nel-

al

u l'uf ormal

Mrs. C. 1'. Anderson of West
Fruit avenue will entertain a few
guests at Thanksgiving dinner for
two former South Dakota girls,
Walrath of Las
Miss Marlon
Vegas and Miss Florence Samuels,
now of Albuquerque,
O
Most elaborate of tho Thankswill be tho
activities
social
giving
dance Thursday night, given by
Col. and Mrs. G. E. Breece in the
ball room at their home, 809 West
Copper, avenue.

B

BT JANE FHELFS

DOROTHY FAMON'S VISITS
DEPRESS NELLIE
decorated
with vellow chrvsan- themums.
The host and hostess
Chapter Ci.
were presented with a lovely set
The elder Mr. Fallon was still
of hand painted china. The guests
included Messrs. and Mesdames R. away, and Nellip was constantly In
I j. Lehrman, W. C. JoneB, A. C. Mr. George's office to her delight.
Wellman, W. W. McClellan, R. S. She never analyzed this feollng, but
Clark, and Miss Mario Pies.
felt a happy contentment when
Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. Keenan near him, even when Miss Jones
will entertain with a dinner of sat beisido him taking his more
ten covers today at tholr home on important dictation whilo work of
West Roma, having as spocial- less value was usxigned to her.
would glance "P and
guests. Mr. and Mrs. George Ros- Often she moment
on her employgaze for a
lington, Monkbrldge Manor.
er's profile, and say to herself; no
O
"There is no one like, him
An informal luncheon for Latin
the whole world."
teachers of the N. M. E. A. was one in Nellie's
calm happiness was
But
held at tho Alvarado Wednesday
occasionally interrupted, although
noon.
she scarcely realized It never gave
O
it a name. On the days when Miss
MRS. DOOIilTT'LE XO BE
Dorothy visited tho office and in
HOSTESS TODAY
cousinly way took possession
Mrs. J, M. Doolittlo will enter- herMr.
of
George, and Joked with him
tain 16 guests at a Thanksgiving
often going to lunch and carrying
dinner today at her home, 1303
him off earlier than usual because
'
West Tijeras avenue.
of some engagement she had made
The Woman's club will hold its for
him Nellie felt a depression
regular meeting at the club roomsa that she tried in vain to shake off.
Following
afternoon.
Saturday
Miss Dorothy was always kind.
special board meeting at 2:15, bea never fuilcd to speak pleasantly to
meeting will
regular businesso'clock.
to chat a
The social her, at times stopping
held at three
moment beside her desk. Nellie
follow.
will
refreshments
and
hour
d
admired the gay,
girl
O
immensely. Iter lovely clothes, so
beJ, J. Tlgert, V. S. commissioner
so
and
cut, yet
stylish
of education, who has been a guest simply
caused her no envy, but a
coming,
to
a.
for
trip
In the city, has gono
desire to dress appropriately, as
the Frljoles canyon as a guest of Cora had taught her and as she.
John V. Casey, state superintendent was sure MIrs Dorothy always did.
of schools.
She could not help overhearing the
O
going
plans for whutever they wer Dorowas
hostess
White
Mrs. Grace
to do, and noticed that Miss
Ideal
tho
of
oc
tables
was
three
tho
dressed
for
for the
always
thy
at caslon,
whether it was a yachting
Bridge club Tuesday afternoon
street.
her home, 521 North Fifth
trip or a luncheon.
O
"She knows how It Isn t all the
enterwill
William
Bryco
Mrs.
money," Nellie said to nerseir.
tain with a Thanksgiving dinner Then on day she learned from
at her home, 119 South Walter something that was saidownthat Miss
clothes
street.
Dorothy designed her
O
her dressmaker simply carrying
was
sure
had
dinners
ideas.
out
her
she
"I
Elaborate Thanksgiving
to do with her clothes,"
for all patients of the Albuquerque something Miss
sho
told
Jones after Dorothy
will bo held today.
sanatorium
left. "They look like her."
Dinning rooms have been decoand
her Individu
colors
"Yes,
express
they
In
rated
Thanksgiving
flowers witli dainty placo cards and ality. But It takes a great deal of
to
Instiand
dress distinctime
though
favors for each guest of the
tutions. Specially decorated trays tively. We working women don't
will be used for those patients too have time t think very much of
ill to come to the sanatorium din- clothes beyond being neat."
1 m
going to try to learn what
ing rooms.
sanatorium suits me too," Nellie decided.
The Albuquerque
dinner will be held at 2 o'clock and "Even if I can't have lovely things
many of the friends and relatives like she does.
Nellie's interest In Miss Doroof patients will dine at the sanatorium. Dinner at tho Methodist thy, however, did not lessen the
Deaconess will bo held at 12:30. depression sne left after her visits
St. John's Will dlno at 1:30 and the
time.
Presbyterian at their-usuMany health seekers not in the
five big sanatorlums, will celebrate
here.
Thanksgiving with friends
Various church organizations iu- tAt.Autar1

RIPPLING RHYMES

A STENOGRAPHER'S ROFilAHCE

Because it is advertised
in all the leading magazines, f.nd because it is

distinctly unequalled in
quality, and is absolutely
"Socially Correct." It is
exclusively sold in

Strong'

Book Store

I

:

sion was reached because ot the
fact, as brought out it) the meeting, of the contests bolus made
"side shows" of the convention instead of occupying the centir of
the Htuge, us they deserved. Other
minor changes were made in the
constitution.

PUBLIC SPEECH
IMPORTANT FOB

Indian

NATION'S WEAL
Discussion Before Lyceum
Section of Teachers Association Favors Instruction in Oratory
''No man who cannot diasmnsc
the people's Rentiments can make
a true speech,
"No man enn Fpenk who hns not
a broad, deep heart within his
breast.
"A speaker who is sincere and
has 'the
honest and true who
vision, will be the leader of the
people.
"America, In some respects, Is
oratory.'
the product of forensicmain
points
These wore the
F.
brought out by Attorney John
comof
the
session
in
the
jfimms
bined Lyceum and English sections
the last morning of the convention
Mr.
of New Mexico teachers.
Simms' subject wan "Forensic. Oratory in the Development of Our
Nation." First defining the meanto do
having
ing of "forensic"
with the public forum Mr. Himms
reminded his hearers of the power
and Influence Demosthenes. Saul of
Tarsus, Cicero, Burke, I'ilt and
Gladstone had been In upholding
the popular riffhts of their several
nations. He Btated that the American people could not act In unison
or feel together in colonial times,
oratory "Patrick
until forensic
Henry's speech that gave the slpnal
as a naAmerica
of
the
birth
for
tion" led them into a common
cause.
"A man who flouts public speaking brands himself as a fool," said
Mr. Simms, in his endorsement of
the art of public speaklnjr in the
schools. "The policies of our nation are made by the men who can
speak In our United States senate.
The man who can speak on his
feet will solidify the thought of
thousands, where thP written word
might reach only ten."
At the conclusion of Mr. Simms'
speech the business meeting of the
Kngllsh section was held, and the
Miss
elected:
following officers
Margaret Kennedy of Las Vegas,
president: Miss Alice Lease of AlThe prosecretary.
buquerque,
gram of the English section was
then presented, and consisted of
an able paper, presented by Miss
Barbara Phillips on practical work
and requirements for Knglish pti
pils: a paper, "The Teaching of
Literature," by Miss Kennedy, and
a scholarly address bv Dr. Ci. S.
Hubbell of the university, "What
Do They Know About English ?"
Dr. Hubbell
brought out by hi
all the
paper that considering
of
English literature,
background
its wealthy store from which ina-- j
terial has been drawn Greek,!
Latin, French and other sources-th- at
it is impossible for a young'
student to thoroughly understand
the classics without going on nnd
on, investigating the sources from
which they were drawn. "For instance." said he, "no one can really
.appreciate the hiffcior of Pope's
'Rape of the Lock' unless he has
read Homer."
Tiyccnm Swelon Makes Clinnec
Revision of the constitution of
the Forensic league came up In the
business of the lycetim section, nnd
resulted In one important change
the reduction of thp number of
annual state contests in declamation and oratory from two contests
to one, which will take place in
the spring of the year at the time
of the state track meet. This deci
--

School

Sii-iio-

KomiiliiH

The question as to whether the
Indian school section was to continue its affiliation with the. New
Educational
.Mexico
associaton,
came up fur settlement in the
the busiconci'ided
that
sision
ness of this
Wednesday;
and tho unanimous vote of the
in
members was for remaining
The election ol
ttie assoc.:' !(. n.
four council Members resulted in
the following; list.
Superintendent, Reuben D. Perry, Albuquerque; Superintendent H. P. Mar-liA. W. Leech,
Superintendent
of tho southern pueblos, and SuDo Huff, of
J.
P.
perintendent'
Santa Fe. A. C. IScahm was reelected chairman, Mrs. Isis Harrington, vice chairman, and Mrs.
Henry H. Kramer, reeretary.
A foature of the Indian school
meeting was a talk by Wesley
Pradt'ield, of the American ArchSome enjoyaeological society.
able musical numbers were given
Dunn.
Superinby Mrs. Frances
tendent De Huff, of Santa Fe.
was not able to be present, and
his paper, "Tho General Good of
the Service," was given by Superintendent Leech.
Spanish Amcrlrnn Session Closea
"The Spanish Teacher and tho
Mr.
by
Spanish Community',"
Cruz Alvarez, and discussed by
Mr. . V. Veager, opened the last
session of the section for teachcommuers in
nities. "Are the Spanish' American Communities
Progressing?"
of Honorable
was the subject
John V. Conway's address.
Tho sessions of the Spanish
American section proved to be
one of tho most popular In thA spirit of
association meeting.
unity and a sincere desire to
"get together" on the problems
of the rural school teacher, made
the meeting a huge success with
Mr. Conway's
these teachers.
talk, full of suggestions based on
his own personal experience, was
inspirational.
The officers elected in the
section are:
American
Spanish
President, Cruz Alvarez, SantaL.
Rosa; vice president, Mrs. G.
Belen; secretary, Miss
Delgado,
MrH.
Lola
Davfia.
Pose Mary
Grimm was elected as member of
the council for one year.
A committee to draw up resobefore
lutions to be presented
the next meeting of the legislature, urging revisons nnd substitutions in laws governing schools
In rural districts, was appointed
and consists of the following:
Bacrn,
Heturnino
Superintendent
Helen; C. J. Quintana, Taos, and
Mrs. G. L. Detgaoo, of Belen.
Snntu Fo Art
The work of the young high
school and grade school artists
of Santa Fe, under the direction
of the art supervisor of the Santa
Fe schools, Miss Cora Reid, occasioned a great deal of favorable
comment among the visitors at
the high school on Tuesday and
Among these were
Wednesday.
exhibited five painting of Miss
two
of
Gerald Cassldy'B,
Reid's,
two of Carlos VIerra, three of
.
Sheldon Parsons and one of
A' talk by Miss
W, K. Rollins.
Reid Wednesday morning brought
out the fact that the exceptional
work of the Santa Fe boys nnd
girls displayed was accomplished
since the opening of school in
September, and includes, almost
entirely, work from still life, and
no copying.
These Include posters, pictures of adobes, hills and
mountains near Santa Fe, fruit,
flowers, Indian Jars and baskets.
Miss Reid supervised art supervisors of the art school of Northwestern University tefore taking
tip her work in the Santa Fe
schools.
e.
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Women of Thirties Most
Beautiful, Say Critics
Full Bloom of Loveliness May Be Preserved Far Beyond
Middle Life by Care of Health Tanlac Has
,
Helped Thousands Regain Lost Vitality..
,

Many famous men have said that no woman is really
beautiful until after she is thirty. Her beauty has been
flushed and refined by the fires of experience into a
with which even the freshness of youth cannot
compare.
But thirty Is a dangerous and deceptive
age, A woman may

Mrs. W. W. Benson, 382S Warsaw St.
Seattle,

Wash., says:
"Tanlac built me up
fifteen pounds
n
weight, rid me of
dyspepsia that had
kept me miserable
for years colorandof
brought the
health back to my
face. I feel splendid
all the time and

grow even more
beautiful and attractive than ever, or
may enter into a
rapid decline that
robs her of the glowing' ekln, the clear
eyes, the charming
smile and the gracefully curving figure
that are so essential
to the comely and

v

1

words, cannot express my gratitude to
this grand medicine."

attractive.
Nature has provid- ed the danger signals and they should
be heeded with scru-

OTHKRS TALK
Mrs. Gertrude Gar.
tee, highly esteemed
resident of Toledo,
Ohio, pays a remarkable tribute tc
Tanlac:
"To see me now no
one would think 1
have been through
all the suffering 1
have during the last
twelve years. I was
a mere shadow as
the result of stomach trouble and

pulous care if one is

to preserve indefinitely the full bloom

of loveliness.
DAXGKH SIGN'S
Digestive troubles

are the chief danger
and Tanlac, the celebrated system purifier and body builder la the chief remedy. If you feel tired
out all the time, or
your skin la sallow
and your lips pale, if
your cheeks are thin
and colorless, and

you

Buffer

from

headaches and back

November
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rheumatism,

1.7'

but

Tanlac built me up
24 pounds and made
me as healthy and
well
as any one
could wish to be. 1
look like a different

ache, do not sleep well and wake up person."
Mrs. Ida Hamburgh,, 316 S. Main
St., Brattleboro, Vt., Is still another
well known woman who has experienced wonderful benefits from
the Master Medicine. &he says:
"Before taking Tanlac I was In
wretched health and weighed only
117 pounds.
Now 1 weigh 144
pounds, my health is splendid and
have never felt better. My friends
all remark on how well I am looking."
Do not become old before your
time. Restore and preserve the full
bloom of beauty by building up
your health, whirh Is the only
source of lasting attractiveness.
Get a bottle of Tanlac today from
press.
Mrs. Robert O. Reynolds, 127 N. any good druggist.
Denver St., Kansas City, Mo., says:
NOT H : You cannot hope to get
"Fox ten long years I suffered the most satisfactory results from
from a very bad form of rheuma- Tanlac without first establishing a
tism, atomach trouble and nervous- free and regular movement of the
ness. Three bottles of Tanlac built bowels. Tanlac Vegetable Pills are
me up 25 pounds and 1 haven't a absolutely free from calomel and
trace of my old troubles left. I be- are sold on a positive guarantee to
lieve Tanlac will help everybody." Bive satisfaction.
Adv,

with a bad taste in your mouth; if
you are nervous and out of sorts,
have dizzy spells and black Bpots
before your eyes; If you suffer from
acid stomach, indigestion and are
afraid to eat certain things, it is a
sure sign that your digestive organs
are not performing their full duty
and the system is becoming clogged
with impurities.
Tanlac was designed to overcome
Just such a condition and thousands
of women throughout tho United
States and Canada have taken this
wonderful medicine withsuch remarkable results that they have expressed
gratitude in the public

Tobacco I 'se Decreases
That the use of tobacco among
of Albuquerque is decreasing was the statement made yesterday by George
Olson, president of the senior class
of the school, in an rddress before
o
New
Mexico
the
league, which is one of the sections
of the state educational association. Olson said that tho Influence of the Hl-and
he Boy
Scouts among; boys has Increased
a
in
and
caused
athletics
interest
decreasing use of tobacco. He said
that the athletic director of the
school has exerted a strong Influence on the boys and has aroused
their interest not only in athletic
events but in keeping physically
fit. A letter was read from Hiram
Hadley, the founder of the league
and a pioneer
educator of New
Mexico, who is critically ill in a hosIn
Kansas City. Dr. Hadley, It
pital
was announced, had become much
more seriously ill since writing the
letter a few days a?o.
J. M. Moss of the Albuquerque
T. M. C. A. read a paper In which
he condemned
the use of cigarettes. R. r. Larkin of Las Vegas
on
"The Business Man's
spoke
Point of View." He said that two
officials of Glnn Xt Co., a large
book concern, had stated that n
man who doesn't smoke Is worth
$500 a year more to their firm than
a man who does.
The league may decide at next
year's session to have a large group
of elder Tioy Scouts attend a general meeting of the association and
speak on their experiences
with
tobacco.
The league elected Dr. J. M.
Cook of the New Mexico Norma
university president, and
Miss Belle Sweet of Albuquerque
secretary.
Comniprdul Section
The feature of the meeting of
the commercial section yesterday
morning was tho typewriting demonstration by William F. Oswald of
New York. Oswald made a record
of 231 words a minute, using familiar sentences, and 145 words n
minute in taking straight ennv. Hn
copied 13 9 words a minute of
straight conversation. Oswald hns
n record of 141. words a minute for
one hour, nnd has the champion-shi- n
of the country for accuracy.
Much interest was shown In the
meeting and the commercial teachers
that they were encouraged to believe that their department would become Increasingly
interesting with more pretentious
programs during each succeeding
year.
The following
officers
were
elected: H. D. Comer. Mesilla Park.
ehairr-"n- :
Miss L. M. Kieke head
of the commercial department of
the Alhunucroue high school, secretary. Miss Evalyn Parker of the
Vegas Normal university was
named chairman of the program
committee, of which Kiss Margaret
Kelehcr, Albuquerque, and R. F.
Estes, Raton
high school, arc
other mcmherR.
I .nl I ii Section
The Latin section held a brief
meeting, at which a discussion was
held of the methods of teaching
Latin. Miss Jeanctte Inches of the
Normal
university of Las Vegas
was elected chairman of the section: Miss Eleanor Tucker of Las
Vegas high school, vice chairman;
Miss Anna Wilhelm. Albuquerque,
Miss Theresa Wchr of
secretary.
Albuquerque, chairman of the section , prei ided at the meeting.
County Superintendents
Flections in the countv superintendents' section and the principals' section of the New Af exh o
Educational association, held yesterday morning at the high school,
resulted as follows:
County superintendents
Mrs.
Nellie Hauser, Tueumcarl,
Kirk of De
Paca county, secretary; Mrs. A. E.
Thomas, Alamogordo, vice president.
Principals E. L. Lusk. Roswell.
president; Luther Vnn Buskirk. Albuquerque, vice president; Mrs, L.
S. Clark Valedon, secretary.
.
The meeti r of the superintendents and principals was featured by
an address by United States Commissioner of Education
John J.
Tiirert.
John F.' Simms of Albuquerque
gave an auuress before the lyceurn
section.

the high school boys
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"NOSE PRINT" IS
NEWEST WAY TO

P. WEISENBER6

IDENTIFY BOSSY

Hi
i

s

WIFE DEAD

AFTER ACCIDENT

.my

Fatally Injured in Traction-Ca- r
Auto Crash at Peru,
Ind.;

Son

and

Two

Daughters Seriously Hurt
Daniel C. Wcisenben?, who had
been a resident o Albuquerque
for many years, wna fatally injured and his wife also received Injuries which caused her death, In
on accident which occured nt Peru,
Indiana, last Stindny. afternoon,
when tho Ford sedan in which they
were ridinR was Btruck by an
traction car. Victor, 24
years old, Thelma, 16 years old, and
Margaret, 11 years old, son and
two daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
Welsenberg, were also seriously Injured In the accident.
Mr. W'eisenborgr had been a machinist here at the Santa Fe shops.
Four years ago he resigned his position ns gang foreman in the shop
and left for Peru. His son and
older daughter had rone to school
here, the son having attended High
The family accompanied
school.
Mr. Wcisenberg when he went to
All
weTe well known here.
Peru.
Mr. Weisenberg hi.s three nephews who are residents of Albt quer-quThey are George, Panlol and
Frazler Turpin, who reside at 615
South Arno street. Ueorge Is a
student, while Daniel and Frazler
I'rof. W. E. Peterson of Ontveniily are clerks In the employ of the
of Minnesota demonstrating nose Santa Fe railroad. The two latter
left for Peru, upon receipt of
prfnt operatkr..
information of the acciIf "Tessie" the family bossy, hsa dent.
According to the latest Informa
wayward spells and is prone to
stay out late o' nights, take nose
prints of her nose and p!ale them
around so neichbers can Identify
Tessie when she visits them. Th
"nose print" idea, taken from the DON'T FUSS
fingerprint system of tdantifrinc
crooks, is heinf? used by t'-- j state
of Minnesota to Identify ;o9t being tested for milk records.

was quite dark at tho point of the
accident at the time it occured and
that it was impossible for the
to see the sedan until lie
had almost reached that point.
Then he applied his emergency
brakes but the crash came immediately after.
After the Interurban'had crashed
Into the sedan It carried the motor
car along for 150 feet and the occupants were strewn along the
Impavement for that distance.
mediately after the accident all
were rer oved to a Peru hospital

tion from Peru, wired last night
to the Morning Journal, Victor Is
suffering from a fracture at the
base of tho skull. Irargaret is also
suffering a fractured skull, though
it Is less nerio-:tban Victor's
while Thelma la suffering
from shock and was severely cut
and bruised. All three are reported
to be slowly Improving and are expected to reco" er.
Reports of the accident, as given
by the Peru Journal, say that Victor was driving the car at the
time the accident occured.
According to this report the family
had been out for a drive In their
new sedan. They had driven out
one street to the end of tho paving and had then turned to return
by the principal street.
They reached a point where the
interurbnn traction line crosses the
street. At this point Victor backed
the car to make the, turn. He
backed directly into the oncoming
lnterurhan car, which was traveling at a high rate of speed.
Russel H. Jackson, a government
gage compartment. He said that It
y,

v

'--

t

they were given immediate
by physicians and sur-

whore,

attention

geons.
Mrs. Welsenberg was the most
She suffered a
seriously injured.
fracture of the right templar bono,
fractures of the rad:al and ulmer
bones and Internal Injuries.
She
died at 6:80 In tha evening, one
S5
minutes after the
hour and
occured.
Mr. Weisenberg
died at 6:00 o'clock
He had suffered fractures of
the right collar bone and right arm
and Internal Injuries.
.

:vtonday-morning-

His
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HIRAM HADLEY, LEADER
IN EDUCATION IN NEW
MEXICO, NEAR DEATH
Hiram Hadley of Las Crtices,
veteran JS'ew Mexico educator. Is
lying at the point of death m a
hohpil;.! at Kansas City, Mo.,'
to word reaching here yesterday. Mr. Hadley has been
ill for several months, and
went "c Kansas City to consult a
npecial st in the hope' of ro.;a!r;!n
his hcnth.
ly

P0INCARE
WILL VISIT LONDOft

PREMIER

Paris, Nov. 29 (by the Associated Press.) Premier Polncare ha
accepted the British prime minister's invitation to go to London on
December 9 for a preliminary discussion of tho Brussels conference
on reparations, according to the
Matin.
The Italian premier's reply has
not yet been received.
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WITH POWDER HORN AND TRUSTY
MUSKET DID YE PILGRIM
FATHER FETCH THE
THANKSGIVING
TURKEY

IH

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

ARAGON The funeral of O. D,
AragOn, who died Monday morning
at his residence on North Arno
street, will be held this morning
from Crollott's
funeral chapel,
Burial will be at Santa Barbara
cemetery.
SALAZAR
David
years old died last

Salazar,

73

niht at
brief illness.

his
residence after a
He
is survived by two sons and one
daughter. The body was taken to
Crollott's funernT p;riora and the
funeral will be held this morning
from the family residence. Burla!
will be at Sunta Barbara cemetery.
MOTA
Klosla Moya died yesterday afternoon at her residence
at Old Albuquerque after a short
Illness. She was the daughter of
Mr. and Mis. Chrlstobal.
Funeral
arrangements are still pending.
Crollott is In charge.

Musterole Works Without
Blister Easier, Quicker

the

There's no sense in mixing a mess of
nustard, flour and water when you can
jasily relieve pain, soreness or stiffness
with a little clean, white Musterole.
Musterole is made of pure oil ol
nustard and other helpful ingredients,
;umulllcu 111 we iuiui vi un.
white ointment. It takes the place ot
mustard plasters, and will not blister.
Musterole usually gives' prompt reliel
from sore throat, bronchitis, tonsilitis,
:roup, stiff neck, asthma, neuralgia,
neadache, congestion, pleurisy, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and aches of the
back or joints, sprains, sore muscles,
bruises, chilblains, frosted feet, colds o)
the chest (it may prevent pneumonia)
35c and 65c, jars and tubes.

.Pftj
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When clothing is wanted, men who
want to be sure of good quality come
here for KUP.PENHEIMER good
clothes.

E. L. Washburn Co.

Better than a mustard pJailer

F. B. NOYES IS GIVEN
A FAREWELL DINNER

STANDARD

Shanghai, Nov. 30 (by the Associated Press).- - 1'rank B. Noyes,
president of the Associated Press,
who Is touring China, was given
a farewell dinner last night by an
association composed of eighteen
nt the Chinese leading newspapers
here.
In his response to an address
TAX COLLECTIONS IN
Mr. Noyes
urged the Chinese
OCTOBER DECREASED journalists to present their readers with an exact understanding
of America.
Ho sailed today for
Washington, Nov. 29. Federal
tax collections lor the month 'of Hongkong.
October aggregated till, 012, 494,
a decrease of $42,150,237 as compared with October 1921, according to completo figures for the
month compiled today at the treasury.
Collections since July 1, amount
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets Gel
to $711,7.-.9,4G-8
as against $1.1
for the same period of
at the Cause and Remove It
1921.
Chief among the decreases by
,Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets, the subcomparison with collections of a stitute
year ago, was the reduction in In- bowels for calomel, act gently on the
and positively do the work.
come and profits taxes. Those two
People afflicted with bad breath find
Items brought in only $29,434,464
In October while
for the same quick relief through Dr. Edwards'Olive
month last year, the collections Tablets. The pleasant,
d
tablets are taken for bad breath by all
were $42,250,297.
who know them.
Polo had Its origin" in Persia, and
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets act genis the oldest of all stick and ball tly but lirmly on the bowels and
liver,
games.
stimulating them to natural action,
clearing the blood and gently purifying
the entire system. They do that which
THIS WOMAN HOLDS dangerous
calomel does without any of
IN
PLACE
the
bad after effects.
UNIQUE
benefits of nasty, sickening,
WORLD OF MUSIC All thecathartics
are derived from
griping
Dr.
- - Edwards'
.. . TSMnfo
- Oliun
"
.
WlllKJUl
Auuivia ...M,..t
Etpngjjain or any disagreeable effects.
r.
discovered
ui.
ciwaras
the
formula after seventeen years of practice amnnir natients afflicted with
and liver complaint, with the attendant
udu ureaui.
Olive TahlefQ nri nurelu
compound .mixed with olive oil; you
:
drill Irnnw
i
nm K. . ,(,.:.
uy II1C1I UUVC COlOr.
", ftitii, uiuu
Take one or two every night for a week
ind note the effect. 15c and 30c.
Ait.

"Albuquerque's Exclusive 'Clothiers."

'O

)

Mrs. 'Junnita S.
Sandoval, C8 years old. died last
night at her residence. Pneumonia
was the cause of death. She is survived by two daughters nnd on'
son. The body was taken to Crollott's funeral
parlors,
pending
funeral arrangements.
SANDOVAL
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A Cadillac Announcement
The Cadillac Motor Car Company

an-

nounces the continuation of Type 61 on
a largely increased production schedule
at the following reduced prices effective
December 1, 192Z
)

.....
.......

sugar-coate-

Touring Car - Phaeton . . - Roadster
Victoria
Coupe

-

Suburban - - Limousine - - Imperial Limousine

-

Sedan

'

.

-

-

AM prictt F. O. B.

-

'

$2885

2885
2885
3675
3750
3950
3990
4300
4400

Detroit, Plui war tax

The new prices govern the identical
Type 61 which has met with a degree
of favor unparalleled in Cadillac history.

ki

V.

the turkey is provided in
a modern manner; And it makes as
good a meal, for mother knows quality in food and goes where she knows
she will surely get it.
s

Now-a-day-

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO.. DETROIT. MICH.
Pis it ion of Otneral Hot or l Corporation

I

CADI L LAC
--

FOR

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache

;

INDIGESTION
" i1
am mi rffin

ii

1

Stomach Trouble
--

SOLD EVERYWHERE- -

New Mexico Motor Corporation
STATE

Alma Voediich.
Voediich
occupies the
rathei unusual position of only
woman booking managei for ona
of the largest musical attractions
which has ever visited this counAlma

try, the Ukrainian National chorui.
She has booked other mus'eal attractions, such as the Boston
Grand Opera company, th Pavlowa
company and Leofjbld Godowskjr.
'

'

MEURALGIA

IU

or headache rub the forehead
melt and inhala h.

V
Run
Vako
Ottt 17
Million Jan Utd Yearly
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING
DOCTORS DISCUSS
HIS NEW METHOD

STABILIZATION

OF PAINLESS BIRTH
OF EDUCATIONAL

AFFAIRS

URGED

MemAdjusting Terms of
Boards
State
on
bership
Advocated; Support
Measure
terling

Mrs.
rons are Jointly interested.
John Stukcy, Katon, was
chairman, and Mrs. W. M. Swayne,
Albuquerque, was chosen socretary.
The Parent - Teacher association
elected the following officers: Miss
Birdie Adams, Las Vegas, president; Mrs. Ruth C. Miller, Santa
Ke, first vice president; Mrs. Ilattie
Perkins. Katun, second vice president; Mj'S. 0. M. Foraker, Albu

Towner-S-

In the Interest of permanency
of
policy In the management
the
the state's educational affairs,
New Mexico Educational associa' tlon recommends legislation which
will adjust the terms of membership on the state board of education and on the boards of regents
of state Institutions so that not
more than one member shall be
retired each year. The recommendation Is incorporated in the
resolutions adopted at the oloslng
Boneral session of the association
yesterday afternoon.
Other recommendations are that
tho distribution of the state school
funds be based upon average daily
attendance rather than on the basis of the school census; that
school lands be classified and so
sold na to bring in tho preatest
return, both now und fn the future; that rural teachers be employed by county school boards
rather than by the school district
directors; that greater attention
be given by the federal government to the efll cation of Indians
in New Mexico.
Following aro the resolutions In
full:
exThis association
hereby
presses its sincere appreciation of
the courtesies extended by the
city of Albuquerque Jn permitting
the association to use its public
buildlngB and caring for the com-fm- nf visltinir delegates. The 08sociation wishes to express its speof the concert
cial appreciation
so kindly and thoughtfully furnished by the Albuquerque cham- -'
ber of commerce and of the many
other courtesies and services extended by tho chamber of commerce and its officers, We wish
also to express our appreciation
to
extended
of tho courtesies
members and groups of members
Mexico.
by the University of New
Resolved:
That we support the provisions
bill.
of the Towner-SterlinThat legislation should be enacted .providing for the ending of
the state fiscal year on June 80,
That wo favor legislation providing that tho term of membership on the state board of education and on the boards of regents
of state educational
Institutions
shall be so adjusted that the term
of not more than one member
shall expire each year, thus Insuring greater permanency of policy
in the management of the state's
educational affairs.
That we favor an amendment
ot the constitution of the state of
1 New Mexico providing for the disi
tribution of state school funds on
a basis of average daily attendance rather than on the basis ot
the enumeration of all children
between the ages of 5 andTsl, as
at present.
That we reiterate our firm belief in the Justice of teachers'
pension laws and Urge that the
legislature pass such a law at tho
appropriate time.
That we favor a reclassification
of the state school lands on the
basis of their character as jnln-'ia- l,
agricultural, or grazing
lands. Mpst of the original lands
granted to the territory as school
sections 16 and 36 are not only
agricultural in character but also
contain coal hd other minerals,
besides timber.
AU such lands
should be classified according to
character and sold under rules
and regulations similar to that of
the national government.
The lands of the state belonging
to the publio school fund that
are agricultural in character
should not
be sold in large
noaies, out should be sold in
tracts not exceeding 040 acres to
actual bona fide settlers, who
will locate
and improve the
Eame.
The
alternate
sections
H should
tielrl
In reserve so that
be
the future school generation can
receive the benefit of the Increased growth In valuation.
That we approve a plan which
provides for a state educational
nuditor to ndvlso and assist in
jmaking educational budgets, but
we oppose the revision of educa- tional budgets by the state tax
commission after July 15 of each
that in
year. We recommend
filling the office of state educational auditor a person bo selected who is not only a statistician but who is also familiar
with school administrative and
educational needs.
That we commend the state
of

-t
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TURN IN BED
Operation Avoided by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Dayton, Ohio. "I had such
that I had to be turned in bed
IjiTiiMTiTiTiiiTiTTiiii

pains
every
ltime 1 wished to
move. They said
an operation was

necessary.

"

keepsaying:'Why
don t you take
Pinkham's, Henrietta?' and I'd
say, 'Oh, mamma,
it won't help me,

J

I've tried too

:

One day
m much.'
chesaid. 'Let me

got you one bottle of each kind, lou
won't be out very much if it don't
help you. 'I don't know if youwill believe me or not, but I only took two
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and one of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Blood Medicine when I began to get relief and I amregularever
since without a pain or a headache.
iWhen I lie down I can get up without help and without pain. I can't
begin to tell you how I feel and look.
1 have beorun to train In weight and
look more like I ought to. I think ev
ery day ol ways 1 nave been helped.
Any one whodoes not believe me can
.write to me and I will tell them what
chape I was in. I am ready to do anything I can to help your medicine."

Arthur

Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry
Silverware
Pearls
Clocks

you is the same as
brands, we take unusual
rigid precautions to insure perfect
rich quality in this most imporand
purity

E. Guedel.

-

tant human food.

It's pure counleft
in. You'll find
cream
with
the
milk
try
that it is rich in quality good for all household purposes, and a fine substitute for regular
cream in your coffee.

Ask your grocer for Borden's.

f

board of education and the state
departmnt of education for their
efforts towuift raising the qualifications of teachers by raising
the requirements for certificates
to teach, and we recommend that
the granting of a first grade certificate be dependent upon at
least two years of training above
high schooi.
state and county
That tu
boards

of education

be appoint-

and that state and county
superintendents of education be
elected by their respective boards
and that a high
standard of
ive

its cost to

THOUGH

Medical circles ar studying and
discussing the- method announced
by Dr. Arthur E. Guedel of Indianapolis recently of brlpging babies
into the world "with less pain o
an is ordinarily
the mother
caused by a normU tooth extraction." Dr. Guedel, a nraduate of
the Indiana university school of
medicine, says that his method was
nitrous oxide gas and equipment
for administering it

THE BORDEN COMPANY

New York
Borden Building
Mthn ' f nirin't Suit ' BranJ Milk.
Btim 'tUtlUiMilhni twin Ctmflhnrj

urn n,.
I

rrTTTrr1
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MILK
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scholastic

be
qualifications
lor sute and county

su-

perintendents.
That taction C, article 2, chapter 3, laws ot ".('.!, whi'jh has
to do villi the coinp HibiUi'in of

the county superintendent, be remmm
1
,,!
wya..i.iwijMii1i
pealed knd that a law bu pubsed
providing for "a just compensation;" also that when the county
board of education considers it
the county superinnecessary,
tendent be allowed u deputy to
be paid In the snino way as provided for other deputes to other
county officers.
That we iHvar, legislation providing that the compensation to
the county
for
superintendent
visiting schools shall be paid out
of the general school funds.
That house bill No. 60, chapter 83, laws of 1910, limiting salteachers In one, two and
ary of
three- - room schools, be repealed, IE
and that house bill No. 109. chapter 88, laws, of 1921, be amended
so as to allow the county board
of education to pay to first grado
1, 1922
teachers, salaries based on successful teaching, experience and
4
educational preparation.
That that portion ol section 5, 3
Laws
3,
of
1919
which
chapter
"Teachers shall be emreads;
ployed by the board of school directors with the approval of the
be
county board of education,"
repealed una amended to read as
223
follows:
The employment
of
teachers shall be by the county
board of education."
Whereas. The slate of New Mexico through large expenditures of
funds, is extending and enlarging
its system of rural and city schools
and Is establishing night schools in
cities and moonlight schools in
rural districts for the purpose of
educating the children of school
age and the adults who have not
had the advantages
of earlier
schooling wTth tho end In view of
Increasing the efficiency and Intelligence of our citizenship and reducing the per cent of Illiteracy to;
a minimum;
And Whereas, the state has an
Indian population (wards of the
federal government) of about
70 per cent of whom have
never attended school and are illiterate, and 4,500 of said Indian
population are children of school age
who aro receiving no advantages
whatever, due to the fact that the
federal government has not pro-- j
vlded school facilities for them;
Your
Therefore, Be Je Resolved, by
the New Mexico Educational association in regular, session eassm-tilethat our representatives in
Awaits You
both houses of congress, the
comof the interior and the
affairs be
missioner of Indian
Delmonico
to
endeavor to provide funds
urged
tor the establishment of schools
and the enlargement of Indian
schools now in operation until ample facilities are provided for all
Indian children in tha state of
New Mexico;
And Be It Further Itesolved,
The Thanksgiving Menu is a fixture in our national
that this association request and
l.rge the legislature of New Mexcustoms just as though it were written into the
to
in
session
when
next,
ico,
constitution. - It is fine, gladsome ceremony, and
memorialise the congress of the
United (States,
that
we all should be thankful.
The Delmonico is
requesting
larger appropriations be made for
thankful that is can serve on TodayThanksgiving
the establishment of new schools
-such a good
and the enlargement of those nowj
in operation to the end that our
be
educated
Indian population
and
prepared for enlightened and efficient citizenship and thereby the
RELISHES
stain- of illiteracy be further re- d
ciation in regular session
Radishes
Celery
Ripe Olives
from the state of New Mex

Rings

iinilili..n
!

ii

jhjn iSUmlwa

in

Etc.

m

Remember, the Holiday Season is Rapidly
proaching and Yot Can Buy Your
Xmas Gifts at This Sale

OUR SALE OF

BEGINS FRIDAY, DEC.

er
satu raay9
m.

South Second Street

at

28,-00- 0,

Thanksgiving

d,

.

-

Cabl ears were Introduced Into
New Zealand in 1883, and the fol
lowing year Into London,
More than 1) per cent of water
and 5 per cent of salt is adulterating butter.
Calcutta shipped S1,S0 tone ot
manganese or in August, of which
only 200 tons cam to this country.

aily Until Entire
tock is Sold
Two Sales Every Day
. m. and 7:30 p. m.
To

H

Cream of Turkey, a la Royal
ENTREES
Young Turkey with Oyster Dressing and
Cranberry. Sauce
VEGETABLES
Macaroni au Gratin
Mashed Potatoes
Creamed Peas with Carrots
SALADS
Head Lettuce with Thousand Island Dressing
DESSERT
.Home-Mad- e
Pumpkin Pie
DRINKS
Coffee, Tea or Milk
Served from 11:30 a. m. to 8:30 p. m.
.
.

75 Cents

DELMONICO CAFE
311

t

ti
V

Every Article Guaranteed as Rep esented by Our Auctioneers

Oyster

soups

845--

f

11

Diamond Ring Given Away FREE !!
Come In and Get Your Ticket

.

Phone

and Continues

If

COCKTAILS

A-

p.

2nd

extras;

Thanksgiving Day Menu

'-

tsB

R

at the

Be It Further Resolved, that our
two United States senators and
representative In the lower house.
the secretary of the interior and
the commlseioner of Indian affairs
be each furnisned-copy of these;
resolutions and a copy each be
furnished the lleutenan'. governor
and speaker of tho houne of representatives of New Mexico, When
the state legislature assembles.
Respectfully submitted,
MRS. LUBLIjA CLARK,
B. D. MARTIN,
H. 1. KENT,
'
L. C. RHQADS,
Chairman,
JOHN K. VAUGHAN.
Absent.

s

1:4

Each of the First IS Ladies Entering Our
Doors Promptly at 2 p. m. Saturday, We
Will Give a Beautiful Present FREE!
Each Afternoon Sale and Each Even.
ing Sale We Will Give Away FREE One
Ladies' Prize and One Gentlemen's Prize

JJinner

assem-move-

i

A uction Sale Starts

American Furniture Co.

sec-rota-

Ap-

our Own P

Furniture, Rugs, Xnias Gifts

Mrs. Henrietta MiiXER,137Sprsguj
Tungsten is not a "native" min
St., Dayton, Ohio.
from tin
eral, but an extraction
Air.
'.
ores, it is said.
'
:
..'.
;: ,
'i

..'.'

Closing Out Our Entire Stock of

Not more costly,
though of highest quality

My ico

mother would

r

The democrats of Old Albuquerque held n primary last night nl
was
which Solomon Hernandez
nominated for Justice of the peace
and J. 1). Shoat was nominated for
constable. There were two sets of
candidates.
Tho balloting resulted as follows: Solomon Hernandez,
for justice, 23; Pablo T. Sandoval
IS; ,T. D. Shoat, for constable, 23;
tieorgo Martinez, 21.

The Spirit of Thanksgiving Is Still the
Same But the Food Is Far Better

COULD NOT

,

querque, third vice president; Mrs.
PATRONS OF SCHOOLS
secF. P. Maples, Gallup,
NAME OFFICERS TO retary; Mrs. J. H. Wagner, Las
Vegas,
secretary;
WORK WITH TEACHERS Mrs. M. corresponding
L. Woodworth, AlbuquerqMrs.
ue,- treasurer;
Mosley, AlbuThe patrons' section of the edu- querque, auditor; Mrs. Josephine
cational association, at-- its annual Lockard, liuton, historian.
meeting In connection with the
Parent-Teachassoiiatlon yester- HERNANDEZ TTnAMED
day, listened to a well balanced
FOR JUSTICE IN OLD
program dealing with the relation
of parent to teacher, health eduTOWN DEM. M BETING
cation, and other problems in
which the schools and their pat-

2

West Central

i

CD

p

Tfji

MAN
Store

Jewelry

South First St.
Opposite Alvarado Hotel
This Sale is Under the Management of America's
Foremost Auctioneers--H- . A. Roth
and R. S. Dumont
1 17

i

BY THE WAY

Albuquerque Morning Journal

IF YOU

ARE WONDERING

Clemenceau's message to America in
NEWSPAPER
A.N INDEPENDENT
U
us' be friends." And if
imply.
Published By
France would say that to all nations,
JOIKNAL ITBLlSlllXl. COMPANY
maybe the thing could be done.
Managing Editor
JOt'tPH TAUSEK
It was a safe bet from the first that
S10 West Gold Ave.
urf;ce
66 und "? destiny sooner or later would even thirigo
Telephones
up with those lurks; and now every one
mutter at tlio postofflce of" them
Entered as
has orders to take at least one
...
nf Albuquerque, N. M.. and entry in .Santa le. w.
wife.
M
ponding, under act of Congress of March

'ct

'!

WHAT TO BE THANKFUL

hogs, $S.20(;S.40: medium, $8.23(&
S.25fg)8.&0; light light.
packing sows, smooth
7.608.00; packing sows, rough.
$7.357.70;
killing pigo. JS.SOtgf
Cattle Receipts 11,000. .Killing
classes active. Beef steers unevenly strong to 2,'c higher;
quality
rather plain. Early
top matured
steers. $13.00; fow head, $13.25;
bulk short fed, $8.50 (jj) 10.60; several loads western grassers. $7.25(8'
8.00; few head strong weight westerns. 5S.15 (Si 8.25;
better grades
beef heifers strong to 15c higher;
beef cows, lower grades beef heifers, canners and cutters strong:
bulls strong to 15c higher: veal
calves largely 25c to GOc higher;
stockers and feeders steady to
strong.
Sheep Receipts 11,000. Choice
fat lambs active, 25c to 33e higher;
in between grades slow. Early top,
$15.25 to shippers; J 15.10 to pack-erafresh clipped
fed
lambs. $13.23;
four doubles
shorn
August
lambs, $11.00;
feeder supply
liberal; no early
sales; sheep around steady; heavy
fat ewes around $0.00; lighter
weight upward to $7.50 paid for
one deck of
fed western

FOR

8.4U; light,
$8.26(8)8.50;

li& THANKFUL

IHATIAMRteHT
rfh

j

second-clas-

November 30, 1922
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HEEE wstead
OF ANY OTHER
PLACE IN THE

WOELD
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
cine month by carrier or mall
Three months
iz Months
Cine Year

OTG OUT 'BY HOOT

i'.z
$4.76
.

J9.0U

ADVERTISEMENTS.
What do you imagine Trofessor Ticrnun has to
,
The Journal reserves Hie right to reject any be thankful for?
deem Improper.
j
advertising matter that It may exu
.j.
ds of thanks, res- - j
Calls for society meetings,
no- Pupils of the Duran tschool are thankful that
olutions. society and church socials, lectures,
except bunday one of them got licked, precipitating a row that has
meetings
Hoes calls for church
and closed the school indefinitely.
church programs) are considerea as advertising
.
4,
will La charged for at regular advertising rates.
who raiso and sell turkeys are thankful
reoplc
PRESS
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED entitled
to take the
to, for having consciences that allow them
The Associated Press Is exclusively
market
to
credited
price.
news
all
of
the use for
nnd a so
,v.l nm
creuueu ,.,
11 or not otherwise
Father is thankful that Christmas is still almost
herein.
news
published
local
the
five
weeks distant.
19-- 2
November 3t,
S
THEF.f
We are all thankful we live In Albuquerque.
4 4
THANKSGIVING
Las Cruees has its heated sands,
Las Vegas has its snows.
But Albuquerque has the wind
Thanksgiving, which we observe today,
Which blous some when It blow.
significance in that it
a
!

:,

,

,

ewes.

Kansas City
Kansas City, Nov. 29 (U. S. Department of Agriculture). Cattle
Receipts 8.000. Beef steers steady
to higher.
Best load lot' earlv,
$10.50; few head, $12.00; short fed
steers generally $8.05; all other
classes steady; bulk better voalers.
$8.00: medium to good cows. S4.0'j
5.00; canners
largely, $2.C0'ii
2.73;
cutters mostly $3.00 iw 3.50 ;
bulk .bologna bulls. $3.50 1.00;
inferior
kind. $'.'.95;
Colorado
stackers, SG.506.6ri.
Hogs Receipts
10,000.
Mostly
15c to 23c higher than
esterday'e
average; late trading dull, about
10c higher,
packer and shipper
top, ' $S.40;, 140 to
aver-aj- o
bulk desirable
8.05S.2o;
1.5 to
$8.20 S.
woiehtH and quality. $7.9" 'a)
8.1o;
hulk of sales. JS.l 5 (il S.33;
packing ows strong to 10c higher,
bulk$7.30; stock pi-steady, mostly $7.70(y;7.b5: a few . t $ i.flij.
Sheep Receipts
4,000.
Lambs
steady tn strong. Range and fed
Iambs, ..$13.75; native,. JUno-sheeMem-lvodd bunches 'feci
ewes, $6.25 51 6.75.

j

'

has
peculiar
marks the tercentenary of the institution

that
Isn't it
of favor of thestrange
pro laws?
.

'
nioM of

the aunties are

In

on American soil of public expression
!'
thankfulness for the blessings we enjoy.
Snow has been reported falling in Georgia, The
celewho
of
Pilgrims
wc
know that state will go republican.
next thing
The little company
rebrated the first Thanksgiving did it in
The deposed emperor of China is to wod a prinof
cognition of Providence as the giver in cess ho has never teen. If we were compelled to
wed a Chi no.sn prlnotss we'd prefer, too, that she'd
the harvest they had gathered and,
be clo'eiy veiled.
its
of
fu.llnes.,
they
grateful appreciation
maJohn H. Rockefeller onco put a $10 bill in the
lifted their voices in praise. In this
church collection, and the usher, thinking he had
terial age it may seem that the Pilgrims made
a mistake, tried to give it back to him. Wo
who settled in the Plymouth forest had once4 at the age of 7. put in a dime thinking it was
little warrant in setting apart such & clay, a penny, and never were able to get back a blamed
cent.
yet they had much. They had come here
4
!
ild Doctor McCarty,
for "freedom to worship God" and that
Was called from a party,
they found. Their harvest insured them
At 6 P. SI. Thanksgiving day
New
England
T& attend little Lummy,
against want in the long
Who had pains in his tummy,
winter. What more could ruch a. people
Where too much had been stored away.
desire? They had all the essential things.
4 4
a
made
we
have
health note:
Perhaps as a people
Thanksgiving
Albuquerque has
wide departure from the simple prac- numerous allopaths, homeopaths, osteopaths, chiroIf you do not
practors, drug stores, and hospitals.
tices and precepts of the Pilgrim Fathers, feel
well this evening, see telephone directory'yet as a nation grown from that little settlement, we give proof that we have not t
set
thus
IS) tb AMoclmed frcM.
the
example
forgotten entirely
Ysmrs
FINANCIAL
in that each year we appoint a day in Alllbifpieinp
M J
J!
which to express our thanks for life, lib- iv
Wall Street
New York, Nov. 29. Speculative
V
erty and happiness. It is well that we
Deputy United States Marshal Fred Fornoff reLee
continued
tJ find operainterests
pause, once a year, and take stock of our- turned last night from Santa Fe where he went with
Pape
tions on the long fcido profitable in
Rotwo
Lincoln
Perea
and
county
selves and of the many things we have to land, who will serve short terms in the penitentoday's stock market, with tho result that further substantial imbe thankful for, lest we forget.
provement was noted throughout
tiary for embezzlement.
Christinas
the list, the gains in active shares
3
As a nation we are favored above any
1
running from one to three points.
Simon Neustadt, general merchant of Los Lunas,
0 we wujt a long while for Christ Total sales, 896,000 shares.
other, yet it should make us humble was a visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
Erie common got as- low as 9 "4
mas
4
rather than thankful in a Pharisaical
as against the year's low of seven,
365
Tho St. Mary's beautiful new hall is almost fin- And days,
at last wen it gets hecr but rallied to ten.
way. With wealth come greater respon- ished and will be formally dedicated on the 18th One isthen
Somo of the impetus of the later
the most it slays.
is
advance was precipitated by the
sibilities and if our material prosperity
of December with a literary, musical and comical
brisk demand for high priced inYet wy should thut annoy us?
not matched by growth in spiritual power entertainment.
dustrial specialties, Fisher Body
Altho its slow its sure,
4
And wile it never comes more than being pushed up twelve points and
we have missed the better part. We have
A. B. McGaffey, manager of the Hyde Exploring
Buying of
Liggett & Myers
once a yeer
motor accessories stocks was Influmany causes for thanksgiving, butas a company, Inleft Friday night for a business trip of At leest it cant oome fewer.
enced by an increase from $4 to $3
ten days
the City of Mexico.
hi the inteinatlo- - al dividend rate
people we might have had many more,
Some children belecve in Santa.
4
for Siromberg Carburetor, a forKlaws
The
at
Silver
not
we
football
often gone astray. Ey
game
had
City Thanksgiving Wile some
mer Allan Uyan property, that
think its only a name, stock
'4 points.
advancing
we follow the example day betw een the Normal School Tigers and the Sli- But they all belecve in presents
Oil shares again stood out in the
ver
Guards resulted in a score of 11 to 10 In So the results are about tho same.
PetroCalifornia.
industrial
list,
set by the Pilgrims. If our thanksgiving favorCity
4
.
of the Guards.
leum getting as hlu' as 59 H. but
4
My favorite Chrissmas dinner is
$
be real, it must be in spirit as well as in
57
c4.
General
to
later dropping
The girls of the High school basketball team
terkey
four
improved
Asphalt common
form.
And I like the drum sticks the best points,
3 '4
and
the preferred
returned yesterday morning from Mosllla Park, But
even it they're gone wen my Standard of New
BaldJersey S'.i,
Our forefathers had a personal depend- where they met defeat at the hands of the college
tern comes,
ContiLocomotive.
win.
American
still have a admiration for the nental Canadian, Sears Roebuck.
ence on Providence, all else having failed team Thanksgiving day.
rest.
4
Beechnut
'
Packing anil U. S. Steel
6
Ihem, that stood them well in many a
Tho official designation of the Santa Fe racific
all closed 1 ?s to 2 'a higher, while
to
to
Of
nitcs
the
all
hard
go
sleep
Corn Products and U.
Stude.baker.
(severe trial. A like trust and reliance is land the San Francisco and San Joaquin valley December the 24th is the worst
S. Alcohol gained largo tractions."
branches
of
now
Atchison
Atchison
the
is
"the
Somo good gains wore made in
needed today and as we recount our bene- Coast Lines." Eoth these properties aro now merged But remember.
of all the .easy mornings to the investment rails. Louisville &
fits in the true spirit of thanksgiving, a in the system.
o
wake up arcen
Nashville climbing 4V4 and
& Hudson
The clnchiest is the 25th of
three and New
reconsecration to the principles exempliYork Central, "Northern Pacific,
The Dawson branch of the El Paso & Northfied in the lives of those who were western has been opened for traffic to AltaVista,
Reading, Chicago & Northwestern,
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific
thankful for life and freedom in the about forty miles north of Tucumcarl.
one .to nearly two points.
A LinUE LAUGHTER
Call money opened pt 414. per
wilderness will hasten the day of justice
The committee of sixty In charge ofthe work
cent but advanced to 5. A
loans were made at 3 per
AlI
told
dad
between man and man.
of soliciting funds for the construction of the
that Robert
Phyliss
4- -

.

vi,

Ienvv

.Denver. Nov. 29. Cattle Re700.
ceipts
Market Kteadv to
strong.. Reef steers S4.004iT.6n-cowand
heifers,
$S.503.5-- .
calves, 5.00
stockers
and
feeders, $3.50 i .7. 00.
Hogs Receipts
500.
Market
,
steady to 10c higher. Top,
$8.00-bulk-

$7.508.00.

Sheep Receipts
lnc to 25c higher.

?

The Markets
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Ad

note

Book

official-pr-
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oclamation
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Dela-war-
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A FUTILE CRUSADE
The evolution fight has shifted from
Kentucky to Minnesota. Mr. Bryan went
up there and made a speech lambasting
the evolutionists and now there is a demand that the schools of that state shall
conceal from the pupils the fact that such

a theory was ever propounded. It is not
enough that they shall be instructed that
it is merely a theory. It must go farther
than that, lest future generations be corrupted by being permitted to think for
themselves.
In view of the attiscientific
matters on
tude toward
the part of many in this generation we are astonished that those who
declared that the world is round ever
escaped with their lives. Perhaps the
Bryans of those days did not discover the
presence of the heresy until it was too
late to combat it.
All of which goes to show that in this
'supposedly enlightened age many people
cannot distinguish the shadow from the
substance. We cannot see that one who
recognizes the possibility of truth in the
theory of evolution need be any less a
good citizen, mindful of his family and
honest in his dealings, than one who rejects such an idea. In this age we are
conceraed with what men do. There are
enough problems. that touch us intimately
which we need to settle and can settle
without wandering off into the realm cf
the theoretical and becoming angry over
differences about matters which cannot
be definitely determined, no matter how
much we argue them. The disturbance
encouraged by Bryan is entirely futile.
The most that is accomplished by the agitation is to stir up many who are incapable of forming an intelligent opinion on
the subject affecting either its truth or
its falsity,
4 '"

buquerque Eastern railroad, deciding that subscrlp- tions were not being obtained rapidly enough; destroyed the old lists, cancelled all subscriptions,
armed
large and email, and yesterday
morning,
with clean, new slips the committee salllled forth
to begin work on the basis of bigger subscriptions
and more of them. The rosult of the day's work
was encouraging.
"

TODAY'S

IB1E&T

THOUGHT

TlLVJfKSGIVTXG.
Not for the wealth that men may count
Do I give thanks today.
But for tho truth I've chanced upon
As I went on my way.
I'm glad for tears which showed me need
Of human sympathy, .
For failure and for foolishness
Which taught me charity,
I'm glad my work has let me know '
"
How other workers feci, "
That my own wounds have made me wish
All other wounds might heal.

I'm glad through poverty I've learned
The falsity of Things,
That in my needy night I've heard
The rush of deathless Wings
Which swept my spirit up and up
To peaks w here I could nee
Tho trail to peace that ready waits
.
For all humanity.
'

For I have found this truth at last,
In all life's troubled span
There Is no greater good than this

So not for wealth that men may count
Do I give thanks today,
But for the truth I've chanced upon
As I went on my way.

fc
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g
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..........
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To love your fellow man.
For only as you share his lot
With generosity,
Will you grow fit to break your bonds
And set your spirit free.

was the mark of all my affections. cent In the tinip money market.
Increased export buying of grain
Clarice And what did dad do
was held responsiblo for the modthen?
In
receKsJons
erate.
to&d
foreign exthe mark.
Phyliss He
was
Demand, sterling
changes.
Selected.
quoted around $4.5 i and French
S.S9. German marks
around
francs
Caught!
1 U
cents a
Two young employes of a florist were quoted around
were recently startled by the ap- hundred.
.'
Closing prices:
pearance of the proprietor while American
t 4i4
Beet Sugar
they were engaged with a game of American fan
.7014
checkers In the back of the shop. American Smelting. & Ref'g,. "5t
Justly Indignant, the proprietor American Sumatra Tobacco.. 27
roared:
122U
American Tel. & Tel
"How is it that I hardly ever American Zinc.
15
find you fellows at work when Annconda Copper
A 47
I come back here?"
Atchison
'.......101
4
"I know," volunteered one. "It's Baltimore & Ohio
2"i
on account of those rubber heels Bethlehem Steel "13"
63
wear."
29
Everybody's
you
Butte
Superior
"
California Petroleum
57',
.141 't
Canadian Pacific
34
Central Leather
rrcpamUicfls
man Chesapeake & Ohio
A
tall, nervous-lookin68', 4
23
rushed into the grocer's shop in a Chicago, Mil. & St. Taul
23 'I.
New York stato village.
Chino Copper
2514
"Sell me ll the stale eggs you Colorado Fuel & Iron
63
demanded.
he
Steel
Crucible
have,"
14
"Well, I don't usually sell stale Cuba Cane Sugar .'
10
eggs," said the grocer, "but "I could Erie .
82 "4
Great Northern pfd
let you have some if you
:S"T',
all
'"I must have
you've got."
Inspiration Copper
Snaj,
"I suppose
you're going to sue Int. Mer. Marine pfd
'
33 ;
'Hamlet' at the village hall to-- Ken'necott Copper
131
night," fdld the grocer knowingly. Louisville & Nashville
. 221
Petroleum
Mexican
"Hush!" said the stranger, glanc26
ing around nervously. "I am Ham- Miami Copper
18
Missouri Pacific
let." New York Evening Mail.
!
New York Central
77
Pacific
Northern
How Cool the Ocean Is
45'4
Fat Girl I have an appetite like Pennsylvania .
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 1S
a canary.
?T4
Thin Girl Yob. you have, you Reading
4 5Vs
Republic Iron & Steel
oat a peck at a time. The
Sinclair Oil & Refining.
v
88
Southern Pacific,
23
Southern Railway
Positive Proof
Htudebaker Corporation ....119&4
Jfmrny Maw, these new trou- Texas
4TH
Company
sers are too tight.
52
Mother Oh, no. They aren't Tobacco Products
.1414
Union Pacific
either.
102
United States Steel
Jimmy They are, too. They're Utah Copper
61
tighter than my skin.
.
Mother That can't be.
York Money
Xew
Jimmy Well. I can sit down in
New York, Nov. 29. Call money
my skin and I can't sit down in
High, closing
these pants. Los Angeles Times.
last loan, 5 pec cent; low and ruliVt
per cent; o'fercd nt
ing rate,
3 ',4 per cent.
Finally Answered
"That old question: 'W hy does a
Call loans against ac'optaiies, 4
hen cross the road'." seems to be per cent.
dead."
Tims loans Easier--: Mixed
"So is the hen: she got killed
60 to 90 day. ''t to 5 per
In
front of nniutoniobile." cent: four and six months, 4 i to 5
crossing
Boston.
Taojcrlpj,
-

'

1

,

bid-an-

!.

.USJ-

iB'lu.30:

Prime commercial paper, l?i per lambs,

cent.

Forelgu Exchange
Now Y'ork, Nov. 29. Foreign exchange steady. Great Britain demand, $4.51; cables, $4.517s;
bills on banks, $4.49. France
demand, 6. SO; cables. 6 )0. Italy
4.76. Beldemand 4.7 5 li;
gium demand.. G.U5; cables. 0,0;
demand. 01',-icables,
Germany
.015.-1Holland demand. R9.54;
S9.57.
cables,
Norway demand.
18.54. Sweden demand, 26.91. Denmark demand; 20.3i. Switzsrlaod
IS. 39. Spain
demand.
demand.
15.37.
Greece deman 1 1.41. Poland demand. .00 4.
demand, 3.15. Argentine demand. 37.12. Brazil demand. 12.62.
Montreal, 99
60-d-

6.

Czecho-SIo-vaki-

n.

Market
Lambs, SI 2.75
;
feeder

4.S00;

ewes, $4.00 S 6.25
$12.00(3113.00.

PRODUCE
Chicago
Chicago. Nov. 29. Potatoes
Market steady. Receipts 46 cars.
Total U. S. shipments, 676 cars.
Wisconsin sacked and bulk round
whites, 80q,90e cwt.;
Minnesota
sacked and bulk round whites, 75
cwt.; Minnesota sacked Red
river Ohios. 90(g95e cw: North
Dakota sacked Red river Ohios 90
9jc cwt.; South Dakota sacked
and bulk round whites, TOftSUc
cwt.; Michigan bulk round whites
90c cwt.:
Idaho sacked Russets,
$1. SO (ft 1 .73 cwt.
Butter Market higher. Creamery extras, 54c; firsts. 434Sc:
extra firsts. 50 53c; seconds, 40

lie; standards, 49' 14c.
Liberty lioipN
ReEggs Market unchanged.
New York,
29. Liberty
o,
.
bonds closed: 31,3s. $100. OS; second ceipts 3,157 cases.
Fowls,
4s, $97.00; .first .4 Us, J9S.22; secPoultry Alive higher.
13
20c;
ond 4 Us. $97.84;
springs, 18c: roosters,
third 4:4i.
12c;tturkeys, 35c; geese, 19c.
$98.40; fourth 4 Us $98.0:
Vic(uncalled) $100.26;
Kansas City
tory
(called), $t'J3 00;, U. S.
Kansas City, Nov. 29. Eggs
treasury 41is. $99,42.
Market lc higher. 43c.
Butter
Market
ui.ehanged.
Creamery, 53fn55c; packing 28c.
Market
Poultry
unchanged,
liens, 1 2 4) 17c: springs, 13 17c;
Chicago Board of Trade
34c.
20c;
broilers,
turkeys,
Chicago, Nov. 29. Unfavorable
crop reports from Argentina led to
New York Metals
a new advance today in the price
New York, Nov. 29. Copper
of wheat. Despite considerable sell- Quiet. Electrolytic, spot and fu1 c.
before the tures, 1 3
ing to even accounts
Tin
Weak. Spot and futures.
tho
tomorrow,
market
holiday
c to
$.16.00.
closed firm.
He net higher,
Iron Steady, unchanged.
with May $1.17'i to $1.17" and
Lead Steady. Spot $7.1 0 7.35.
July $1.0S'i.
Zinc
Corn
Steady. East St. Louis spot
gained '"4c to "c, oats
and nearby delivery, $7.00(8 7.10.
finished unchanged to
up
30c
off
to
front
Antimony
Spot, $6.50 a 6.73.
varying
a rise of Cc.
Foreign Jjar silver. 64 Uc
With' Argentine
Mexican dollars, 49c.
at
dispatches
hand telling of disappointing yields
Xcw York Cotton
and impaired quality of wheat, the
New York, Nov. 29. Cotton fumarket here was further disturbed
tures
closed steady. Dec. $25.26;
by reports that rain was continuing
to interfere
with the Argentine Jan.. $25.28:, March, $23.31; May,
harvest, and that damage had been $25.23;. July- - $24.94.
dona "by hail nnd frost.
Indications that domestic wheat was beEXPORTS OF COTTON
for
to
shipment
ing bought
L'urope
by way of the Gulf of Mexico tendAND COTTON CLOTHS
ed further to strengthen bullish
so.
too
did the fact
SLUMPED IN OCTOBER
sentiment, a; J
that a cargo, of 275,000 bushels of
hard winter wheat was in course of
Washington, Nov. 29. Exports
loading here for Buffalo. Besides of cotton cloths during October
depredictions were current that do- creased in quantity as compared
mestic
winter wheat
acreage
October last year but their
would prove the smallest since with
1916 and that the quality percent- value increased, according to figures
made public today by the de'low in the Deage would-remaipartment of commerce.
cember government report.
of raw cotto . Including
Exports
Practically the topmost prices of
for October aggregated
the day were current in the wheat lifitcrs. bales
of a value of
pit as the session came to an end. 7,98,664
In October .1921, foreign
with. shorts trying to cover and of871,510
totaled
bald
ferings Ilgn:. Word of largo pur- shipments
chasing of flour at Kansas City and worth $91,028,000.
Nearly 51,000 square yards of
New York had something of a
in Ocstimulating effect which more than cotton cloths were exported
64.4SS
offset tho bearish influence of lib- tober, as against
square
eral primary-receiptsyards in October 1921. The value
Corn and oats were firmer In of cotton cloth exports last month
sympathy with wheat. Corn de- was. $7,736,000, approximately
more than the value In
mand responded noticeably to a 50
per cent cut In. freight rates on October 1921.
corn- - shipments to Texas and Now
Mexico.
Higher quotations on hogs gave LIQUOR CARGO OF A
strength to most of the provision
WRECKED VESSEL WAS
list.
.
("losing prices;
STOLEN, IS CHARGE
'

4 I

4is

GRAIN

1

U--

0.

.

:

Dee.,
$1.19;
Wheat
May.
U: July, $l.nS"4.
Corn Dec, 71 "c; May, 70';4c;
July 70Vc. . 43
Oats Dec,
Ho;' May, 43'4c:
July. 8 9 Tie
Lard Jan., $10.25;' May. $10.35.
Ribs Jan., $9.07; May, $9.63,
$1.1--

Kansas City

Port Jofferson. N.- Y., Nov. 29.
Residents of this and nearby
Long, Island towns have well
stocked cellars today, federal
officials charge, as the result of the wreck near here of the
power yacht Virginia, which went
on the rocks with a heavy cargo of
whiskey aboard.

,

Kansas City, Nov. 29. Cash
The vessel was stranded early
wheat No. 2 hard, $1.12(3,1.19: yesterday morning but prohibition
No. 2 red. $1.21 S 1.22.
officials did uo hear of it until
. Corn
No. $ white, 71"4c; No. 2 today, when a navy boat was dis7
3
"4
c
yellow,
patched to the scene. Only three
were found
Steady to J1 lower. Choice cases of whiskey
13.25: No. 1 timo- aboard.
alfalfa, $16.00
1
mixed
clover
Federal agents charge that resithy. No, prairie and
dents of nearby towns looted the
unchanged.
Virginia of the valuable liquor cargo after her crew had abandoned
the vessel.
v
Hay

LOST HUNTER IS
BELIEVED
IN SHOWY PERKS
No

Trace Has Been Found
Richard, Cox, Memphis, Texas. Who Disappeared in Mountains

of

l.as Vegas, N. M.. Nov. 25.
Richard Cox of Memphis. Texas,
who has been lost in the mountains north of Mora since Thursday morning, had not beta, found
Monday night when the searching
parties reported at their base at
Mora.
'
More than 100 men, skilled in
mountain traft and familiar with
the snowclad peaks and deep canyons which mark the territory in
which Mr. Cox was last 6een. have
been searching almost day and
night since it become generally
known that lie was lost, but have
.10 trace of him.
found absolute!
The search is being continued, howeven
ever, with
greater energy.
While many of those familiar with
the mountains, unhesitatingly express the opinion that Mr. Cox has
perished, the searchers are unwilling to give up their quest until
tho lost man is found, whether
alive or dead.
It is believed by many that Sir.
with the
Cox, being unfamiliar
mountains, wandered away in his
for
only with
equipped
quest
game,
light clothing and his rifle. It is
pointed out, that had he had
matches, ho would have started a
fire, the smoke from which would
readily have been detected by the
experienced mountaineers composing tho searching party. The supposition Is that he struggled on
through tho terrible snow storm
which prevailed in the mountains
during Thursday night and Friday,
until completely exha.us.ted, when
he probably lay down and perished
from t lie intense cold. It is feared
that his body now lies in 11 shroud
of snow and will' not be found
until tho softening rays of the
spring sun uncover him.
A Second Tragedy
Only two short years ago, another yoting man was lost while
deer hunting in the mountains near
Kenneth HeiTin, hi
Las Vtgas.
brother, Harold, and another ma.i
were camping in the Galllnas canyon 20 miles northwest of Lai
Vegas. The brothers left their
camp and waudered far into tho
mountains.
Tney vero overtaken
by a terrific snow storm and separated, agree ing to meet at a given
point, which they thought they
Harold
would bo able to reach.
struggled on through the storm until late in the afternoon and reached what he believed to be the place
agreed upon for their meeting, lie
discharged his gun repeatedly,' but
received no response from his
brother.
Believing that Kenneth had returned to camp, lie battled his
way through the snow to the bottom of a deep canyon where he
fortunately found a cabin, whicl
proved to be tin. hunting lodge of
Las Vegas sportsmen. Forcing an
entrance, he found both food and
fuel. Making himself comfortable,
he spent the night, firm in the belief that his brother had retraced
his steps to their camp oil the
south fork of the Gulliuas. The
following morning he wont down
tho canyon to El Pervenir, where
he secured a horse and rode to
his camp. It was then lie discovered that his brother was lost.
Tho alarm was promptly given
to his parents in Las S'egas and
within a few hours a searching
party of 30 or 40 men was scouring the mountains in search of the
lost man.
A reward of $500 was offered
for tho recovery of young Herrin,
dead or ulive, the money having
been raised by popular subscription. Many of the searchers remained in the mountains for 80
time there has
days, but up to
boon no trace of the lost man.
There is a growing fear thnt th
disappearance of Mr. Cox will r
main as deep a myslery as that '
Kenneth Herrin.
i

corneTUs

CLAIM TO
i
CHAMPIONSHIP
TO BE
PUT TO TEST TODAY

New York, Nov. 29. Cornell
claim to eastern championship
football honors will undergo the
stiffest test it has had all season
tomorrow when the big Red machine- clashes with Pennsylvania in
tho annual Thanksgiving day game
between theso traditional rivals on
Franklin field, Philadelphia.
The Ithacans, strong defensively
and with a formidable running attack led by Captain Eddie Kaw,
will enter tho contest decided favorites. In other outstanding holiday games Pittsburgh is favored
to take the measure of Its ancient
rival, Pcnn State; West Virginia's
unbeaten eleven is conceded an
even chance of victory
against
Washington and Jeffersn, which
has lost two games in a row to
Pittsburgh nnd Detroit; while Colgate hopos to scoro decisively over
Columbia.
Vermont's strong eleven will figure in an intorsectional struggle
at Detroit with Detroit University,
which a week ago upset the dope
by

conquering

SIKI

W.

and J.,

20

to

9.

ISA VISITOR
AT FRENCH CHAMBER

'
Tarls. Nov. 29. Eattling Slki,
tho Heiiegalese light heavyweight
champion, recently Disqualified byii
the French boxing federation,
(ho chamber nf deputies this
afternoon and talked with the ne
gro deputy from Senegal, M.
.
Diagne.
has proposed an
M. Diagne
the
amendment reducing
appropriation by 800,00"
"nines, so that no subventions car
be given to "sport associations
whose directors claim the, right to'
use arbitrary powers against certain Individuals who are legitlmatf
holders of championships."
vis-tia-

,

physica-educatio-

.

GARAGE TILL KOBBED.
Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 29. A
daylight robber relieved the JyrbU
Motor company of $58.25 during
the noon hour Saturday. The rnan
m charge had gone to the gasoline-pump on the sidewalk, and upon
,
his return to the office, after an
''GAS
PERSONS
'
KILLED
8
absence of only a few minutes, he
Chicago
29.
Nov.
liov.
Irving
8.
23
Columbus,
(TJ.
Ohio,
found the cash register open and
Chicago,
Department' of Agriculture).
Hogs Re- E. Henderson, his wife and their its contents gone. There is no
Market' 10c higher. four children, whose bodies were trace of the robber. '
ceipts 24,000.
Bulk ISO ,to.26,0-pouraverages, found in their home at Lancaster,
died as the result of carbon mon-- '
choice 240 to
Thnt nKlllrin nut 1nfn wnlar wMl
$8.30
butchers, $8.40; butcher top. oxide gas, from a defective stove,
beaverages, and were not poisoned as first
$8.40; top on
period than without It, Is claimed.
00; lieve, stato chemists reported hero
$8.50: packing sows, 7 3548.
desirable pis, ..S.3nJKS460". ' licayy today fullow.liig an examination. , " Amber ia found un seaweed. ' '"'

LIVESTOCK

275-pou-

y

'

November

1922
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ALBUQUERQUE

Elf HSEMlSIf S

I lm fc aTeltad1 Tfci
FOR SALE OR TRADE

A

BARGAIN

GENUINE

The TIMR TO

Small candy store stock and fixtures in a good location.
Will
soil at a sacrifice or will trade for
a rooming house. See

KOLUMN

KINGSBURY'S

210 W. Cold.

LEGAL NOTICE.

SMli

Is'o.

13,40.-,-

B. E. Dieckmann. Trustee, and P.
Beneficiary,
Dieckmann.
It.
Plaintiffs, vs. 1''. O. Montoya and
Caudclaria Montoya, His Wife;
Kmilia u. Delation"" C. M. Barber and Antoinette Barber, His
Lumber ComWife; Ulhson-Fapany, a Corporation; and Occidental Life Insurance Company,
a Corporation, Defendants.
Notice is hereby given that in
obedience to a certain fina! judgment and decree made and entered
in the above entitled cause on the
twelfth day of September. 1922,
the undersigned as special roaster
will on the twentieth day of December, 1022. at the hour of 10
o'clock a. m at the front door of
tho Bernalillo county courthouse,
offer for sale and sell to the highest and best bidder for cash, the
following deserllied real estate, situated in Bernalillo
county. New
Mexico,
Beginning .it a point on the east
line of youth Fourteenth (11th)
street in tho city of Albuquerque,
Now Mexico, said point being
to-w-

and

.ioventy-oig- ht

five-tent-

(78.5) feet south of the intersection of ijouth Fourteenth street and
West Central' avenue; thence north
alonw tbo past lino of South Fourteenth street a distance of peventy-eigl- it
and
(78.5) feet;
thence in an easterly direction
south
West Cenof
lino
along the
tral avenue a distance of ong hundred and Haven-tent(J0U.7) feet,
thence in a southwesterly direction
west
line
of lot owned
along tho
by Olive Lnndaere a distance of
s
thirty-fiv- e
and
(35.3)
feet; thence in a westerly direction
and nt rlft'ht ungleg to South Fourteenth street a distance of eighty-tw- o
(82) feet to the placo or point
of beginning.
Tho said sale will be made to
satisfy the said final Judgment and
decree recovered by the plaintiff.
H. Dieckmann. against the deI.
fendants. C. St. Barber and An.
tolnotte Barber, his wife, amounting to the sum of four thousand
interest
dollars, with
.$4,000)
thereon from November IS, 1920,
until paid at the rtito of eight per
cent (8 per cent) per annum and
for ten per cent (10 per cent) additional as attorney's fees, and for
the further sum of eighteen dollars and ten cenis ($18.10) paid
out by tho plaintiff for insurance
and for cost amounting to eleven
dollars and fifty cents ($11. CO),
which said judgment on the day
of tho said sale will amount tc the
sum of five thousand one hundred
sixty-tw- o
dollars and ninety-thre- e
cents ($5,102.03), together with
tho cost of advertising tho sale and
such reasonable fee for the master
as tho court may allow. The said
Judgment is in foreclosure of a
certain deed of trust given by C. M.
Barber and Antoinette Barber, his
November 18, 1920,
wife, dated
and recorded in Book 02 T. D.,
pnge 17, of the Records C Berna-ill- o
County. New Mexico, upon the
eal estate herein above described,
nd will be made subject to the
approval of the court.
JULIA JOHNSON',
1).2!? Master.
NOTIC K OF ADMIXISTRATOh
In tho Matter of tho Kstato of
.Tames J. O'Donnell, Deceased.
Notice is heroby given that H. E.
O'Donnell, Administrator of the
estate of James J, O'Donnell. deceased, has filed in the Probate
euurt vi iernaiiuo county. iew
Mexico, his final report as such
Administrator and tho court has
appointed Thursday, the fourteenth
day of December, 1922, an the day
for hearing objections, if any there
be, to the approval of said final report and the discharge of said Adfive-tent-

three-tenth-

1

ministrator.

Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate court this nineteenth
day of November. 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
ADMINISTRATOR NOTICE
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County New Mexico.
In the Matl r of tho Estate of
Henry A. Thorn, Deceased,
Notice is hereby given that tile
Undersigned was, on the sixteenth
day of November. 1922, dtiiy appointed Administratrix of the estate
of Henry A. Thorn, deceased, by the
Probato court of Bernalillo county,
and having qualified as such Administratrix, all persons 'having
claims against tho estate of 'said
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
undersigned in th0 manner ,and
Vtrtilile.
i...
rrv law,
"...i.i, inn .Iiiiun - ..!,
GERTRUDE
ZIRHUT TIIOM,
Administratrix.'
Dated November 18. 1922.
j,

mon-

-l

Male.

pr

LAUOKEUS
SJ3.Q0
to 18.25
dtiy".
Good woman cook, $50 per month. Era- Young man for traveling cirwork. JMuvt be good ales-ma-

WANTED

culation
Circulation
Journal.
WAiNTKD

Manager

Morning

boukkeeper-stenotfra-plic- r.
Male
Must be well qualified to ban

die all office work wltlj iufficient

edu-

cation and experience for responsible
and permanent office poaltlon, Thfa will
require an investment not lens than $sr.00
or over 15000. Thli la large corporation
has been operating four years and ie
opening twelve branch offices. A good
future, do not apply unites fully qualified and capable of taking complete
charge of office. P. O. &vx 1262, Houston, Texas.

Female.
WANTKD
Giri fur housework.
Carl MulUey, phone 1531-WANTED
Was), girls. Apply Economy

North Fourth.
couk for email fanillv.
West Copper, Mrs. D. Wei-ma-

218

Laundry,

Gntt

WANT HI)

Apply

708

WANTED

Girl for general

housework.
cook.
Family
South Edith.
WANTED Middle ugeil American woman to titke chartfo of ho us. Itcafton-ahl- o
w a bps.
r10 West Vrult,
WANTED
Woman with ood nsferencts
to new and artist In" household. Must
Bpt'nk Spanish. Apply 101 North Twelfth.
COMPLETE- .St'ivtarlal
Course. Ipvard
room and tuition may be earned. Catalog frcit. Wackay Business College,
Muat

be neat and good
JU3

oftjirrP.

Angoleg,

WANTED Uouisekeepor fur family of
three, prefer one with some experience
!n handling Infant
apply 621 North
Thirteenth.
I
Mule and
mule.
WANTED Man or woman to cenva
clt
W. h. ChiMers, 1713 North
Fourth.
ENUoLL In the ONLY school in the
.Southwest which GIVES Individual Instruction in all Commercial Branches.
The Western Pclmol for Private becre-taricphone 901-WANTED
Young men and women to
prepare for positions In our DAY or
NIGHT KGIIGOU Thorough courses are
at your disposal. Each student received
INDIVIDUAL INSTHUCTION, thus assuring r lipid progress. Albuquerque Bua
Inpdji Colietri", nwionit
iMty hall.

"LOST

FOUND."

AND

nnnitj of Ted. $10 reward If left at 403

North Twelfth.
LOST Lady's brown glovo on Central
avenue In front of PfRKly Wiggly store
on Central avenue. Call Miss Caldwell,
at S.sfl or 4 '4.
One pair turtui.su siiell pkibseu,
Lt "VI
between B theatre and Alvarado lro
Keturn to Harvey lunch room.
tel.
Receive reward.
e,
LOST Between II at lull's sture and
one ledger and other papers
of no value to anyone except owner.
Leave at Journal office and receive re- ward.

FOR

SALEFurniture.

t'tltNl'TlfluT
Called 'loA'aai
repaired.
.
1H75-Phoim

delh-ercd-

FURNITURE repairing.
Awning work.
Porch curtalna. Punna 830-Ervln

TVVnnc

rmpanv.

TYPEWRItERT
fTpwluTEKS

All makes overhauled
Ribbons for every ml
Ex
Albuquerque TypewrPr

.and repaired.

(mine.

nhinc.

12? Rnilth

rihon

FOR RENT
bOH HKNT

Fourth1

Office Room.

ortic. apacs, or

Vejt Gold.
FOR KENT Office rooms Korber
Co.. nutn dent.
K"nrhpr
207

MATTRESS-RENOVA'ir-

rouiu.
build,-In-

NG

remade, 13.60 aud up.
Furniture repairing.
Awning work.
Bed-din- g
Rnj. cleaning. Phona SOC-' Ervln
rnmnanv.
MATTKCSriES

"WANTEDSilesmen.
L1VB

United
ealesman.
InveatlKate
Home Builder, of ..nierlca. :18',4 Went

Gold.

WIDOW OF MAN CHOSEN
COUNTY
TREASURER IS

SEEKER

FOR

OFFICE

Special to The .'ournnl.

Vaughn, N. M., Nov. 29. Petitions are in circulation here asking
the county commissioners of Guadalupe county to appoint Mrs. E. M,
Luccro as county
treasurer to
serve tho term for 'which her hus
band was elected. Mr. Lucero was
chosen county treasurer at the last
election, but his death recently will
cause li vacancy in tho offlco January 1. Jt la understood that there
are a number o applicants Xor tho
However, the friends of
ponitioiL
Mrs. Lucero feel that she is entitled to tho office and, knowing
that she is qualified to fill it, are
making a strong effort in her behalf.

try.

Journal

'an.t

ftds!

M"S

FORRENJ--KFOR RENT
FOR Rtt.vr

m

120 Sii'itH Walter,
Room.
i.iKiit housekeeping rooma.

;03VestCoal.

HELP WANTED.

STRONG EARTHQUAKE
REPORTED IN CHILE WOODMEN VIEW SITES
IN
FOR SANATORIUM
Santiago, Chile, Nov. 2D Iby the
Associated Press). A strong earthLAS VEGAS VICINITY
quake shock .was felt in central
Chile at 1:30 o'clock this morning.
I,as VegaR, N. SI., Nov. 29.
The shock which was appreciable
William Crawford of Birminghere for about 40 seconds, and ham,
Ala., sovereign' auditor of the
similarly, at Valparaiso, was felt Woodmen of the World, has been
as far' as Conception, 270 miles in Las Vegas lor . several days,
southwest of. Santiago, according looking for a suitable site for a
to advices over the National Tele- nationitt tubercular, sanatorium for
graph system. It wa3 not, how- tho W. O. W. Mr. Crawford, who
ever, felt at La Serena, capital of has been entertained by a commitCoqulmbo Province, which district tee of local Woodmen and memwas seriously affected by tho re- bers of tho Chamber of Commerce,
cent earthquake. No damage was was highly pleased with Las Vegas
reported.
and left tho impression that he
would do everything possiblei to
MINNESOTA BANK BOBBED.
hrlnir tho sanatorium to this city.
Lonsdale, Minn., Nov. 21). RobTho sanatorium contemplated by
bers broke into the State Bank of the Woodmen will mean an expon
Lonsdale last night and escaped diture of at least two million dolwith $7,000 in cash and $18,000 in lars, according to Mf. Crawford,
and will be one of the finest inLiberty bonds, it was discovered
.
today.
stitutions of its kind in t):t counEgyptians cut their granite
uments .with, copper, sjuscls,

This place
to sell furnished.
is located on Kast Central ave1300
block.
nue in the
Everything in A- condition and is
modern with the exception of
heat. Terms if, you wish them.

A. FLOSeillEK, Reiffler

"

results.

Martin's Specials for This

FOR RENT Front bedroom, close in.
419 West Marquette.
FOR RE.NT Furnished rooms, 218 South
.
Walter. Phone 1897-d
room, very reasonable.
No alck.
Phono 1113-GR.VVSTONB' rooms,
iiin West Gold,
210-Mrs. E. Guldl.
phon.
FOR RENT One furnished room, gu- tleman preferred. 417 West Fruit.
FUR.NJSHEn rooma, not water heat; no
sick; mi children. 414 West Sliver.
FOR RENT Furnished
a'.eeping
cniioren. no South Onk.
""""i
Y
nice, clean aleeplng and
"cm
ltnufelieeplng rooms, 121
North Third.
FOR REMOna large atrlctl
clean
room. On
bloclt from pew botcl.
Mo West Copper.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room In
private home,
will
"ull 603 from 9 to 6. give breakfast,
I OR RhNr One sleeplntr and one light
housekeeping room. Llghla and telephone. 414 West Gold.
FOR RENT Two light liouuekceplnt!
rooma, llirht and water paid, S25.00 u
nionth, lio Kust silver.
IMPERIAL ROOM
Nice, clean rooma;
rate, by day or week. Over Pastime
11
Theater.
.
West Central.
FOR RENT One upstairs room furnished fur houeekeeplng. sink and run- 1li West Coal.
nlng wut'T.
FOlt RENT One room and kitchen, furnished for housekeeping, eteam heat.
17?4 West Contrul, phone i53.
Ki.OlN
ilOTEE Sleeping mom.
housekeeplm; apartmenta. by the day.
neek or month. 60;
West Central.
FOR RENT Two unfurhleheT rooms for
light housekoeplriB; upstslrs; llirht and
water furnished;
S5.
Call today, 306
West Coal,
FOR RENT" Furnished room ad.lolnluK
hath, furnace hent and private entrance.
Something above the ordinary.
719 Went

"Homo and Business
Combined"

Week

five-roo- m

Money to Loan

SoilCl.
Automobile' Initiranc,
In the district Court. State of New Fire, Accident,
Surety Bunds. Loan.
No. Ill 8. f ourth .Street,
I'bone 674
Mexico, County of .Bernalillo.
OV

VAN &, JOHNSON
hrluk
We hare a
house which tho ownr wishes

Double house, one
on improved residential
apartapartment, one
property.
ment, each with sleeping porch,
216 W. Gold
210.
I'Uouo
good location, close in, near
Central avenue, in Highlands;
easy terms.
bath,
$5500
dwelling,
PRICED TO SELL
etc., lot 100x142, fine location Good
brick house and two
on coiner, one block fiom Cen- porches, furnished, garage, good
avenue.
tral
in
location
price
Highlands;
5 room white stucco bungalow, $4,000; good terms.
JG1G0
It has been
modern, hardwood (loora, sleeplng priced at $4,600, but owner is
porch, fireplace, furnace, cellar, gar- away and says soli. Hurry it you
age; corner lot, fine location. Fourth want it.
ward.
. M'CTXGHAN, ItfiAT.TOR
Borne good bue In business property.
204 W. Gold.
Lots and house
all carta of tho city. Plioue 4ia-J- .

$4200

T, Kingsbury, Realtor
907--

riiono

411.

FOE SALE

frame house in very
location in Fourth ward.
Kast front, with walks, lawn,
shade; hits glassed-i- nn sleeping,
kitchen
porch; also glassed-in
porch and large Bcreened-i-also
front porch. This house is
furnished.
ONLY $3,300
Phono

Realtors
Fourth,

120 S.

trood

D,

& Griffith

Ackerson

BUT is when

Pagt5

adobe
modern
liwuao, blucL'o finish, hardwood
floors throughout, for only
?D00 down,
monthly
$2.81)0;
payments.
modern pressed brick,
furnished,
hardwood
floors,
close in, Fourth ward, for only

Xcw

Due tn

licnlth this property
I'romi-nontl- y
in cffuriiil
for gfilo.
locat'd, close in, ond
will
good income on
mont.

Realtors

221 Wost (ioltl
Loans), Insurance,

.BOARD

with Board
Horn,

North Tenth.
FOR RENT Room,

cooking.

and board If

13
d.

Close In. Phone S028-AND
ROOM Also
sleeping
porchcoi Snuih Hlglr, phne fi;i-FOR RENT For gentleman
one
only,
bed oa sleeping porch,
1207 East
HOARD

Central.
FOR RENT Southeast; glassed-l- n
porch
and board .ultable for two. 114 North
Maple.
SOUTH

sleeping porch, bedroom and
board for lady. In new house.
Hot
water heat. ISIS KBst Central.
FOR RENT Porch rooma with board,
iu private family. Man preferred.
00
per month. 208 Houth Arno.
ROOM AND HOARD
Good meals with
tray service and nurse care. Apply
207 North High,
phone 1748-FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room
suitable for ono or two with board.
f18 West Fruit, phone H72-ITUT-OLAyhome-cooke- d
meals, 2 Tic.
Room and board. flO per week.
l,2
South Broadwuy, phone 1K71-ROOMS In cuttaea or niuin building,
)fl,1 to $120 per nionth. Excellent meats.
St. John's Sanatorium, phone 491.
FOllTTENT Nltely Srnfshed7 steam
heated rooms with first-clas- s
table
hoard.
Phone 1127-J10 South Arno.
JAM RijON'd RANCD
fhTTIiTc to set
well; two miles fi ,;u town;
poriatlon to and from town; good home
Phon.. 2.'3S-j- .
cooking.
FOR RENT Two lovely sunny porches.
d
good
mcaia.
Very reasonable. No" objection to bed patients.
HJ3 Huuth Walter,
SS03-phr.ne
TABLE HOARD
Can accommodate two
or three persons for u.ea!s by the
week; rooms across the street
Mrs.
Fleming, 105 South Cedar, phone 1578-T.ead.
FOR RENT Two clean, desirable rooms ROOM AND HoXkd withTiecpiiig porch
for two.
Southeast expofHlie.
Also
for desirable men or women employed.
room for man and wife. Heat
Quiet ami comfortable. Can acoommo- - large
lu room if desired.
818 South Arno,
phone ir4r.-hiKh-cins- s
BTRICTEV
exoluslve room In
UERGLUND'ti private sanatorium,
private home for a genlieman who de- MRS.
14IS South Edith,
Jl',5
Annex,
per
sires comfort, quiet and home surroundmonth. Private ro. ms, lint and cold
t.
ing.. Fteam heat.- Best residential
steam
hent.
Main
water,
Can n;o
building, east
room, glassed,
i5. Good meals, tray
service free.
MIltAMONTKS-O.N-TllB-MKSFOR RENT Apartments,
Blato IloteC NO'i' a sanitarium or
Fmirtli ond Central.
boarding house,
but a
HOME for lieuithseokers,
FOR .RENT Small uparlmcnl. Sl.i.00. combined renl
best nursing care. Glassed
with
'"-'17BK-g
South lllclr, phone
In porches, romforlablo
rooms.
Call
2400-.1and we v. ill show you tin place.
roil RENT One
apartuu-ut- ;
steam heated. Imperial Hotel.
MRS. M A iiisTl A I.L' S priTatn" iouief or
FUR 1 E N T Fu I'll s fed apartment
tubercular patient., sleeping porch,
and
rooms, furnace heat, largo loObv with
garage.
Phone 1680-1010 Forrester.
fireplace, tray service or table 'board;
Rates f.'.o.od ond up.
FOR RENT Modern apartment, three nurse attendance.
rooms and sleeping porch, furnished. Call 1107 North Twelfth, phone 1l1-.r- .
piaono 2:;a-w- .
BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished four-roosteam heat.
apartment,
at
Inquire
117)
fnll
S1
North First.
Kast Central,
1'"UK SAUK
fimull rooiiiiutf h..usc; very
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished apart314 '.4 W'nst OIil.
reaonab)o.
ment, rlose In; also two nice bed- FOH BALE
Lunch car. 2a Knt Cen- cuiiuren. pnone
trul.
Apply City KlfPtrlo
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, tiiree
phop.
mom,, aieepina; porch, bath and base- - FOIl SALE Hotel, twenty rima, pool
haJ and bar; gnod I eat a. S13 Snutb
ment. Call 505 West
yanta Fe,
First.
FOR RENT
three-rooFurnished
.
Five-rooBnflrlm.nr
nn .laanlnH
hotiae Hiid tmull
tHSl' FOR KALE closo In.
.'ED,iUi
t
Call
South
159-Krocery,
Bventh.
FOR RENT Well furnished apartment
Two-afir- y
FOH
KALE
.vim iicni, in privnio nome.
l.rlil; biniainR,
Married
215 fcouth FIrnt; luc&tliin gnud for any
No alck.
couple preferred.
S15 West
klnt) of buwlnpsa.
Roma.
FOH SALIi
FO:'. RENT Three
boarding linuso busiapartment,
ness.
Good (ocatlon. Must soil, party
or unfurnished.
Bteara heat,
not and cold water. Parkview court, leaving1 town.
AUdrcaa Uox (i5, earn
903
Journal.
East Silver.
FOR RENT Small handsomely fur- FOH JII5NT Store room at Ml South
Third, good condition, ono Murk from
nished, and three-roounfurnished,
steam-heate- d
1216 West Panta Fa shops; also small stock' of
apartmenta.
for mile. Call ot 901 South
groceries
6,
jwium, appiy Apartment
APARTMENTS Nicely furnished three Third, phone 'J014-rooma, Bleeping porch, furnace heat, FOH BALE Profitable buuluebs, eatab-Iiiha- d
hot and cold water. No alck or chilfive years; owner wishes to
account of having other tntereste;
dren. 400 South Seventh.
low and a hargain. For Inprice
very
FOR RENT Housekeeping apartment
postoffir box
two rooma terview, addrrss
completely
furnished,
N. M.
glassed Bleeping porch; gas, hot and
FIRST CJASS room and board proposicold water.
1003 North Pecond.
tion can be had for $5000.00.
Terms
FOR RENT Two rooma and Bleeping
91900 cash, balance monthly payments.
porch, furnlahed; modern, 130.00. 1B01
East Central. Three rooms partly fur- Five rooma and two porches, f
furniturj in good condition. Kxcellent
nished. 410 North Sixth. Phone 1142-.trade, Address Pnit 7R. e:ire Journal.
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment, private porch, private entrance; hot and "WANTED
Miscellaneous
cold water; bath adjoining. fJaa range,
WANTED
luUI) adobes at once, I'lioue
laundry atove and pantry. Phone and
911-adob. garage. A real omey place. 725
UXPERT PIANO TUNING JS.to. James
South Third, corner JfnieMlne.
Duran, J920 West New York, phnne
FOR
RENT
Unfurnished 1974-Cheap.
Modern
apartmenta.
except heat.
Three rooma and both, 116.00; four TRANSFER and aeavenKer work done,
reasonable ratea. E. A. Griffith, 7211
rooma and bath, 120.00. On car line.
Phone 190, McKlnley Land and Lum- En,t Iron, phone 1D70-ber company.
MAX BARGAIN
STORK, at S15 South
Flrat, will pay th highest price for
FOR RENT Two apartments, ( three
rooma and sleeping porch each, very vuur aeoond-han- d
clothing, shoe, and
furniture. Phone 8,8.
desirable location.
Furnished.
Five-rooUnfurmodern.
house,
WANTED
to
loan on first morMoney
nished. Would lease for a year. Alprincipal
tgage Th security of the
J. D. Keleher,
buquerque Realty Co., 313 !i West Oold, our flrat consideration.
211 West Oold. phono 410.
phone IW3.

IJJutJienijosurePhM

Investments

that

terms.

$G,2r0;

rooms and bath, close In;
price $2,700;
terms, $400
down, balance, less than rent.

Joseph Collier
2117

Service

West

Gold

1!

Avenue.

that builds estates.

FOR RENT
Full

KNTFoiir-rooi-

u

Houses.
furnished "bouseT

U'lr, Houlh Walter.
KENT 'JVn-pw- p,
furniKlmd huuse
South Walter.
,vii!' "!!!!!:
I'UH i;lON'lt;i3 West Coal,
fliqillr at
premises op phone 20 for Informatinn.
.w.vr,.-i,oo- jl
furnished house.
basement, earage.
On North Eleventh.

I'olt

Phone 410.
FOR RENT
houses.

Several desirable furnished
4 Wood, sua West

McMllllun

iOlt

LENT. Nw
rite room moih-rhouso In llluhlanda. Reasonable ratea
Phono 11,.?-M- ,
i'Ult HKNT Kurnltl. id five-roohouse;
furnace heat.
Phone 13SC-707

Went SlHto.
FOR KENT
Modern stucco brick, live
rooms, two glased-l- n
porches, base- mcnt.H;4 Eust Hilver.
FIVE IiOOMS.Iu'odef n, nicely "furnished.

Rent very reasonable. Room ;, First
Nullonnl Hank bids.
I'OU RI2XT Furnished
liiua,
ninclcrn,
C5.
furnace heat,
Phon.
COO West
Pllver.
FOR RENT 1 OJt South Arno Seven
rooms and bath,
hut
tor hent.- phono 16' s W.basement,
TOR I; E NT Desirable
modern
furnished bungalow, hardwood floor,
ftaioKO. etc. Close In. Phone UI.'G-I''1!. rent Four-roocottaga v,lth
f.incy chicken bouse and small barn.
.
West Iron, call
FOR RENT Nice four-roocottufe at
307 West llnzcldlne.
Seo Broad HI- ryolo Cn.. ;;p South Second, phone
FOR HUNT Two modern
o
furnished houses with sleeping porchea
HlKlilnnils.
Itioulre in South Edith
LIST your vacant houses with 'he
City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
erv Ice. g(i7 West Gold,
phone i7,
FOlt RENT Four rooms,
bntii and
BlOHsed-l- n
sleeping porch, furnished.
Adulla only.
Jios East Oold. phone

7.

3

III

Foil

Five-rooRENT
housu with sleeping porch and bath.
ArModern.
eola heat. Galag and chicken yard.
Phone 1542-FFUNISllED
UUN'SALOWS
Steam
heated and electric lighted without
extra charge, $0 per month. St. John'.
Sanatorium, phono 411.
FOR RENT Modern house with five
rooma and glassed sleeping
porch, In
eorj location in Fourth ward. 619 Nortu
Thirteenth, phone 1452-FOR RENT Five-roocottage,
city
water and lights. Garago. Six blocks
from car line.
:o,00. 1811 South Edith.
Diqulro 011RouMt Arno, phone 1470-T
Foil RENT
cottage with
sleeping porch, garage, electric light,
11107
Lot fenced.
city water.
South
High. Inquire 1311 South High. $15
per month.
FOR KENT Modern furnished house,
three rooms and glassed-l- n
Bleeping
porch, also two other large clean porches,
nearly new, rent MO. Email family only.
Pick preferred.
Apply 100(1 South Edith.
FOR SALE OR RENT Frame atucco
residence at 718 West Coal, four rooms
and bath. Two acreened porches, good
plumbing, built-i- n
features, fireplace,
phone lxns-mornlnirs.

ill

"WANTED

WANTED
11145.

Position"

Housework by tit day. Phone

PAPER Kaisoiulnlng. Job
phon. R84-Position a. clerk In atore. InAddresa W. L., car.
experienced.

CLEANING
Gondson.
WANTED
.Tournal.

211 W

Shelley-Brau-

On
MIS
As Long A3

Co,

n

OPPORTUNITIES

ot the best paying rooming!
houses in Albuquerque;
worm'
$4,000; will sell for $3,300; terms
ir yesired; can
year leu.se
reasonable rent.
get-tw-

Albuquerque Realty Co,
i W. Gold.

National

riiono

073.

Investment Co,
Koaltors

Insurance All Kinds.
Heal Estate
List Tour Proporty With Us.
200 !i W. Gold.
Phoney 635

I'MS1L.li-liy,,"wn-

Bi'
011

"

0oh.VFTTW0'r"0'n

vghTLjg
FOR SALE

A

6llver- -

""
DC-

-

$15.00.

about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagorj,
Terms Cash

Vive-roo-

One

313

Better Grade

A

(Of

Two rooms and sleeping porch,
Fourth ward, on car- line, $1,250,
easy terms.
house on West Silver,
t,
furnished, sleeping porch,
$6,300,
furnace,
garage,
terms.
housa, Second ward,
convenient to shops, partly furnew
nished,
gas engine and pump,
terms.
Xcw, tour rooms, Fourth ward,
feabath, breakfast nook, built-i- n
tures oak floors, slopping porch,
garage, $3,500; $1,000 down, easy
terms on balance.
MMILMON Ai WOOD, Iicnltors.
Insurance, Loans
200 Host Gold Avenue.

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load

TZa W. Gold

S2;l.

I'houo 410.

Gold.

n"1"

1o.lr-!2i').-

'Telephone

Mc Kin ley Land!

Lumber

Vive-roo-

FOR SALE
Furnished bungalow and a good
business, lots 100 lv 112, will
sell for $3,000 less than cost, on
account of health. Owner wants
to go to lower altitudo.
Address
C, C, care Journal.

furnished.

fORSALE

Miscellaneous.

Five-roo-

modern
FOH SALE
Hard ooai heater, large aliie.
flrU. Sc. owmr,
none oil.
e
FOR SALE
Acoiu range. 11$
1'?1THfALKThI;t,
n,,,iUB motleni. fur- Wost Oold.
FOR SALE Unby buga and good curt.
411 East Silver.
I,'
stucf5u7eT FOR SALE Hottentot
en corner; bargain
beating stuvcf
for gulck
40$ Wctt Control.
sal. Apply KOI) South Vl'o,...
FOH SALE
FOR SALE For $200.00. fine
Select
genuine
Navajo ruas.
large lot
i"j west l.'0Pper.
cottage and cut buildings'
See owner at 1S1.) South
TRY
iilidT
llODnVS
I.N TOWN.
MILIll
Edith.
Phone 2413-RFOR SALE Almost mf
mpletely
"rnl"'el Ineom
.
property in High-- I FOR SALE White Iron Led, soiii.ts uu,1
mettress. Phone 2'i.'iS-h.
u12SoujJit12k
1
FvMt SALT; A turtoiin.
-y
A
oner.
barTin.
JL 8A,'KTu.ifiogaoy cube
om house, hath,
siMij.uy. Flume 100,
sleeping
h.
SALE
Full
Six ImrsepoTvoi- steum b"il- FOR SALE By oinm-- , suburban h'oVn7,
Tj
ypnty HflMii,kH dairy.
four room, and sleeping
porch, city FOR SALE Fox Ru'illont base burner
u 1 1 ee"'
"P" urbi,r- - Post- trove. f,l'3 North Thirteenth.
offlco box 213. cltv
For SALE Suris Dolb"lou u'id Jona-,Jh"- n
FOR SALE J4,, .oo.o'o. Saven-rooi- u
mT-er-n
Pliorie
npples.
brick. ..lose In. $000.00 cash.
KtUt SA LE Fertilizer. fTn yoor"lawn!
fHfornin. Must sell.
n
1
West Iron, phone
South Edith, phone L.Tij-.T- .
FOR KALE Three-rooROOFINU
Kli'h
hous
chlckeii house foe two hundred chie-ken- s. EXi'HrjTonrfiiiteei-- yvork. Phono 1 rt I - .7.
SALE
II iTr eyl .1 y idsoii
motor-cscl- o
garago, )IBhia and water. l:as FOlt
lu first-clairon, pnono 4ao-condition. 10S North
Fim.
Five-rooiOR SALE
California bun
gulow. modern except heat. 2(4 blocks FOR SALE
Five ten-fodry goods
rrom Roblnsou park.
counters. Apply Kahn'. Sture, 10'J
Lawn,
trees, flowers.
Terms. Phone 1713-North First.
"OK BALE Beautiful
EltS. all maKes, $li aud up,
pressed brick TYt'EWUI
$3 per month. Albuquerque
bungalow, flv rooms,
Typewriter
poroh
and double pressed brick sleeping
F.xohnnso.
12:
South Fourth.
garage; ideal
hum
near shops.
For particulars
FOR
SALE
all
Apples,
varieties, fur
70S eoulh Third.
C"oltil!ir mid
at lowest prices.
FOR SALE A completely furnished n T!. r.'lnrke. eating,
phono 2 tnr,-Khouse.
One of tho best
lu tho FOR SALI-(Jno iron wheel wagon and
owlands. Yield about ar. buys
net. He- dlfio harrow,
Cult
singlo liarnrss.
Ing sacrificed ns owner must leave city. Rrltt.
afternoon.
Matthew rmirv.
Apply 712 We.it Lead.
lR.'K.Li'
DAIRY
FO It SALE
Cornerfol, J'hirtci:iith and CLEAN MILK, will, a heavy cream line;
Slate, paving now to this corner; half
Phone 73S.
pint., So; quarts.
square to street cur. Cozy iivoblo
FOI t SAL E Used
tractors
and
garage built. Wuler, lights,
with gang plows.
Hardware
toilet. 7ua Noil h Thirteen! h.
A
Korher
J
I'epnrrment
ompanv
FOH SALE
One thrce-ronimuse,
sleeping porch, bath, pautrv and ce- FOR SALE Boxed Delicious apples also
other vurletlea.
At former DeWltl
mented collar. Sixty-fiv- e
shade trees, rcni-liNorth Fourth, phone 2110-jrlot fenced. Will sell at sacrifice. Call
ynrmr- T'hon o 1 219 W after II p. m . SAXOPHONES aud all bund Instruments.
new or used; private or class lnstruc-lion- s
FOlt SALE
brleki
owiier,
on above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph 302-43 South Seventh, corner bylot, sidewalks, garage, chicken house, basement, WOOD
WOOD Call siulRL
TIJeras
hot water heat, hath room,
Canyon, for your eupplv. Prompt delarge closets,
largo front back and sleeping porches. livery. Cedro Canyon Wood rompany
Phon
618, or any real estate dealer In FOR SALE
Windmill and tTiiiTail comtown.
plete. Cheap for quick tale. GasoFOlt SALE
modern pres&ed line engine for $10.00. Call 1623 South
brick home.
Register. In each room. Arno.
Finished in mahogany and ivory. Largo GET A XJIAS box of
four
ladles'
basement, also garage.
Would mnko.
or five pair, men's Heal pails
silk
terms. Located Ninth and Gold. Largo
Hosiery, $3.00. Phones 22i2-W- .
corner lot. Address P. O. Box 436, city,
or r W., care Journal.
FOH SALE
New dining set, new F'ren 'h
FOR SALE Now adobs whits stucco,
hovel mirror, walnut frame, lxf0:
five large rooms, bath, larcre eli.efs
oil stove, oil heater.
bedstead,
Inquire
fireplace, basement. Areola beat, tivo 322 Cornell.
Tills Is
ruyciy jjorcnes, pergoia, etc.
S
A
FO
R
LE
.b.Tut"
Cheap!
an ideal horn and command, a won50oTft"of
good barbed wire with posts If dederful view.
Priced to sell.
Good
terms. Owner, 1021 West New York, sired. Realty Sale. Co., Ill South)
phone fifiO.
phon. 1444-Genuine Wicker baby bugIN ORDER to raise some cash at once. FOH SALE
gy;, velvet corduroy lined; reversible
will sell my new brick bungalow. Has
First class condition. Reaflv beotlful rooms, also fine bath and turntnhle.
0S North Twelfth.
Polished floors, sonable.
big breakfast room.
steam heat. Two porches. Will make FOR SALE
Winchester rifle In
new condition for 30 or will take 10
you a bargain for $49u0 with $r0O in
cash and balance monthly. Address Box or
suae shot gun In part payment.
11. care Journal.
Pee rifle nt 407 West Copper.
I'OR SALE Edison Diamond Disc
AUTOMOBlLEjr
with 120 records, at less than
LSI-IWhile Iron lied, sprint's,
Chevrolet car and auto tent for half price.
matlresir, 72.1 South Ilrondyvay.
sale cheap. Phone 1703-EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O. SOFT SPOTS
llw and arch cushions
K. Sheet Metal Works. 217 N. Third.
prevent fallen lnst?ps; cures all foot
II.
troubles.
Arch
Thus.
planter
6
FOR SALE
Lig'U Bulck, J600I F. Keleher Leather Co.. sOSSupports.
West Centra).
Ford touring. 11$ West Gold.
STOP
Those windoft'a
from rattllriR,
FOlt SALE 1917 Hudson. Good condiout sand. duand cold olr by
tion.
Car can bo seen at Oden Bulck
Installing Peace Metal Weather Strips.
company.
Phon 1H2-W- ,
R. P. Thnma. IOCS For$"50.00 buys good Bulck four, worth rester.
$600.00. Room 7, First National Bank
FOlt SALE One 2U II. P. engine. $50;
bldg.
one fine office desk, 1100; one 8 II. P.
FOR SALE 10-- 1 Dodgu touring car.
Will tske a lot In trade as part pay- gas engine, $100; on rock or ore crusher, $100; ono Podire crusher. $200; one
ment. Inquire 203 South Vassar.
set high-spee- d
rolls. J.",00.
Phone 79.
BUICK 4, perfect condition. It Is to be
sold to the highest bidder, r'o reserves. FOH SALE
Pianos, player pianos, elec-trl- o
Room 7, First National Hank bldg.
orchestra pianos, with slot
values;
SAVE 00 to 70 per cent on used parts,
phonograply,; pre-yvfor
.
quick action, phone ion or write
difetc.; full stock for over twenty-flvferent cars, Mcintosh Co., 211 West Cop- Ceorge P. Learnard Piano Co.. 214 Boutb
Walter.
per.
FOR SALE Nash coupe, nearly new. USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
best Ooodyear tires; excellent motor.
dresslag, Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-p&Call 800-- J for demonstr tlon before SatValspar Enamel on autoraohllea
Cottar. Paint. Homestead
Plymouth
urday night.
SatFOH SALE
Good Dodge touring car. Floor Paint, Roof Pnlnt and Cement.
isfaction
assured.
Tho.. F. Keleher LeathPhone er
Good terms.
Priced right.
1057-408
West Contrul, phono
Co,
275, cat: I. C. Bess, or Inquire at Charles
Ilfcld company warehouse
TEACHERS, ATTENTION! Special sule.
o
Tho Valuphone,
110BBS yUALlTY CARS
Special prices,
Are an Investment, not a speculation. called because In it ;'ou receive the
in
for
value
the
least
money
They will pay dlvldeiola of service and greatest
pleasure. We hava Just completed re- the plionoffraphio world. $00.00 buys the
building a few for your Inspection, A Valuphone, Jr. Cabinet beautifully dedemonstration will leavo you satisfied. signed uud finished. Beforu you buy.
see and hear our Consolo mo'.el, $125.00.
C
prices ere not historic.
Geo. P. Learnard Piano Co., 214 South
HOBBS MOTOR CO.
SlS-M4M
Walter. Established 1900. Phona loC
Phone
West Central
acd we will call for you.

fla:ZJl"IlyoMhil

It.

lt,

Seven to ten room housu unOlldersleeve 7D7-furnished.
WB want a home of five or six moms
'Rv lowest cost
In rood location.
price, and etreet number. No agen's
sddres me Bos 9. care Journnl.
WANTED

$

Co.,

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

4 BLOCKS OF TOSTOFFICE
desirable residence section,
residence, built-i- n
features,
hardwood
floors, furnace heat
lar?o lot, front and back porehi,
Owner leaving town. Will sacrU
fice. Easy terms.
'
TIIOXE J. I'. GILL, 770.
In

LUXURY OR COMFORT?
Italian

mission type
comprising all
features that lend comfort, or even luxury; Fourth
ward, at $3,730; on liberal
terms,
1'hoto in office.
bungalow,

City Realty Co,, Realtors
207 W. Coltl.

rhoim 687.

FOR SALE,

HOUSES

2

rooms, Rarden lot, 5800.
- ioouim, sleeping porch, $950.
2 houses
mntin; $10. $1,C50,
4 rooms, ?t00
cash, $2,000.
3 rooms,
Heights, $150, J1.000.
7
rooms, new. stucco, heat,
$

1,000.

Estate Exchanga

Real
40l

ti

PRACTICAL nurse would Ilka position
in doctor's office.
Address Box D,
care Journal.
REGISTERED druggist desires position
In state.
Addresa P. O. Box 314,
Cimarron, N. M.
POSITION
WANTED
Uookkeoping
clerk, 30 year, experience tn the eaat.
Address A, 721 East Central.
1 WILL drive
your car to California for
mall pay and expeue"s. Can furnish
good references. J. J, Wynn, 402 North
second.
RIJCJ CLEANING-9x1RUG8 CLEANED V.WS
WANTED
Position as salesman or colMattresse. renovated, ts.to up. l'urnlture
lector or would consider going In busri paired, packed. Awning work. Porch iness.
car
Address Box 0. E. 0
Krvln Redding Co. Journal.
FASHIONABLE GOWNS and ladles' tail-o- curtains. Ph. S91-n g. 218 South Walter, phone 1BH7-.- I.
KODAK FINISHING 3 TIMES A DAY YOUNG yyoman wants work in home.
satlslnctlou
guaranteed.
No objection to sick. First clasa cook.
Remember,
HEM ST ITCH IN U ud pleatlm
Phon
Send your flnlj n t a reliable estabGo home nights.
5S1-Rest references. Phone
Mellnl building.- - Myrtl
room
m
lished
firm.
pal
Return
Miss
postage
Wilson, II92-Plevert. Ten cent, yard.
Inc.. WIDOW
& Hanna,
mall ordera,
Hanna
cook
HEMSTITCHING. 10 centa per yard, at Oommerclal lhitrrapher,. For News- Lady desires position
or housekeeper or caring for alck. Beat
XARPENTERING7
Rosa Dressmaking
Madam
shop
references. State salary in first letter.
state hotel, over Bracy'a cafeteria.
FOR SALE - Poultry-Egg- s. . I Can
FOR ODD JOBS and contrac work, cull
care
leava
Address
Widow,
city.
iji.i.i1H78-PLEATING, accordion, sl3. and box: FAT
Phone Journal.
turkeys and fresh eggs.
mall ordera. N. Crane, 315 North
3J04-JPAINTING, paperhauging and calclmln-ing- .
Seventh. Crane Apartmenta, phon 1114
PERSONALT
Free estimate. Phone 1972-BALE
liens, ll.Oll each. 1023
HEMSTITCHING done promptly In ihe FOR
reasou-ablMRS. FRED OILMAN
Bouth Third.
inilllnory, tock ROOFH repaired or put on neyv.20H0-best poaslbl manner, price 10c. per
hats
to order. ReGeorge Waters, phone
Singer FOR SALE Nice chickens for frying. modelinganda hats mad Room
yard. 117 Gold, phon 787-1, Supespecialty.
NEW WORK or ropairs.
Roofs, floor1016 South Walter.
Sewinis Mtehln. Company.
rior Hotel, over Woolwnrth'a.
Reasonable, Phouc
ing and windows.
WANTED Dressmaking aud sewing of FOR SALK Turkejs.
Range grown. BARKER First-clas- s
1952-at
barber
oall
will
54H-JCorn
all klnda by day or garment. Work
fed. Phone
your home or sanitarium.
Special PAINTING Paper banging and kalsoin-inintot prices.
guaranteed.
Cheapest ratea for beat FOR BAT.E Nlco
fat turkej
S104-R. A. Witter, phon
L, W.
all work guarauteed.
work. Mr.. L, Rosa, New Stat hotel,
Plrone SIK-.U'L'O South Edith.
Thanksglvlnpr.
1244-10SS-.Owens. SOU South Edith, phon
Phon
Whit
FOIl RALE Sovenl.v
l.eghurp ATTENTION, MOT11EHS Tbo greatest PAINTI" vi,
paporhauglug and kalsoinin
pullets. Doane, 1301 North First.
Christmas gift for your .boy or girl
FOR SALE Livestock.
George C
lug. All work guaranteed.
SALE Eighteen fine fat luylug la .an education that meets every dally Morris,
1110
North
Eighth,
phon
FOR BALE Kabblta and liutchcs, 710 FOR
151 North Flm.
need. Your boya and girls will get 2S9U-i.oo
each.
bens,
West Lead.
once, 4S young this practical education if their ChristCHEAP
at
It
taken
estiFree
all
classes.
CARPENTERING,
TOR BALE One fipo heavy draft inare.
gift Is "The Children's Encyclopaehens. Room 4, upstairs, 418 South mas Th
mate. and guaranteed yvork. Ask my
Hook of Knowledge," published
Apply M Bouth Edith.
dia,
Second, Mrs. Hhaw.
810
E.
customers.
K
John,
Johnson,
by the Groller Society of New York.
FOR BALE! Brad doe., frying raUblta.
1755-Mis. S. A, Corley who represent
the phone
Phon 1638-1208 North Sixth.
MONEYTO LOAN. '
Denver office 1 In the city. Phone I WANT you to Investigate my low prices
Bred'.
FOR SALE One Swlsa milk goat.
ildNEK TO LOAN On watches,
1070-on
kind of a building proposition
any
10S Bouth Third.
Apply O. O. Bel-beguns and everything valuabi.
you have In view. A. B. Palmer. Bunga- FOR SALE Ranches.
FOR BALE Rabbits and hutchoa. Cheap. Mr. B. Mnreua, til Bouth First.
lo lmlMer. Box 41. elty. ihon mn-W- ,
Also young dressed rabbits for fry- MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches FOR '' BALE ""OH "'tRA.DK 1 'iv
acres,
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1
ing.
West Coal.
and good Jewelry; llbe.-al- , Tollable, con- nine miles aouth of center of Houston,
FOR SALE Three car loads of the best flrlentlsl. Ooltlleh Jewelry fn.. 1 0R N. 1st. Texas. Will consider auto aa part pay. i'OR SALE OR TRADE Two Skce bull
Wyoming borsea you ever law, at
alleys. Make me an tier. C. C. Jusjoacpn i;niner, 207 west 001a.
Storerooms.
lowest price. Weigh 1100 to 1500, E. "FOR RENT
FOR SALE Flv mile north of city, tus, 2I2IU4 SoutL Secon
N. Wilson, three mile aouth of city.
acre good urehard, grape and FOR SALE OR TRADE Modern,
OH
WILL arrange tu ault tenant u 25xlil
FOR SALE Young fresh Jersey cowa.
house.
Excellent opportunity for
foot brick building; good condition: chicken proposition, 300 feet on Highland
T(io best of Jersey milk, 35 centa per opposlt
dining room In a location
Bantu l'
shops; reasonable roud and 670 feet on Oeuna road. Cor- - first-claa
,
rallon. Paved rosd,'
mile terms. Se. or writ
where one is needed, luouiro Room 13,
U Hemun, Ivl1
j .1 inn ,
uhiiv--i,
iiM,',T, i.r.
Ayyi?
O. O, EsblAT,
from JSarulaq bridge, ,Y, O. Eletchor,
First Nalluiial Dank, bills.
Nurlb. riisl, Albutiuarstut. tL
te.uta it una.

m

WHY PAY RENT?
2
room
new frame houe,
corner
Fourth
lot,
porches,
ward, e;isy terms, $3, 200.
frame stucco, good con-- ,
dition, good location, Second
terms, $1,800.
ward, eas-- room frame modern,
in Highlands, $3,150.
to
loan.
$2,000
-

riiono

Realtor

Keleher,

D,

5-

AlwirfetSLalls Fay

lmsn-men-

combina-tio- n

one-fift- h

pi'iee

house In
hardwood
Fourth
floors, built-i- n
features, lota of
closet space, furnace heat, and
beautiful grounds, and bent of
all, the price Is only $1,200,
I'hona us tliis morning.

FOR SALE
",

Boverninff features
whli'h always
makes
bis
lns the bis advan-las- e
uimiry.
ot Central avenue exposure, 300 feet for outside
room
and la well
in In liUKlneKs district. About
of area is covered
itli lmslness building earn-In- ?
$720 per year.
When
logically improved it will earn
eight thousand (six hundred
and forty dollars annually at
very low rentals.
Am authorized to sell this property
for SS.000; terms to arrange.
Xew and modern bungalow of
six
rooms and bath, oalc
.floorlns, fireplace,
breakfast
room, hot water heat, large
veranda,
cemented garage,
Knurih ward; price, J0.000;
terms.
West Central avenue, home of
7 rooms, valuable
lot with
lawn and
shade,
garage;
3

Bargain"

modern
ward, new,

Five-roo-

J,

Avenue

in 11,1s picoa
.Mm have

of

I'hono 000.

ForrU-Room- s

657,

INVESTIGATE
of real

Horn,

RANCH TO TRADE
4 acre ranch, priced
right;
house; 3 ' miles out; good soil;
will trade for city property.
Realty Sales Co,

.TABLH

riione

Franklin & Company

$4,750.

Duplex house, 3 rooms, and
glassed in sleeping porch on
each side, furnished; a 20 per
cent investment at $4,000.
modern house, 3 sleeping porches, hardwood floors,
completely furnished; owner is
living in house and getting $140
per month from rent 'of rooms.
The price is right.
A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
223 W. Gold.
Phono 130.

111 S, Second.

"Sure Enough

111

Jioney to loan

4-

Nhfi '

West Copper Avenuo.

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.
REAL ESTATE.
Koutli TbJrti Street.
Thone
14
112

SUPERIOR BUNGALOW
Four rooms nnrl bath, new and
neat; price and terms can't be
fieeinsr is believing;

beat,
over.

J.
11B

look

Gonco fieal Estate'

E,

W. Silver.

"CO.V

riiono 477.

1TOMR

CnEAP"

c.iRh

$100

modern
buys
home; has fireplace, fine basement, large lot, trees, anfl is
closa in on paved street In Highlands, balance of purchase price
can be paid as rent.
Have
modern rtouss for
rent in llicrlilands, not furnished,
$13 per month.
A. C. STAKES
Real Estate and Insurance
32 1 V. Cold.
I'hone 168
PHONE

520

guarantee Klean Odorless

We

Our

Kleanlnff.

specialty

de-

partment specializes In cleaning and pressing of Ladies' and
Gents' Suits.
day service.

Call today

one

Meyer &' Meyer

Hi

West Central

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
ITIigN K. YH.
,
WILSON,
Attorneys,
Rooms IS. 17 and 19 Cromwell Bulldln.
Phone 1158-PHVHH'i A'SfT A I H V Kit ICONH.
D1S. 8. I.. I1URTOV,
Disease of th Stomoch
j
'f
Suite 9. Barnett Bulltlln!
.
till. M Mtt.AKLT CAKTW RIGHT,
1'
Reatdanr
,123 Eaat Central
t.
Phone R71.
1IR 8. MAIII.E tSKEF.I.S,
i'
Osteopathic Physician
or lSSJ-VCitizens Rank Bldg. Ph. 8S1-UK. S. C. CLARKE,
Eye, Par, No. and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Pbon 1st. J'
I
Offle. Hour
ro
to II
and I tn ( D. B.
A

WILSON

W.

ANU

IVt.

lSHERIDAN,

M. D.

Practlpfl Limited to
GKNITO - IHINARY DISEASE?
AND DISEASES OF THE 6BU

Wnssermao

Iji tHinttory

in

Connection,

nanb Blrte. Phone NS6.
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye. Glaases Fitted

Cltlpn

Office removed to 114 N. 8eo
ond st. Ground floor. Phone g9j

DR. W. T. MURPHEY
Practice Limited to Tnbercnlosl
Barnett Buildlns Phone 836.
rToIlr
io to 12 a.m.: 3 tn I n.rri.

TCHlROPRACTORSr
Room

WELLCONTRACTOR.

1

Chlroprnctla
K. T Armlto

BMa".

WELLS DRILLED,' driven and repaired,
J. F. Woiklng.
pumps tnnUs. towers. H52-W.
23 West Marble, phon

IR. IIEALTHSEEKER
a nice little home consisting of a living room, bedi
breakfast room, hall, bath, front,
room, kitchen With built-i- n
back and sleeping porch, and Areola heat. This can be bought
We have

This place Is
$3,000; $200 cash, balance $50 per anonth.
located in tho Highlands 200 feet abovo the city. Why pay
bo
5tit your money for rent when you can
buying you a home?

Tor

Win. J. Levereti
Phone
City

110.

Office,

.
University

It

REALTOR.

313 West GolrJ

lfelshis Development

Company.

November

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Pa pre Ten

SINCE 1883

tore Closed

Ail

White American Terrier
Bull Dog, male; registered

Pay

CALL

1516-J-

i

.

GET READY

I

i

rn

Jewelers

Second and Gold.

imnii

liiiiU'ii

i

Day and

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

lout

Thanksgiving Day

Albuquerque's

Some
Xmas

1'lmno 885-Fresh
Daily and
Fresh I'ialtimore Oysters
Fresh Cooked Shrimp and
Lobsters
Smoked Kippered Salmon
White Fish and Bloaters
DELIVER TO ALT. FARTS
OP TOWN.

800 S. Second.

V'ish

i..iwwpHWP'm"M.p
'ire
Tilrvn m iff ::rr tf i

igrrtTT

worth

Ives Greenhouses

select from.
a
big beauties;
present that will
to

last a lifetime.

Floral Deeoratlons

Phone 682.
822 South Walter.

While

3

DAYS STARTING TODAY

balls,

pool tables, complete,
cues, racks
2 billiard tables
Cigar show case
Wall case
One safe
S

Cash

(ECONOMICAL)

E Theater

AZTEC FUEL CO.

Phone 251
Economy Electric

1102 North First Street
L. J. MILLER, Pres.

Laundry
Our prices are less and the
quality of our work excellent.
Special Attention to Bachelors"
Work.
Wet Wash Minimum Reduced.
We Call and Deliver.
and Cany 10 Per Cent Off
218 X. Fourth.
I'liono

M

le

a

Stu I

Stage will leave twice dally
leaving Albuquerque 7:30 a. m.
and 2 p. m., arriving at Santa
Fo 10:30 a. m. and 6 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe 8 . m. and
4 p. in., arriving Albuquerque
11 a. m. and 7 v. m.
Albuquerque
headquarters:
Mingling Bros, cigar store, 210
West Central. Phone 600. Santa
Fe headquarters: Bank confectionery, phone 222.

OMERA EGG

Joe Barnett

fancy Potatoes 22c
30r
lb. Nut-Ol- a
10 lbs. Sugar
...89c
9 lbs. Pinto Beans.. $1.00
14 lbs. Blue Rose
Rice
$1.00
50 lbs. Diamond M
Flour
$2.00
2i lbs. Diamond M
Flour
$1.05

Jos. M. Gaites Presents

22-1-

Original New

York-Chica-

go

Company

Mai entmo

ing.
325 South Second Street,
Phone 465-J- .

IN

,

66

Xnts: F. S. S. SI NSHIXi: PRODI CTMnclme Shelled,
IMnon-NiitAre Delivered in Sanitary
Machine Separated
Packages and (ilass Jars Only, from and at My Factory: S2S
Xortli Tenth Street.
Glass .lars nt Prel Harvey, AlhiKiuennie News.
XO OTIIFH Distributions-Arthe Product of My Machines.
ALL PACKAGES CAHHY MY RIM.ISTKHKO TRAItK MARK.
SWKET. DFLICIOVS.
C'LIOAX, WMOLIOSOMK,
Fannie S. Spit., H2:t North Tenth Street. Tel. 802.
PATENTEE AX1) SOLE MAXI FACTIREK.

Tuesday, December 5

Rodolph

Cranberries, F ancy Apples, Bananas and Yams
ThanksgivOpen all day
'

My

Cu-.l- i

JESSE L. LASKY PREsEF

Klood

Sand"

and
WITH

TO THE PUBLIC

NOTICE

Crystal Opera House

mm

1

Beginning Monday, Nov. 13, the
Albuquerque-Sant-

PAY LES5

10 lbs.

NOTICE!

chairs

iiO

All

Greenhouse, B'ourth and Santa
Fe Avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.

GALLUP LUMP

register

PAY CASH

for

Occasions.

COAL

FOR SALE

T33-- J

Cut Flowers

Robert Jones

Always
Worth

Finest
Theater

Crump's Cash
Grocery

Thone 732
Up Town Flower Shoppc,

rrlwiin

Speedsters, Coupes, Tourings.
With Winter Tops.
No Extra Charge for
Conveniences.
121 N. Third
Phone S80.
COX, TUB ORIGINAL.

J.

reservation; come in and
look them over.
Over a thousand dollars

City Fish Market

CASH STORE
Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c
503 West Central.
WARD'S

Ei

Just received direct from

hoover

Jj.

rfwm.ir

mi

CARS FOR RENT

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- e
Cloths)
Kirsh Curtain Rods
41S North Sixth
I'lioiic 1619--

Beautiful Designs'

Three-quarter-

rhr
ir.

mm

Navajo Blankets

I

.lan-i-

LAST TIME TODAY

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
AIRE RANCH
for sale, with new pcbbledash
Five rooms and
bungalow.
two porches. Must sell on account of health.
Real bargain.
.Sco
owner at
Easy terms.
n
once.
of a mile
west
bridge at five points.

m n

THEATE

Phono 15
Night Service.
open and Closed Cars.
Cadillac and Hudson Sedan.
Rcur Stnio National Bank.
'

Wiseman, the Jeweler

INt.

itmmnmitmmmmna-

25c TAXI

reachurs and everybody. Thanksgiving week only, we will make a
general reduction on our entire
stock. Our lino is complete.

30, 1922

,

LILA LEE and filTA IIALBI
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
Imagine Valentino a dare-devtoreador, a fiery Spanish lover! In the greatest story the author of "The Four
Horsemen" ever wrote. Produced by the man who made
"The Three Musketeers."
il

ALSO

BRICK

lJ?fTC0
I
ULiLtLiO

fi

1-Ml

AT
Jl

L

S

Fire Crick
Face Brick
Common IJrick Fire Clay
Metal Lath
Fireplace Tile
Mortar Colors
Flue Lining
Sewer Pipe
Floor Tile
Wall Hoard
Carey Hoofing
Heds
Murphy
Cement
Lime
Plaster
1253-Tel.

Ii U

I

I

Directed bv

4v

500

Xov. 2fi.rresi-?ieti- t
liurdlng has planned a quiet
White house
clay.
Thanksgiving
Officials said tonight he would do
come work, nrobablv durlne the
morning, havo dinner Willi Mrs.
room and
Harding In her sfi-epena ino renuunuer or inu aay
vesting.

Ph. Office

Stl-- J

j
j

To

1

t

tth

111

m

vuoitr if

.f'?.

109 SOUTH FIRST STREET

replace that broken window

i

a

glass. Albuquenine Lumber Co
Phone 421. 42!! North First.

Plus Tax.
Seat Sale Friday Morning at Matson's Book

Tan
DIME DANCE

EVERYBODY WELCOME.

Store.

GALLUP NUT

PALMIST

Madam Petite tells past, present,
and future; reads strictly from
ANNOUNCEMENTS
science and guarantees satisfaction. Now at her new home. 11 "7
ODD FELLOWS. ATTENTION
North Eleventh street and 1108
All members of all I. O. u. F., North Twelfth.
Saw mill car.
resident nnd sojourning, are cordially Invited to attend the regular meeting of I. O. O, F. Friday
1'irj-- t degree ceremonial.
evening.
Official visit of Orand Master Hob-fRefreshments.
Adv.
Jliller.
DYERS AND HATTERS
IM'U
LEANING
CARD OF THANKS
45.1. Vat. Hlh and Gold
Phone
We wish to thank those who
were fo kind to help and sympathize with Us during the sickness
and death of our beloved father,
Del Curto, and for the beautiTHE PRESHYTERIAX
ful floral offerings.
LADIES
MR. AND J1US. CIIAS. DEL are
a
bazaar Friday and
having
CURTO.
Saturday. Dec. 1 and 2, at Mr.
MR. AND
MRS. EUGENE
Sauer's salesroom, 420 West
PEREZ,
Central.
EMMA DEL CURTO,
ARTHUR DEL CURTO.
Adv.

For Everyone Who Likes
Hew Ray Thrills
flew Ray Smiles
flew Ray Romance

TONIGHT
MUSIC BY THE FAMOUS

pro-sress-

of each day in an eu.y chair.

LAST TIME TODAY

Colombo Hall

Music By
Moonlight Serenaded
Follow the Crowd.
A Big Time Assured.

1

DANCE

GIRLS-GO- WNS

PRICES:
$2.50, $2.00 and $1.00

Dance

8!)-

PRICES:
ADULTS, 35c; CHILDREN, 10c
.ADULTS, 50c; CHILDREN, 25c

PERSUING CAFE

(AfB

BIG THAFiKSOSVIKG

FULL OF PEP

Big Thanksgiving

Adv.

CURRENT EVENTS

IV

MATINEE
NIGHT

TURKEY DINNER

ail Wn:it

PATHE

JUST LIKE YOUR MOTHER COOKS

AT THE
ARMORY HALL

Let Us Send a Man

Jrr.. Harding has
far
along the road to recovis
able to spend part
ery that she

';

Central.
Residence

V.

'5

mi

TONI

PRICES

DR. I RANK E. MacCRACUI.N
QUIET THANKSGIVING
II. MucCRACKEN
DR. DAISY
'
PLANNED BY HARDING
Osteopathic
Physicians.
-

WashinKton,

.
f

V Si

Corner North First Street and
Mar blti Avenue.

Also a Comedy, "OUR GANG"
REGULAR ADMISSION

fV

P. O. Sorenson Co.

SCOTT DUNLAP

Jackson Gregory

SPECIAL THANKSGIVING

ArtKur S.Kane'oesentf

CHARLE6.

Dihtrlhuted by
Associated

Exhibitors
Circuit

FOR YOUR KITCHEN RANGE
LUMBER AND BUILDING MATERIALS

'

rt

COAL SUPPLY & LUMBER CO., Inc

EMPIRE Cleaners

Phone 4 or

Sly

t.

Dr. Murray, Osteopath.

Violet-ra-

y

treatments. Armijo BIdg. Ph. 741. j
Factory wood, lull truck load,

five dollars.

I'hone

31

Hahn Coal company.!
Adv.

F.

Iloliduy tilfts.

Product.

Machine-Shellc-

I'lnon

HOUSE

81954 Sooth First.

Osteopathic
Stern Bids. Tel.

Phone

ftir.'--

ROOMS

Phoue

C. II. CONNER,

NOW AT GUY'S TRANSFER
322 8. Second
Phone 371.

221--

U

FIX IT

421

3S5--

J.

V.

Central

RENTACAR

Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges. Coupes andSedane

ALBI'QVERQl'E

DR1VI RI.1 SS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

f

NOTICE

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work .My Long Suit.
Phono S01.

GALLUP COAL
Successor

Fuel Co.
to Johnson Coal
Phono

388--

Co.

la

I

CI
Xj

I

I

j

81

fist

numerical classified directory has Just been completed
for Albuquerque and surrounding territory. Books are being
A

Ml
kS

ll
II

put out by
300 Messenger Service

Tuberculosis
DR. WIliTTINGTON-- S TREAT.
MENT has been THOROUGHLY TESTED over a period of
years. Its MERITS are being
PROVEN every day. The results speak for themselves.
It
will puy YOU to INVESTIGATE those RESULTS. Send
for free booklet.
J. 1). VAN PEVENTEK
.Special
Representative.
C2t W. Coal.
Phono 202N--

I

Ii

ll
I,

Kvf

ZZZT"

Pat, the Plumber

12
6

Menu

lir

I

M)l3.

j

jg

DESSERT
rumpkln Pie or Ice Cue am

V

iA

''
jJ

BURN ANTHRACITE
'

No Dust

'

H
M

I

4

AND YOU ARE NOT BOTHERED

l

0
jill

7
;

w

l

I f$
3
fTJ
I tM

I

mvsio

P
,

Phone

I

I

ANDY GUMP

91-H-

AIIN

WITn SOOT

COAL CO.

--

.

'
I

AUCTION SALE
Friday, Dec.

1,

at

1216 W. New York

SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
Five rooms of A- furniture to go to highest bidder for cash.
Note the following urtkles to bo sold: Two old Ivory bed
room suites. Just the same as new; two W'ilton velvet rugs,
9x12; these rugs have been used only a short time and are
the same as new and cost ?125 each and are Just the thing
for two rooms connected; breakfast table, buffet, and 4 chairs;
wicker rocker and arm chair to match. Iron bed, spring and
mattresses, chest of drawers, wicker flower stand, oil heater,
two old ivory chairs, floor lamp, dishes, cooking utensils and
a big lot of other articles not mentioned. Now, if you want
goad house furnishings you cannot afford to miss this sale, as
these goods are the same as new and have never been used by
sick. If you want furniture we would like for you to come
and look these goods over for they will appeal to the most
discriminating persons.

IN-

"Mixing Business With Pleasure"

"

3
f.SS

5?J5
If t Vil

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Have You

BURN ANTHRACITE

I

I

No Soot

No Smoke

Soot In the Furnace Results In Loss of Fuel.
Ever Considered Tlilsf

A story of black hands, black faces and
black clouds with a riot of fun and
thrill before you get to the silver lining
-

A BOON TO THE TIDY HOUSEKEEPER

I

'

Orchestra

e

IN THE FURNACE

9B

John St.

J

I

i

Five-Piec-

S
g

lil;IVK

Come ftnd e"Joy a real good Thanks- dinner or supper In the warm- an nlccst cafe in the city.
K
Klvln

CEt

Popular Music by Our

B

j

Oyster Cocktail

523

-

Thanksgiving Night

M
H

noon to 2 and from
to 8 p. m.)

SOUPS
Puree of Turkey with Rice,
Consomme Royal
IHMS1S
Stuffed Young Turkey
with Cranberry Sauce, or
Stuffed Young Chicken with
Olblet Sauce
VEGETABLES
Potatoes au Oratln
California Asparagus Tips In Cream

hi

M. D. D. O.
Si)eclHllst.
701--

(From

'

HEIGHTS AUDITORIUM

JS
.

,

DANCING

1

RELISHES
Queen Olives, Hearts of Lettuce
with Thousand Island Dressing
Sweet Pickles
Celery Hearts
Sliced Tomatoes

S

J.

V

"The Home of tlie Best Cooking"
THANKSGIVING TURKEY

Baltimore

NEW MEXICO STEEL CO., Inc.
H. Louis Hahn. Mgr.
Phone 2023-Res. 1947--

V

DE LUXE CAFE

;

Don't throw It away because
Wo weld
broken.
any broken
metal parts. Money back guarantee.

vJ
Vfa

AT THE

I

j

S. S. Sunshine

d

Nuts.
The Dainty Nut in Dainty
I a nolo S. Spitz., Si'A
Packages.
All'
Xort.h Tenth St.
Tel. 802.
T'ackagps I'arry my Registered
Trade Mark. Adv.

BITTNER

f

Gallup Lump Coal

'

EAT YOUR
THANKSGIVING
DINNER and SUPPER

':

TRUCK DELIVERY
5

AND

Bray Piciograph
'i

REGULAR

PRICES

-l

J. L. GOIJER, Auctioneer.

SUGARITE
. Domestic Coal
Fancy Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy .Nut
Fancy Chestnut

SWASTIKA

m

GALLUP
'

Steam Coal

Mine Run

Chestnut
Nut Pea & Slack
Straight Slack

SICN OF CO0D COAL

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
We Guarantee

Satisfaction.

.

.

Phono 85.

